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On the narrow strip of
concrete that divides the
tranquil lawns of Deering
Oaks Park from the thundering traffic of Forest Avenue, a
woman and her dog stood
together but faced in opposite
directions.
Keri Lord, the woman,
faced north. Her right hand
was on her hip; her left arm
waved over the sea of traffic.
There was no crosswalk. She
was trying to figure out how
to get to the other side.
Molly, the shaggy gray dog,
faced south. Her feet were on
the ground, but her nose lifted
toward the park, and its
squirrels, which had eluded
her for years.
Forest Avenue divided their
interests.
In a similar fashion, Forest
Avenue divides Portland. It is
part of a ring of pavement that
isolates downtown and.
divides neighborhoods by
social classes, which, in tum,
gnaws at the social fabric of
this city.
And Portland is not alone jn
CBW[fonee Harbert
losing ground to the cancerous
sprawl of expressways and
suburbs. Every community in
the region is suffering at the
hands of traffic planners so
and photography books.
focused on moving cars that
''We've signed a contract and we are waiting
they've forgotten the objective
for Fleet Bank to sign the note," said Bruce
is to move people.
Harding, manager of Harding Books on 538
But on this sunny October
Congress St. ''We expect to have the note signed
afternoon, Keri and Molly
on Oct. 11, and we expect to have the first floor
weren't thinking of themselves
occupied by Christmas and the rest of the
as victims of Maine's tailbuilding by April."
wagging-the-dog transportaHarding declined to say how much his father
tion planning and the corrupt
paid for the building. "All I can say is both
forces that drive it.
parties are very happy, and we both think this
No, they were simply two
will be good for Congress Street," he said.
more Portlanders trying to get
Harding said his family will keep the
across the road.
bookstore at 538 Congress St. operating until the
Continued on page 8
lease is up in 1993.

H.H. Hay and Baxter buildings sold
• By Eric Hannelius

Two well-known Congress street buildings
have new owners.
The H.H. Hay Building on the comer of Free
and Congress streets has been bought by
Douglas Harding, owner of Harding Books in
Portland and Wells.
And the Baxter Building on the comer of
Congress and Oak streets has been bought by
Nick and Lola Kampf, owners of the Congress
Building (which houses the State Theater), and
the Hotel Everett.
Harding plans to tum the 165-year-old Hay
Building, which is one of Portland's oldest and
is on the National Register of Historical Places,
into a three-story bookstore specializing in art

ContiniUd on page 2
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Maine Turnpike
wins suit

BAXTER & HAY BLDGS. SOLD
Continued from front page

PORTlAND'S EUTE CUTTERS

Deslg,.. by Abby &. stoff
222 St. John streel.Sute 215.

Second Floor

PorIIord. 828-0426 • Evenng By Appl.

lnIroduclexy Special: (Fi111 ....111)
SHAMPOO/CUT/BLOW 011'1'
LachI/GirlI/$9.00 GenII/Boyo1$7.so

484 Stevens Ave.
At Pat's, while preparing for
the day - the coffee is brewing
- the muffins are still warm!
Why not stop in on your \my
to to world

Green Mountain Coffee
601/.
Port Bakehouse Muffins

691/.
We open at 6 a.m.

COI\JCEITS
New England's
premier coliecHon of
vintage and
contemporary
fashion jewelry. gifts
and decorative
accessories.
Only at Conceits.
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET

PORTlAND MANE 04101

761-4681

Community

~~~Cable Networl(
weak of 10111/91
LIVING TAPESTRIES:
Looking 10 Ihe 90's: Living
Alternalives. (1/2 hr)

NEVER IN ANGER:
The Forls 01 Portland (1 hr)
THE PSALTRY: Franco/
American Music (112 hr)
POWER & STEELE ON
THEATER: Arts Criticism
(1/2 hr)
A PROFILE:
James Phinney Baxler (112 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repealed Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port.0ll£OU'''", Falmouth, &Scarin Gorham.

' ~~~~~~~~~T?~

Except for one tenant on the third floor, the Hay Building has
stood empty for more than a year.
The Hay Building's owners, developers Joseph Boulos and
Douglas Cardente, had been criticized by area merchants for
letting the building sit idle while holding out for their $425,000
asking price.
•
Kampf bought the 100-year-old Baxter Building for $300,000
from Union Federal Savings Bank. The building's current
tenants include Down East Pharmacy, Subs Unlimited and ABB
Environmental Services Inc.
Although ABB has announced plans to move into the Blue
Cross &; Blue Shield building in the spring of 1992, Kampf said
the low price he had paid for the building will allow him to
charge "very affordable rents."
"We are committed to the future growth of Portland," said
Kampf. "And the only way that is going to be done is to bring
in tenants at affordable prices. And this is what we are going to
do."
'This is great news," said Paul Trusiani, owner of Paul's
Intown Food Store on Congress Street, which sits directly across
the street from the Hay Building.
'1 think the Hay Building will tie in well to the cultural
corridor that is building in the' Congress Square area. Both
owners are going to make a very positive addition to the area,
creating activity and business for other merchants and contributing to Congress Street's comeback."
Eric Hannelius

City greenway grows

South Portland council
clears path for new trails
South Portland City Council voted unanimously Oct. 7 to
add one mile of foothpaths to that city's existing greenways.
The council also voted to resist taking trail land by eminent
domain.
The footpath - Phase IT of the master plan South Portland
adopted in 1987 - will link Cottage ~d and Sanford Street by
trail, replacing an abandoned rail bed running along Broadway.
The new trail extends an existing mile of trail which runs
from Cottage Road to the Pleasantdale area. The city also seeks
to connect the trail with the existing Spring Point Shoreway.
City councilor Kevin J. Glynn's two amendments to the
Greenbelt Master Plan were passed 7-0 and 6-1 after an emotional debate. Glynn's amendments removed the section of the
plan that would have allowed the city to take private land by
eminent domain.
"In my copy of Black's Law Dictionary," said Glynn before the
vote, "it says exaction is the 'wrongful act of an officer or·other
person in compelling payment... where no payment is due.' It
means the same thing as extortion. But this was in the original
language of the master plan."
An elderly speaker railed against the eminent domain
proviSion, according to Glynn. "She said there were some
things that are not for sale, and that her home was one. She
didn't want to have to move to an old folks' home because of
this footpath_"
Under Glynn's amendments, the Greenbelt Master Plan now
contains an "acknowledgement of individual property rights"
along the trail system.
But City Councilor linda Boudreau, the lone dissenting vote,
felt that Glynn's amendment was "too inclusive. We had
already taken appropriate action prior to that vote; extending
the language to all city park plans was a dangerous move. It
could be limiting in the future. I feel it was an overreaction."
Citizens also aired concerns at the hearing about the impact
of trail maintenance costs on their future property taxes.
"We're encouraging the city to take care of those maintenance problems with imagination and effort," said Thomas
Blake, president of the South Portland Land Trust. "We believe
the trails can be maintained at no additional expense to taxpayers. It has worked well elsewhere in the country."
City Parks and Recreation Department Director Dana
Anderson agreed. ''We've redesigned the trails to be as maintenance-free as possible. We're talking about maybe $500 per year
to mow the grass. That's the maintenance cost."
Half the money for the $100,000 construction project will
come from a federal grant. The other half was donated by five
local businesses and the South Portland Land Trust.
The city will next address a proposed extension of the trail
from Sanford Street to Pickett Street. Easements on two properties would need to be acquired, according to Blake. One crosses
land owned by the Greater Portland public Development
Commision (GPPOC). Portland Pipeline owns the other tract of
land.
Paul Karr
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A review of the top news stories .tfectlng
Creater Portland: Odober 1 through 8, 1991.

No curtain in

sight for BIDE
minidrama
The brouhaha over BIDE, Maine's unique undercover drug
unit, has sullied the reputation of a prominent prosecutor and
sidetracked the Superior Court nomination of a man roundly
praised as a fine candidate for the bench.
What the minidrama lacks is a satisfactory ending. Or even
the prospect of one, for that matter.
'There are some unusual things happening in the state of
Maine, some very unusual things," said Sen_ N. Paul Gauvreau,
the Lewiston lawyer who co-chairs the Legislature's Judiciary
Committee, just before he and other Democrats united to block
the proposed transfer of John Atwood from the helm of the
Public Safety Department to the Superior Court bench.
"I know something is wrong, and 1 don't know what it is,"
Gauvreau said.
The flap can be traced to a news story telecast last December
by WCSH-TV, Channel 6, in Portland, about a reported federal
grand jury probe into alleged illegal drug use by District
Attorney Janet Mills.
The story was attributed to unidentified law-enforcement
sources, but Mills is convinced they were agents of the state
Bureau of Intergovernmental Drug Enforcement. She said last
week she believes BIDE officials were out to get her for tipping
off reporters about an embarrassing story about a judge who
freed an accused drug pusher because a BIDE agent failed to
show up in court.
Mills asked for a court order to plug the leaks. But U.s. Chief
District Judge Gene Carter refused to step in, saying he had
found no solid evidence of any illegal breaches of grand jury
secrecy.
In June, Mills filed notice of intent to sue BIDE chief Frank
Amoroso and Atwood - who as public safety commissioner
oversees the several dozen state, county and local officers who
make up BIDE - for $500,000 in damages.
And now, partly because of the allegations of the staunchly
Democratic Mills and partly because of a vague but pervasive
uneasiness about BIDE, Atwood's nomination is on legislative
ice.
Mills, the outspoken DA for AndroSCOggin, Oxford and
Franklin counties and president of the Maine Prosecutors
Association, denies using drugs. No charges have been filed
against her.
Atwood, reserved and soft-spoken, stressed to the committee
that he has no role in BIDE's day-to-day activities. He and
Amoroso insist they have done everything possible to check out
Mills' complaint but found nothing.
Republican Gov. John R McKernan, whose relationship with
the Legislature is already on the rocks, decried the committee's
vote as a "travesty." He said he intended to repost the nomination but had not by the end of last week.
What happens next is anyone's guess. The situation is
complicated not only by the unorthodox law-enforcement
methods that have become commonplace in the war on drugs,
but by the unusual circumstances of this case.
One is that Mills herself is responSible for most of the recent
publicity about the supposed grand jury probe. State and
federal prosecutors will not confirm or deny the existence of
such an investigation unless it leads to charges being filed.
The federal grand jury in Portland goes out of business at the
end of this month. If Mills is vindicated, it will apparently be
left to her to tell the rest of the world.
Atwood is trapped in his own Catch-22. Hamstrung by legal
restrictions on how much he can say about any drug case, he
can do little more than assure lawmakers that BIDE has done
nothing wrong. So far, however, he's been unable to convince
the right state legislators.
Peter Jackson/Associated Press

An Androscoggin Superior
Court Judge ruled Oct. 8 that
the Maine Turnpike Authority had not illegally spent toll
money to help finance
opposition to the Nov. 5
transportation referendum.
Judge Donald Alexander
also ruled that Transportation
Commissioner Dana Connors
and Maine Turnpike Director
Paul Violette could take
public stands on the referendum proposal; and that the
Coalition For Responsible
Transportation did not divert
money from the authority to
defeat the referendum.
'This is a total victory for
the Maine Turnpike Authority," said Christopher Nyhan,
an attorney for the turnpike.
'The Campaign For Sensible
Transportation tried to show
that there was a conspiracy to
divert money, but the judge
ruled there was no improper
conduct."
Brunswick attorney James
Kilbreth, who represented the
Campaign For Sensible
Transportation, had argued
that the coalition had spent
$250,000 that was improperly
made available by the
turnpike authority, and that
the money should be paid
back.
''We think this has forced
the turnpike to stop spending
toll money on defeating the
referendum," Kilbreth said.
"Further, we say there was a
relationship between the
coalition and the turnpike to
defeat the referendum."
Kilbreth said the Campaign For Sensible Transportation planned to appeal the
decision.

Concerts loud, but
008 future is
unclear
Old Orchard Beach's new
noise ordinance will kill
future concerts at the Seashore Performing Arts
Center, said an attorney for
mega concert promoter Frank
J. Russo.
'We've made it pretty
clear that compliance with
that ordinance is impossible,"
said attorney Nicholas
Scaccia. The town council
lowered the decibel limit to
75 earlier this year, and then
to 62 on Oct. 1.
Russo wants to continue
concerts despite a season in
1991 that was hampered by
small crowds and a poor
economy. But, said Scaccia, '1
don't think my client is going
to feel very secure in holding
concerts that they know in
advance are in violation of
the ordinance."
The uncertainty over the
future of SeaPAC has led
Russo to skip a $50,000
payment that would have
continued a lease agreement
with the town for the $2.2
million stadium. Town
officials say Russo could
forfeit money he has put
down on the stadium if he
lets the agreement lapse, but

• Continued on page 4

MAINE'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
PERSIAN AND
TRIBAL RUGS
Discover...
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"©
Find out why 4000 customers
nationwide and worldwide come
to Hard Cider Farm Oriental Rugs.
Choose from over I 000 beautiful
rugs in stock, including Persian
Heriz, Karadja, Isfahan, Qum,
Bibikabad, Hamadan, Bidjar,
Zarand, Tafresh, Afshar, Shiraz,
Luri, Qashqa'i, Lavar Kirman,
Abedeh, Eastern Kurd, Bakhtiari,
Mashad, Malayer, Sarabend,
Kashan, Sarouk (and probably
more). Also, tribals from Russia,
Afghanistan, and Turkey. In addition, we have modem rugs from
all rug-producing countries.
Oriental Rugs at
unbeatable prices
Since , ~
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AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE
Do You Suffer From:
Headaches
Sciatica
Back Pain
Fatigue
Tension

.'e: '
"

'

'

Ann/Leg Pain
Arthritis
Neck/Shoulder Pain

With the family plan, receive the care you need
for only $200 a month.

A BETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC

2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland
879-5433

..

OCTOBER
SUIT SALE
+ PLUS! +

with purchase of any sale suit over
S250* you receive B...

FREE $30 cotton Shirt
FREE $28 silk Tie
FREE $24 leather Belt
Choose from
Burberry's - Linen Ltd. Kingsridge - Southhampton Thmbury - Palm Beach

·OOer doa nee include the sale of 1fl price suits.

1974
188 Middle St .. Open Thursday Nights

,

COOKIN

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-8~660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Thes_-Sat.
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KATAHDIN
When we decided to change our menu after Labor Day,
we didn't realize that we would have so much trouble. We
discussed it between ourselves and among friends and no two
people could agree on what items to drop. Comments such as
"I come to Katahdin for the Crab Calces" and "You can't
possibly get rid of the Pot Roast" convinced US that we had to
take another approach . So rather than revamping the entire
menu, we decided to enhance it by offering Daily Specials.
We've been open for six months now, so you might not
think of Katahdin as a "new" restaurant any longer. Well,
think again! We keep things new by constantly taking
advantage of the fresh and interesting products that come our
way. Our Chefs Special, the Fresh Catch of the Day, and the
Blue PLate Special ensure that no matter how often you eat
here, you will always find something different and exciting to
try. And of course we continue to offer the regular menu items
that have become so popular with our customers. After all,
why mess with a good thing!
We went up to the Montsweag flea market last Saturday
and made quite a haul, returning with an assortment of
creamers and salt and pepper shakers and other things that are
kind of tacky and fun. We are constantly finding ways to
improve and change our decor. Our friend Sean just finished
some beautiful stained glass pieces for the front doorway. So
come see our new improved entrance and then come on
inside, because we have the goods- Good Food, Good Prices,
Good Service and Good Times_Come give us a try.

jJv.~&Y~-

774·1740
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON· THURS 5 PM - IOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - 11 PM
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SALE ON ALL
WOOD

CUSTOM
CABINETRYI

• Continued from page 3

October 1 through October 31

Save on Solid Hardwood Cabinetry available in
Oak, Birch or Cherry in a wide variety of styles and colors.
Bath vanities are available in the same styles.
STRICTLY KITCHENS and BATHS
899 Brighton Avenue
Portland, Maine 04102

761-6697

nn.L COLOR

PHOTO

FOR THE
HOLIDAYS It?
$35.00
for one

.J!re

$30.00 ea.
two or more

.15% off
If ordered before
ThanksgMng

,GENERATED
. -.. . -.,. . . . . .: :. . . . . -.. . ,. .~...'.-,-,- ' '. . -iMAGELCOLOR
. . . . . . . '."'.~::. . . .'. .·?r-·-·.. -.0·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.·.·.'.·.···,·········COPIES
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The professionals at Jackson Brook Ins6tute are offering

a free, confidential depression screening program
at 6:00 P.M., Thursday, October 10th,
The first step in treating depression is identifying depressionthe most common of all mental health problems.
That's why Jackson Brook InsMute is offering a free, confidential depression
screening program on October 10th-The American Psychiatric Association's

National Depression Screening Day.
You should consider attending the program if you or someone
you love has been experiencing any of the following symptoms:

• Hopelessness
• Changes in appetite
• Suicidal thoughts or attempts
• Changes in sleep
• Fatigue or lack of energy
• Trouble concentrating
• Persistent physical complaints
• Loss of self~steem
without medical cause
• Loss of pleasure in usual activities
Reservations are not required. In con5icleralion aI your privacy,
you will not be asked for your name,

Simply stop in at Jackson Brook Institute, Ambulatory Care Services
at 125 John Roberts Rd. (Rear of the Moine Mall Business Building) between
6:00 PM & 9:00 PM on Thursday, October 10th. Or call us at the number
below for more information.

Jackson
Brook
Institute
m) RunM"Ig HilI Rood
Souftl Port1Ond ME
207 761' 2200

1-800-dBI-2200

Scaccia disagrees.
Russo and town councilors have been trying to
renegotiate their 1989
agreement since last fall.

Passion-crazed
moose storms
Back Cove
A bull moose that wandered into downtown
Portland on Oct. 4 was crazed
with passion, a state official
said.
"The bulls are kind of out
of it. They're just running
around frantically looking for
mates," said Paul Fournier, a
spokesman for the state
Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife.
'''Their brains are addled
with passion, I guess," said
Fournier, who added that
Moose often wander into
strange places in the early fall
during their mating season.
The moose was spotted on
a soccer field along busy
Interstate 295. He attracted a
crowd of spectators, slowed
rush-hour commuters and
became the day's top TV
news story.
Several hundred people
gathered to watch a state
game official shoot the moose
in the chest with a tranquilizer dart. The moose then
plunged into Back Cove and
swam an estimated 300 yards
out from shore. Fearing the
tranquilizer might take effect
before the moose got back to
shore, authorities brought in
a police boat to help coax the
animal back to the soccer
field.
Game wardens planned to
treat the moose to a porn
movie at the Fine Arts Twin
Cinema on Congress Street,
and then release him in the
woods far away from the city.

Anti-PUC Nugent
named to PUC
William M. Nugent, who
has made a career of publicly
criticizing what he views as
unnecessary government
regulation by the Public
Utilities Commission, now
holds one of three seats on
that commission.
The vote to endorse
Nugent's nomination came
despite concerns that he
would bring a pI:O-business
bias to the PUc. It followed a
daylong hearing and a 40minute caucus among
Democrats, who were split
almost evenly over the
nomination from Republican
Gov. John R McKernan.
Several lawmakers
questioned Nugent's lack of
expertise in utility matters.
The inquiries covered a wide
range of topics, including the
prospective regulation of
cable TV, which Nugent
oppo~,andtheMaine

Yankee nuclear power plant,

garage.
'''These aren't so much cuts
as they are deferrals for a
year," said Ganley. "These
are the economic realities," he
said. "In these times, you
can't do everything. You've
got to cut back somewhere."
"A cut in the development
action program hurts our
ability to entice businesses to
Portland," said Liz Darling,
of the Downtown Portland
Corporation, about the $1
million proposed cut in her
program's budget. 'This is
money for big projects, like
renovating the Baxter
Building, for example, or
fixing up streets and sewers
for a new business."

which he supports.
"I come forward with no
agenda, no tick list," said
Nugent, who has been the
president and chief executive
officer of the Chamber of
Commerce of the Greater
Portland Region for the past
five years.
Under Nugent's leadership, the chamber teetered at
the brink of bankruptcy and
was tom apart by almost
constant infighting. Nugent,
53, of Yarmouth, pledged he
will be "a servant of all
Mainers." Servant Nugent
will survive on $71,000 a year
of public money.
An aide to McKernan said
two other candidates turned
down the job before it was
offered to Nugent.
Sandra L Goolden has
been named as the interim
president of The Chamber of
Commerce of the Greater
Portland Region. Goolden
has been a staff member of
the chamber for six years. The
chamber's board of directors
is forming a search committee to seek a permanent
replacement.

Tax revolt cuts
public works
Portland City Manager
Robert B. Ganley announced
Oct. 3 that he had begun
trimming $5 million worth of
public improvements from
next year's budget, in an
attempt to respond to
residents upset by this city's
recent tax increase.
The city's capital improvements fund, which had been
budgeted at $12 million for
1991-92, is proje<.ted to be
slashed nearly in half.
Included in the cuts are
funds earmarked for the
Downtown Portland
Corporation's development
action fund ($1 million
worth); improvements to
parks, trails, sidewalks,
Con~sSquareandthe

Maine State Pier ($750,000);
equipment for the city's fire
department, including a
trilining building ($1.5
million); and school repairs
($335,000).
The proposed cuts would
not affect street repairs, sewer
replacement work, purchase
of a new ambulance boat to
service islands in Casco Bay,
or repairs to the Spring Street

<
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BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?

AFFORDABLE
FAMILY HEALTH CARE

FAMILY
GATHERINGS?

• Family Payment Plans
~ • Same Day Emergency Care
_
• Evenings & Weekends By Appointment
• Children To Seniors Welcome

Need a Private
Dining Room with
Great Food G Ambiance?

Don't suffer any longer. Chiropractic
corrects the cause of your pain.
A BETTER WAY CHIROPRACTIC

2063 Outer Congress
(next to UNUM) Portland
879-5433

'

Call for menu information.

THE ROMA
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm· Sat 5~9:30pm. Sun 5-8 pm

Hold the mayo,
hold the chips

N.Y. Yankees
chop Stump
The New York Yankees
announced Oct. 7 that
Topsham native Carl
"Stump" Merrill's services
were no longer needed by the
American League baseball
team that had employed him
for 15 years, the last two as
manager of the Yankees.
The Yankees finished the
1991 season with a record of
71-91, good for fifth place in
the American League East, a
four-game improvement on
their 1990 record.
Merill, who leaves the
team with a 120-155 career
record as the team's manager,
said he'll consider offers to
manage from other clubs.

5
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Portland dty health
workers, frustrated that
many food stamps are being
used to buy unhealthy food,
are attacking the source of the
food - if not the source of
the problem .
City health workers hope
to convince food 'stamp users
to forego fatty foods and
order healthier takeout from
neighborhood markets. One
market in the city already has
little red hearts placed beside
"heart healthy" fpod on its
sandwich and deli menus.
The city launched the
program because slightly
more than a fifth of the food
stamps issued in Portland in
1990 were used in small
stores that often lack the
diversity of supermarkets.
Stamps can be used for most
items, but hot foods such as
pizza are off limits.
''We'll know we're getting
positive results if someone
wanting a steak and cheese
sandwich switches to turkey," said Christine Prue, a
health educator. Prue said
studies show low-income
people have a higher rate of
heart disease than other
segments of the population,
partly because of their eating
habits.
Bernard Larsen, owner of
Moran's Market, has agreed
to tell health offidals if the
food marked by hearts sells
more quickly. Offidals plan
to expand the program to
other markets if it works at
Moran's.
"1' ve still got to sell those
goodies like cream rolls and
potato chips to stay in
business," said Larsen. ''But
this is a good idea."

ODDS ARE SHE'LL
SAY 'YES' ANYWAY.
BUT WHY NOT
STACK THE DECK
IN YOUR FAVOR?

• Continued on page 6
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Give your love a brilliant beginning with a Lazare diamond.
Each one is cut to precise angles and proportions to achieve a
.pectacular balance of brilliance, sparkle and fire. We'll help you
to choose a very special Lazare diamond for a lifetime of love.
In sryles shown, from $1,690.

BRQWN Goldsmilhs
GEMOLOGISTS. DESIGNERS

-----.
tAo'll
'---='-'

Hours: Mon.-Thur., 10-6; Fri., 10-8; Sat., 10-5:30.
One Mechamc Street, Just off Main Street, downtown Freeport
(207) 865-4126 1-800-734-GOLD

Kids' Gear Is Here!
WEATHERPROOF YOUR KIDS
1 and 2 Piece Snowsuits· Polar
Plus JacKets· Rainwear •
Waterproof Rain & Winter Boots
• Wool Sox & Warm Hats •
Sweatsuits • Waterproof Mittens
Sweaters • Long
Underwear. Kids Shoes

& Gloves •

Brambilla France,
American Widgeon, Cherry
Tree, Chuck Roast.
Crescent Down Works,
Sara's Prints, Weebok,
Baby Bag Co .• Toddler
University, Bear Basics,
Echofield Cotton, Lacrosse
Waterproof Boots. Sabi
Boots, F1aphappy, Wigwam
Sox and more.

Cinema City closes
Westbrook's Cinema City,
which boasted the area's first
twin-screen theater when it
opened in 1%4, closed its
doors Oct. 1.
The Boston-based Melrose
Enterprises, which ran
Cinema City, failed to come
to terms over a long-term
lease with Leatherbee and
Company, also of Boston,
according to former theater
manager Leonard D' Amato.
"It was tough to get
pictures bidding against two
giants," said D' Amato,

"

Baby Bags and
'se
accessories in stock. NeW Metcb~l&
Newborn sizes & up! ~ttivinV. t)a1'l

,
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273 Congress St" Portland 772-5357 • Mon·Sat, 8am.5pm, Thun. 'tiI8pm

Send
A
Smile
for
Halloween'
•
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special sale

--------

•

: All Halloween Cards ·
3/$1.00 or 35c; ea.
•
•
-----------------------------1992 CALENDARS $2.00 OFF reg. retail
(Audubon, S.l. SwImsuit, Ansel Adams, and many more)

ALL OCCASION CARDS:
Lg. size 75¢ each
Reg. size 50¢ each
Large selection of Christmas
boxed cards at up to 50% OFF

Greeting Cards ®
OUTLET STORE
Don Rich Plaza, Route 302, Windham
OPEN: M-F 9:30-5 • SAT 9:3()..4 • SUN 11-4

•
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AL:M:OST FREE
2 Dinners for $9.95
Tuescby, Wednescby & Thurscby

llam-9pm
HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

•

•

• Continued from page 5

:: The Good Table Restaurant ::

referring to Hoyts Cinemas
and General Cinemas, which
both operate multi-screen
theaters near the Maine Mall.
Hoyts also owns the sixscreen Nickelodeon, located
in downtown Portland.

(.11')(' 111/.. tht Ih ...... ~9 (,001>. 'o('niJlg hn·.t~f., ... t, 11I11\:h &. dinnc.. ...:
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.~.
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CLOSE OUT PRICES ON
All 1 991 Bicycles
FULL LINE OF
• Children's Bikes
• Hybrids
• Mountain Bikes
• Tandems
• Kid's Tricycles

SPECIAL COUPON

~~

-4~~

o,"'~

2 for 1 +~~
Brunch ~~ (O~
Saturday and Sunday o~

Mimosa & Bloody Mary Specials
Brunch til 3 pm

GOP Smith to take
on Westbrook
Mayor Wescott
Westbrook Republicans
chose Robert Hale Smith to
face off against incumbent
Democratic Mayor Fred
Wescott in the Nov. 5 city
election.
"The party is not super
strong in Westbrook," said
the 22-year-old Smith, who
attributed the unusually high
attendance at the Oct. 2
caucus to voter dissatisfaction.
"People are upset about
escalating property taxes, and
the way our city council has
behaved with regard to the
school budget," said Smith.
"A lot of people thought that
was really out of hand."
Wescott said he has kept
spending down, and that his
current budget "reflects a
decrease over last year's for
the first time in 16 years."
Wescott, who is finishing up
his first term, was nominated
at the Democratic caucus on
Sept. 22.

(O~

expires November 3

"North Deering's Flnest Brunch"
Ample Parking

Corner of

•

l ..:.~::~.~~.~~~:.~~: .. - .. - .. -~~~::~.-j

333 Forest Ave .• Portland. ME 773-6906
Open M-F 10-6. Sat 10-5. Sun 11-4

custom

designed
beadwork

"!
I

in 14k gold,
gold-filled
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& sterling

SP stream oozes
green slime

silver

Green glow-in-the-dark
slime flowed through South
Portland's Anthoine Creek on
Oct. 4, but local environmental officials said it was
nothing to worry about.
"It looks something like
nuclear waste practically,"
said one man who stopped at
the mouth of the creek. The
first sightings were reported
about 10:30 a.m. By noon, a
strip of bright green stretched
across the mud flats in the
Fore River to nearby Broadway.
But the brilliant, fluorescent hue was caused by a
non-toxic dye used upstream
by the Portland Pipe Line
Corp. to locate a leak in an
old oil storage tank, according to spokesman Harry
Russell. He said the substance doesn't stain and is
biodegradable.
A group of ducks paddling unruffled in the green
stream appeared oblivious to
all the fuss.

10 Exchange SI.
Pordand 772·51 19
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide

CULINARY CALENDER
THEME NIGHTS
COOKING CLASSES
WINE TASTING DINNERS
Please call for fall
schedule of events.

The

osprey

Wed. - Sun. 5:30-9:00
10 minutes from Bath at
Robinhood Marine Center.
Just olTRoute 127 South,
Robinhood, Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530
Reservations accepted.

A senSible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to Instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who has a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Healthline,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

Good Parenting Guide
P.o. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

_____ - - - - - - - - - - - Coupon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ROCCO'S or AN]ON'S

Itallao Restauraot aod Louoge
Floe Itallao CUlsIoe, Stalks '" Seafood

Itallao Restauraot aod Louoge Sioce 1957
Floe ltallao CUlsIoe, Steaks at Seafood

BUY ONE REG. DINNER ENTREE
GET 2ND DINNER 1/2 PRICE!

p'.......

1/2 pri"" dUuIct, lc:Ncr 0< equal voIue. (Noc..ud wI dinner 1j>OcioI. 0< any otha prontOllona. I!<pUa 10131/91.) Plcue
coupon when ocdmna- A IS" ptuity ., the ..w cboclt will be added bcfot<, dlKount. Coupon aood
entite pony.

rot

:
I

I
I
I
I

I ______________________________________________ ~
50 Wharf St. Portland. ME 774-6000

Route 1, Scarborough, ME 883-9562
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Windham police
chief nixes
rebuilt cruisers
Windham Police Chief
Richard Lewsen has convinced councilors to delay a
program to rebuild the
department's seven police
cruisers, saying the program
would endanger officers and

cost too much.
Town Councilors passed
the cruiser rebuilding
proposal on July 23, without
the knowledge that Lewsen
and his officers were against
the program.
At a workshop Sept. 17,
Lewsen argued that Town
Councilor Stu Neal's proposal to extend the life of the
police force's two-year-old,
Chevy Caprice cruisers from
120,000 to 300,000 miles by
replacing or upgrading all of
the cars' parts would put
police officers in danger in
high-speed chases. Other
officers argued that Neal's
cost estimates of $5,000 to
$6,000 per cruiser were
unrealisti c.
Neal had proposed the
cruiser rebuilding program to
extend the life of the
department's police cars, and
thereby save the town
between $20,000 to $25,000 a
year. But at the workshop,
Lewsen told the council that
similar reconditioning
programs at other police
departments across the
country had failed.

Hamlet tenants
find money
Tenants of The Hamlet,
the Westbrook mobile home
park which locked horns
with the Katahdin Corporation over rent increases last
spring (CBW3.21.89), have
been awarded a $2,200 grant
by the Maine Association of
Realtors. The loan paves the
way for the tenants to apply
for a loan to buy the park
from its present owners.
In order to qualify for a
Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) loan to buy the
park, tenants must be an
organized non-profit group,
according to Michael P.
O'Donnell, spokesman for the
parks' tenant association.
O'Donnell says the grant
money will be used to hire an
accountant and a lawyer to
set up the non-profit group,
and also to appraise the
park's value.
The next MSHA application cycle begins Dec. 1, and
O'Donnell expects a decision
on The Hamlet's application
"sometime that month."
Negotiations with
Katahdin, which manages the
property for developer
Michael Liberty and a
collection of other private
investors, would begin
immediately after securing
the loan. O'Donnell estimates
the mobile home park's value
at $5 to $6 million, but
believes that Katahdin will
"undoubtedly start negotiating wi th a higher figure."

Easter surprise
protesters freed
A group of peace activists
led by Philip Berrigan
demonstrated Oct 1. outside
the Bath Iron Works shipyard
after charges against them
were dropped.
The five were arrested at
BIW on Easter after they
climbed aboard the guided
missile cruiser Gettysburg,

which BIW was building for
the Navy. The protesters
unfurled a banner, poured a
substance resembling blood
on the warship and beat on
missile hatches with hammers.
Berrigan, a former priest
known for his protests during
the Vietnam War, and four
other activists were scheduled to stand trial Tuesday
morning in Sagadahoc
County Superior Court on
charges of criminal mischief
and criminal protest.

Rufus Deering Company
Shingle Reroof
Roll on a New Roof... in one day!
With Shingle Reroof you can
roll on a new roof directly
over your existing asphalt,
fiberglass or asbestos shingles.
• It's as easy as painting
• Soap and water clean-up
• Protects against ice, wind, hail
• Environmentally safe
• Saves time and money
• 10 year limited warranty

Homeless march
In Kennebunkport
About 1,000 protesters
marched to President Bush's
Kennebunkport vacation
home on Sept. 10 to urge him
to do more for the homeless
- but George wasn't home.
Activists and homeless
people carried signs, beat
drums and chanted "Housing
Now!" as they marched from
the center of town to Bush's
seaside home.
"George Bush lives in
subsidized government
housing, why not the homeless?" read a sign carried by
Hildred Cyr of Dorchester,
Mass.
Bush spent the weekend at
subsidized housing in Camp
David,Md.

Reported tJy Eric Hannelius, PllUl
Karr, Ellen Liburt, Monte Paulsen
and tM Associated Press.

weird news
... Gary Gleason, marketing director for the Roaring
Fork, Colo., Transit Agency,
ordered a two-foot-high
banner promoting the
company's bus service to be
hung over Main Street. As
soon as it went up, Gleason's
mother began getting phone
calls for bus information.
After she complained,
Gleason realized that when
he was writing copy for the
banner he hadn't been
thinking and had written
down her number instead of
theRFfA's_
AlterNet

-,

Metal Reroof
Don't get soaked!
Metal Reroof forms a seamless,
rubber-like membrane over your
metal.roof; waterproofing and
sealing cracks, seams and valleys.
• It's as easy as painting!
• FOnDS an ecapsulating membrane
• Several standard colors
• Substantial heat reduction
• Soap and water clean-up

Rufus Deering carries these and many other fine home
IL·m Provhement prohductS.th
b t 't d t
t
d
e t us e l p you c oose ose es SUi e 0 mee your nee s.

Maine Yankee
also fizzles
The Maine Yankee nuclear
power plant shut down
automatically on Oct. 5 after
a pump malfunctioned.
Marshall Murphy of Maine
Yankee said he expected the
plant "to be back online with
a matter of days."
The failure affected a
condensate pump and had no
effect on the nuclear side of
the plant, said Murphy.
The Wiscasset plant,
located about 40 miles north
of Portland, was struck by a
hydrogen fire on April 29 and
shut down for a month. That
event was called the worst in
the plant's history.
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Rufus Deering Company
383 Commercial Street • Portland • 772-6505
FAll INTO
SAVINGS TIMES

~~~
8175 ~

Pine Bi-Fold Frame w/6" All CoHon Futon

·Prices Never Lower"

i;!)

Double Sleeper "49 ¢~9

Queen Sleeper 1185
• Complete
.\ r:.-y.'<. ~
• All Cotton
./ -- -"
• 10 yr. guarantee

F

~~r1?~V F

~ALL~t1L A~

~~n!:roo~:~~

.

\

MA.INE
MA.T1llESS
AND
FUTONS

YOUR BEDDING STORE

BEDDING SAVINGS

Blue Cross
Ortho Posture Firm

sE1S

,t"qlO
oN\..'i Twin ... $99 set "'cor
Full. •• $149 set
Queen ... $198 set
King ... $299 set
Many other sets to choose from

BLUE CROSS
Posture medic I
Luxerv Firm
10 Year ~uaranlee

Twin •.. $150 set
Full ... $199 set
Queen ... $249 set
King .•. $350 set

CONTINENTAL
Back Relief Super Firm
15 Year Guarantee
Twin •.. $199 set
Full •.. $249 set
Queen ... $299 set
King .• _$459 set
30 Day Buy Back Guarantee
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"Jeanne," a Riverton Park resident, hitchhikes along Forest Avenue toward Portland. She didn't have money for the bus.

ALL PAVED UP
Continued from front page

Keri Lord, dressed in blue jeans and sneakers, and Molly,
sporting a red collar barel y visible beneath her gray coat, were
on their way to Back Cove for a walk.
"It's a pleasant way to pass the time," said Lord, "and when
Molly gets a walk she doesn't drive me nuts."
The two usually drive to Baxter Boulevard. But on this balmy
fall afternoon, they decided to begin at their Deering Avenue
doorstep. The stroll through Parkside and across Deering Oaks
Park passed pleasantl y enough. Lord chatted about the park
and stopped to smell some roses. Molly chased a squirrel and
stopped to smell the remains of someone's lunch.
But when they reached Forest Avenue, they began to regret
their choice.
"Now where?" asked Lord, raising her voice above the roar
of the traffic.
To the west there lay a crosswalk that lead only halfway
across the State Street arterial. It beckoned one unsuspecting

pedestrian to the traffic island, then stranded him there, unable
to negotiate the river of cars rushing off 1-295 and making righthand turns across his path.
To the east, across Forest Avenue, the choices were not even
this promising. A green sign suggested that bicycles should
cross here, but four lanes of speeding automobiles suggested
otherwise. The plight of a woman and her dog did not distract
these cars, the vast majority of which were carrying only a
driver.
"I guess it makes more sense to cross over here than there,"
said Lord, choosing the unsignaled dash across Forest Avenue
over the temptation of the WALK-to-the-island-and-getstranded-there signal.
Molly looked at the traffic, glanced up at Lord, then returned
her attention to the green oasis behind them.
Lord studied the sequence of traffic lights. Finally, she found
as much of a break as they were going to get. "OK, Molly,"
yelled Lord. "OK. Go. Let's go!"
The six-footed duo scurried into Forest Avenue. The light
changed before they made it halfway across. The herd of
growling cars inched forward. A squealing tire nipped at Lord's
heels as she leapt to the opposite curb.
After a rest, they turned their attention to Marginal Way.
Here there was a crosswalk. But after nine minutes, it still had
not flashed WALK in their direction.
"I feel forgotten," said Lord. "I don't know if this light is ever
going to turn."
After a minute more, Lord spotted a break in the traffic and
the two crossed Marginal Way. As before, they barely made it.
On the other side, Molly bounded ahead into a little patch of
grass.
"Maybe it just malfunctioned," said Lord.

she said, "There's usually cabs waiting."
But for all the willing assistance of Portland's cabbies, the
very fact that Molly usually rides the short half-mile from
Parkside to Back Cove and Theresa Chason usually rides back is
an indication that the problems with Portland's transportation
network may be more severe than a malfunctioning WALK
light.
These symptoms suggest that the whole system is sick.
Pedestrians like Lord and Chason might as well be forced to
swim across the Fore River for what Portland's traffic planners
demand of them in order to cross Forest Avenue between
Deering Oaks Park and Back Cove. By the time they climb into a
car, actually crossing the Fore River wouldn't be much more
difficult.
By planning for cars at the expense of every other form of
transportation, local, state and federal road crews have constructed a moat around downtown Portland.
In order to cross the moat, taxpayers must arrive with an
automobile and plenty of cash to pay for parking once inside
the walls. Peasants who cannot afford cars and the occasional
witch or wizard who dares not drive are made to swim the
moat.
Consider the walls of this medieval city:
• To the south lies Forest Avenue, and its estuary, which
flows through the Parkside neighborhood to become State and
High streets.
The Parkside Neighborhood Association, of which Lord is
president, described its predicament best in a 1990 letter to the
Portland City Council. "Traffic is a common complaint at
neighborhood meetings," wrote the association's directors.
"People complain about the noise, air pollution, safety and the
declining quality of life ...
"The High Street/State Street corridor is especially worrisome ... The pedestrian is handicapped by less-than-adequate
crosswalks, too-high speed limits (or unenforced speed limits),
and too-short walk lights. In addition, we have the absurd
situation of a state highway bisecting an historic park (Deering
Oaks) with no pedestrian crosswalk at alL"
• To the north lies the Franklin Arterial. Back when it was
built, city hall was much more successful at suppressing
neighborhood groups. Under the ruse of building a "fire block"
to prevent the next great fire from spreading to Munjoy Hill
from downtown (or vice versa), the city fathers simply paved
over the heart of the once-thriVing Italian neighborhood that
stood at the foot of Munjoy Hill - and called it the Franklin
Arterial.
Today, only crosswalks stand where part of Portland's
immigrant history began. The fear of fire is gone. But the
Franklin Arterial remains an impenetrable socioeconomic fire

Motorists idle In Forest Avenue traffic at Morrills Corner.
wall separating working-class Munjoy South and Kennedy Park
from the suburban white-collar workers who commute into
downtown via Interstate 295 and the arterial.
• To the west stands 1-295, which separates downtown
Portland from the Wood fords neighborhood, the University of
Southern Maine (USM) and half of the waterfront.
One need only count the number of cars owned by downtown residents jogging around Back Cove to realize the power
and the irony of this transportation barrier. But the isolation of
USM is the greater tragedy. 1-295 is a physical barrier that
illustrates and exaggerates the political and social wound
between USM and the city. Many college-age students have
proven themselves either athletic enough to run the Forest
Avenue gauntlet or affluent enough to maintain a car. But a
better route would go a long way toward bridging the gap
between town and gown.
• And to the east, the Fore River makes the moat complete.
Together with the three man-made barriers, the river seals
downtown tight. Like a giant piece of Tupperware, Portland is
just waiting for the recession to burb out its economic life.

Downtown: a medieval city
Just across the interstate from where Lord and Molly were
playing in the fast lane, Theresa Chason sat waiting for a cab.
Perched on a bench in front of the Shop 'n Save where she
had just purchased a dozen bags of groceries, Chason looked
astonishingly spry for a woman who had given birth to her
third child only a week-and-a-half before.
Chason doesn't drive. She's never owned a car or held a
license. "I'm a little paranoid about driving," she explained.
So Chason, a single mother, had set out alone from her
Sherman Street apartment and braved Forest A venue on foot in
order to feed her young. She's been doing this every week for
several years.
"It's not all that tough," said Chason. But she admitted that
she rarely makes the return trip on foot. Maneuvering a shopping cart across Forest Avenue would be too difficult. Besides,

Tom Ruby takes in the view of the Tukey's Bridge project from his front porch.

Theresa Chason walts for a cab at Shop 'n Save with her groceries.

Continued on page 10

Photographs by
Tonee Harbert
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Continued from page 9
If a boom drove into town today, it oouldn't find a place to
park; but if we build many more parking lots, the~ will be no
downtown to drive into anyway. And the moat dnves away
any eoonomic opportunity that doesn't arrive on four ~hec;,ls.
"We build roads without any thought as to pedestrians,
said dedicated walker Al Diamon (see sidebar), "and then
people wonder why there are no pedestrians."
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The suburbs: life on the road

You've seen these
characters at your local
grocery store. But do you
expect them at a salad bar?
Well, a lot of the unexpected
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar.
Seafood salad. Potato skins.
Nachos. Chicken Wmgs.
Com Fritters. Apple
Cobbler. And More! So
come see what makes our list
the most wanted of them all.

Sizzler
Seaso1Uli m~/ons

(BUFFET COURT & GRILL)

Cnsp b1OC"OOl;

II

I

-------~( AlI-You-Can-Eat )1---------

The New Buffet Court & Grill

IJ

So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor
Maine
Mall Rd.

i

U

ROOIeVelt

Cook',

BangOI'

Trail

Com.,.

Mall Blvd.

II. FlU nttlllXlYy by Jn w m.

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

At the far end of Forest Avenue - all the way out, past the
used car lots and brake places and tire places and discount
muffler outlets, past the drive-thru banks and drive-thru
restaurants where you can order anything from an eggroll to an
Egg McMuffin, and almost as far as the Maine TurnpikeJeanne walked slowly backward and tried to thumb a ride.
Jeanne (not her real name) lives in the Riverton Park public
housing project. When she can find work, she usually has to
travel downtown to get it. And since she can't afford a car, she
usually rides the bus.
But on this October afternoon, she didn't have enough
money to oover the 8xent bus fare. So she was hitchhiking.
Her right thumb hung in the air. Her eyes were cast to the
ground.
What Jeanne oould tell you - if she weren't so worried
about trying to get a ride into town - is that many suburban
residents lead lives of stranded isolation.
Far from the egalitarian liberation promoted by Henry Ford,
the automobile has beoome the most regressive tax imaginable.
Families living dose to the poverty line must either live without
cars or spend up to half of their take-home inoomes to keep
them running.
As if Jeanne's problem with getting to work were not enough
of a handicap, her life without a car also makes it hard for her to
get a decent meal. The only food store within walking distance
of her home in Riverton Park is a 7-Eleven - hardly the source
of a balanced diet. (And rather than helping transport people
like Jeanne to a decent grocery store, the feudal barons at
Portland City Hall are instead cracking down on her use of food
.
stamps at convenience stores.)
But even families who can afford two or three cars find
themselves feeling stranded in the suburbs.
Every town in Greater Portland clings stubbornly to regressive land-use policies that encourage large lot sizes, and, as a
consequence, require more driveways, streets, arterial roads,
mini-malls and parking lots. The residents of these towns are
stranded as they watch their quiet suburbs gradually paved
over with roads needed by others who have moved even
further out of the city.
Many of these communities were once small towns, with
village centers where neighbors congregated. But Maine's
pavement-at-any-price transportation planning has driven state
highways through the hearts of almost every such village in
Greater Portland.
Consider these examples:
• Gorham sits at the intersection of routes 202, 4, 25 and 114.
.
The village center is still there, but the heavy truck traffic
rumbling through day and night has ended the era when Mam
Street was a place that anyone would enjoy lingering after work
or shopping. This once-beautiful town center is well on its way
to becoming just another strip mall .
The Maine Department of Transportation also oonsiders
Gorham Village among the most critical intersections in the
state - not because it is so inhospitable to people - but
because trucks have to slow down too much as they barrel
through there.
• Windham has already become such a strip mall. Although
parts of Windham Hill are beautiful examples o~ the town's .
roots, they are more like a museum than a working community.
The economic vitality of Windham is concentrated on the
bill\ks of Route 302, a river of asphalt highway and parking lots
that reaches a wid th of almost half-a-mile in places.
Business is booming there now - but what happens when
302 becomes too congested? There's a reason those strip malls
are built so cheaply. Savvy developers know that those are only
temporary structures. State highway planners have long talked
of an east-west freeway, which would most likely divert much
of the traffic from 302 and abandon all that asphalt to the
skateboarders.
• Scarborough is an example of the sort of town Windh~m
might well become: one without a center. The cluster of Strip
malls along Route 1 at Dunstan Hill are the closest thing to a
village Scarborough has to offer, and they were designed and
built exclusively for motorists.
• Freeport suffers the opposite problem. The legendary
success of LL Bean has turned that town's village into a
Continued on page 12

50-70% OFF
Regular Retail

Quality Clothing,
Equipment, Toys & Books
Sizes: Infant-10
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AI Dlamon and his reflection walk along Congress Street.
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Diamon grew up in South
Portland . While in high
school, he attended driver's
education and got his license.
He then went to college and
traveled for a few years,
during which time he could
not afford a car. By the time
he returned, he said, "I didn't
like driving, and there was
nothing to drive anyway."
So Diamon has not driven
since the mid-1970s. His wife
drives, and he does accept
rides on occasion.
"1' m not on a crusade,"
said Diamon. '1 don't have
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Maine's walking newsman
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Hours:
Mon. - Sat.
9:30am· 8:30pm
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Pedestrian AI Diamon

"Let me make one thing
perfectly clear," said AI
Diamon, sitting in a Portland
bar and gesturing with his
beer mug. "I do not under
any circumstance walk for
exercise.
"1 walk to work, I walk to
Gritty McDuff's and I walk
home. But I have reasons to
go to those places."
Diamon is a fairly ordinary person who, because he
refuses to drive, has become
extraordinary.
"I just don't like dri ving,"
said Diamon, "so I don't do

(by Ames & Bookland)
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any moral qualms about
driving. And 1 don't care if
other people drive. I don't
care if people bang nails in
their hands - it's not
something I like to do - but
if that's what people want to
do, it' s fine with me."
Each day, Diamon walks
from his Parkside home to
the Marginal Way offices of
the Maine Public Broadcasting Network. He works as a
political reporter for MPBN
and for WGAN.
Diamon said his short
attention span is part of why
he doesn't drive. He also said
it leaves him well suited to
cover the Maine Legislature.
When the Legislature is in
session, he travels to Augusta
by bus. He said that toward
the end of the session, he
often misses the bus because
"the Maine Legislature
operates on Wacko Standard
Time."
Other routing tasks also
become challenging. "Grocery shopping is the one
thing you have to pay
a ttention to if you don't ha ve
a car." But, said Diamon, "I
have extraordinarily limited

cooking skills."
Rainy days are tough on
pedestrians, said Diamon,
"but I grew up in Maine, so 1
have no qualms about
wearing really dorky clothes
when it rains."
He said the streets are
worst in the winter, when ice
and snow cover the sidewalk
and force him to walk in the
street. "I have to dive into
snowbanks to avoid cars,"
said Diamon. "I come close to
getting killed about once a
winter."
But Diamon said that his
walks home from work give
him time to release stress
after meeting his deadlines,
and give him a chance just to
daydream.
"You engage in fantasies,"
he said. "You know: It's the
bottom of the ninth, two outs
- that kind of stuff.
"I get lazy like anyone
else," he added, as he
ordered another beer. "I
really have high hopes that
the trains will come back and that they'll run them
right down my S\Teet."

"I don't care if other people drive.
I don't care if people bang nails in their hands something I like to do but if that's what people want to do,
it's fine with me."

... :

.... .:

WE'RE COMING
BACK TO
PORTLAND!
The Bag LlJdy Factory Store will open in
mid-October at Dunstan Comer in Scarborough
beside Bosal Fabrics.
We are designing manufacturers of fabric luggage,
totes, and handbags for the finest stores in the world.
Our line also includes men's gym bags and
briefcases, and children's accessories.
Please come see us.
Open 7 days (10-5 Mon-Sat & 12-5 Sun)

Monte Paulsen

it's not

AI Dlamon
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ALL PAVED UP
sterling silver and novelty jewelry
handmade by Native Americans
Also crafts and gifts for everyone!

Continued from page 10

TREK

REG

SALE

7000
2100
1420

$699
$935
$869

$575
$825
$725

Used Bikes & Repairs

Quality Bicycle Sales
and Seroice since 1981

59 Federal St., Portland ME 04101
(207) 774-2933
'

SELECTED
CLOTHING ALSO
ON SALE

M-W: 10-5:30
T-F: 10-7
Sat:
10-5
BEHIND LEVINSKY'S • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
_

Tree of Life
An ancient symbol of
productiveness,
wisdom and life

D
abacus
american crafts

Rings and pendants available in sterling silver, 14K and lSi< gold

44 Exchange Street
Portland, ME 04101
772-4880

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints Qlus
Free film every day of the- week!
Pictures bring it home.
Two cOl/vel/ient locations:
30 City Center. POI1/and • 772·7296
71 US Roule I. Scarboruugh • 883·7363

• Renaissance Creetlng Cards
Outlet Store, No. Wfndham
• Yarmouth Chiropractic,
Yarmouth

• Strictly Kitchens & Baths,
Portland

• Chiropractic Family Wellness
• Rufus Deering, Portland
Center, Scarborough
• Jackson Brook Institute,
• Lead Detection, Portland
So. Portland
• Up Your Alley Cifts, Portland
• Together, Westbrook

Disney-like caricature of itself designed to market the New
England ~ystique to tourists. Banning the golden arches is a
hollow victory compared to losing the heart of one's town.
(Neighboring Yarmouth, on the other hand, is perhaps the
best preserved village center in the region. By no small coincidence, Yarmouth is also the only town in the region with a
Main. Street that i~ bypassed by both 1-95 and Route 1. Keeping
the highway traffic on the highway has saved Yarmouth.)
• And for downtoWn South Portland, locked in a life-anddeath struggle with the high-traffic Maine Mall area at the edge
of town, the jury is still out.
South Portland was the suburb of the 1950s. But by the mid1980s, as more and more Portland commuters moved further
out to Cape Elizabeth and Scarborough, the Knightville area
came to look more like a freeway median than a downtown.
Advocates o~ rebuilding Knightville are rallying around the
planned relocation of the so-called Million Dollar Bridge to
Portland as their big chance to save South Portland's waterfront. Throughout their struggle, they have repeatedly insisted
that unless the traffic now dominating Knightville can be
moved, their cause is doomed.
Like Yarmouth, South Portland wants to save its city center
for people by getting rid of the flow of cars. For the last four
decades transportation planners responded to the suburban
success of communities like South Portland by widening roads,
which broug~t more traffic, which justified further widening
the roads, which then began to choke the community that
spawned the need for them.
The~e is more than a little irony in this dog-chasing-its-tail
scenano.
The first ir~>ny is t~at de~pit~ their lack of town centers, many
suburban residents still mamtain a keen appreciation for the
valu~ of community. They regularly drive great distances to see
relatives, go to church, attend social functions or meet with
friends from work or from a previous neigh~rhood. Most do
not hes.itate to drive clear across Greater Portland, and beyond,
to regam the sense of community lost as their own town centers
are destroyed.
~ut the greater irony is the way this lifestyle conflicts with
their values. Many families move to the suburbs to gain a better
way of life, one closer to the land and more rooted in community. In so dOing, they destroy the environment twice: once
when they. tear it up to buil? their isolated homes, and again as
t~ey pave It over to dnve hi ther and yon in search of commumty.

Sleeping in the belly of the beast
"~ou kind ~f get used to it," said Tom Ruby as he parted the
curtams covenng his bedroom windows and revealed the busy
section of I-295 not more than 50 feet away, "until that semi
goes by."
Ruby lives in a large, white, four-story apartment building
that stands sho~lde:-t<>:-sh~ulder with the moat near Washington Av~nue. With hiS glrlfnend Elizabeth Plata and her daughter DeSiree, he shares one of the building's eight tidy, middle·
class apartments.
Highways rarely tear through upper-class neighborhoods.
Just as the Franklin Arterial paved over a working-class neighborhood on Munjoy Hill, so the recently completed Tukey's
Bridge project has torn apart the blue-collar community that
once huddled around Washington Avenue at Veranda Street.
Ruby had to turn down his radio so he could talk. As soon as
he did, the rumble of the freeway overtook the room. The noise
n:ver stopped, it only changed in pitch. He explained, "It's
either that or the TV that's cranked."
Ruby is a thin man with a deep tan. He looks and talks like
the lobsterman he is. On a recent October afternoon he was
cooking up a dinner of hamburger and Rice A Roni'while
waiting for Elizabeth to return home from her job as a nurse. As
he !ohuffled across the linoleum floor preparing dinner, Desiree
watched TV m the living room.
"It's like .they're coming right through the bedroom," said
Ruby, who IS av.:0ken a couple of times a night by tractor-trailer
trucks whose dnvers prefer 1-295 to the Maine Turnpike
because it saves them money on tolls.
"When they're empty, they go 'Ba-BOOM, Ba-BOOM BaBOOM,'" said Ruby, whose eyes grew to the size of mud flaps
at each BOOM. "The whole house shakes."
A truck went by. Ba-BOOM. Ba-BOOM.
"There .isn't too much I can do about it, I guess," mused
Ruby, gazmg at the maze of pavement that dominates his view,
"Except," he added, "we're moving .. . maybe someplace
further out of town."

142 High 51. Portland' 761-4563 • (across from the 50nesta H tel)

Turtles' Quarter Pound Peanut Butter Cups
Truffies with Kahlua, Grand Marnler. Macadamia Nuts
Individual Gift Boxes

Don Blanchard, Tony Wedge, Wilbur Bell and Bob Harris
CBW(fonee Harbert
'( left to right) are four of the dozens of Gorham residents who spoke
up against the proposed Shop 'n Save center.
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Fighting traffic in Gorham

PROGRESSIVE CARDS
GIFTS AND WRAP

.

'44 HIGH ST., PORTlAND

113-5541

The quiet battle of Citizen Harris
Most of Greater Portland
stiIl has a long way to go
before becoming as buried in
traffic as cities like Boston or
Los Angeles. And Robert
Harris wants to keep it that
way.
Harris is the soft-spoken
leader of an ad hoc group of
citizens who spoke up when
a large shopping complex
threatened to bring what they
considered an undue amount
of traffic through the town of
Gorham.
Wearing a white shirt,
quiet tie and blue sports coat,
Harris doesn't look like a
renegade. He's a balding man
with a wry smile who seIls
insurance.
Harris' road to ci tizen
activism began quietly,
almost a decade ago, when
Hannaford Brothers, the
parent company to Shop 'n
Save, bought Gorham's
defunct horse racing track
wi th the idea of building a
grocery store in its place.
During the next several years,
Hannaford talked with
neighboring landowners,
then finally applied to the
town planning board in the
late '80s.
Harris became concerned
after he took a look at the
proposal.
"What we talked about a
few years earlier was now
being presented in a significantly different light," said

Harris, who said the proposal
was for a shopping complex
much larger than was first
discussed.
"Hannaford is a fine
company," said Harris. "I
shop there all the time. But it
occurred to us that ... the
traffic flow might also be
dramatically different," he
explained. Harris was
concerned about "safety,
poIlution, noise - just the
volume of people."
Together with his neighbors, Harris organized a loose
citizen group. It never had a
name or an attorney, but it
had more than 50 people
contributing their time and
effort on a regular basis. The
group consisted mostly of
middle-aged parents and
homeowners. Their meetings
were more like church socials
than political events.
In June 1990, the group
took the unusual step of
calling a town meeting. More
than 200 of their neighbors
showed up at Shaw Junior
High School, and agreed with
the ad hoc group's assessment that the proposed Shop
'n Save might severely
impact the town.
"There are very few
villages left in Greater
Portland," said Harris,
describing the consensus of
the meeting. "We sensed it
was important for Gorham to
retain its center."

After the town meeting,
the group went to work
analyzing Hannaford's
proposal. With the assistance
of experienced planners and
an area traffic engineer who
volunteered his time, the ad
hoc committee found several
major discrepancies in the
Hannaford plan. According
to Harris, the Hannaford
proposal in effect overestimated the revenue its store
would provide the town, and
underestimated the costs to
be forced on the town.
''We attempted to inform
oursel yes first," said Harris,
who stressed that the group
went to great lengths not to
overstate its case. "Our
opposition was very carefuIly
focused."
In June 1991, after thousands of hours of study and a
dozen more meetings,
Hannaford felt the turning
tide and asked the Gorham
planning board for a nonbinding preliminary vote.
The planning board voted
6-to-1 against the new store.
Hannaford quit working
on the project and turned its
developmental team to other
projects - including a new
store just up the road in
Standish.
"We like to think we're
still in the countrY," said
Harris, "or at least real close
to it."
Monte Paulsen

LEAD PAINT?
Don't Guess • Get accurate information
on how to reduce your risk.

Call
LEAD DETECTION SERVICES

Inspections - Consultations
Fast. Accurate • Non-Destructive • Affordable

766-5555
1 800-788-6891

<

<

VS\.
Maine's; Authentic
Oyster Bar

Of/oiel'
Summer's over and
the Hometeam has reclaimed 8~
Your parking space & seat
are here for you.
So come on down to
Mixing Good People, Good Food
and Good Drlnksfor 13 Years.

<

<

772-4828

<

t(

"There are very few villages left
in Greater Portland.
We sensed it was important for Gorham
to retain its center. "
Robert Harris

Monte Paulsen is Editor of Casco Bay Weekly. He usually walks to work.
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GROOMING SCHOOL
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Ask about our easy payment plan
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PET LOVERS CORNER
1087 Forest Avenue, Portland, ME
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BUDGET GROOMING
Call about OUT low· low prices.
See our newly renovated pet·supply store.
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It's time for citizens to take back the streets
Portland Mayor Tom Allen wants your input on Oct. 16
region's economic health. Portland's civic leaders have taken to beating
It's time for the citizens of Greater Portland to take back the streets
- and Portland Mayor Tom Allen is ready to help.
their breasts (and fixing large clocks) and wondering why people don't
Signs that our dependence on automobiles is hampering our way of
come downtown. But who among them has asked: How are people
life were abundant last week:
going to get downtown?
Portland Mayor Tom Allen, that's who.
In an attempt to persuade low-income Portlanders to buy healthier
food with their food stamps, well-intentioned city health workers
And he wants to hear what you have to say.
Mayor Allen is trying to provide residents of the Portland area with
launched a program targeted toward neighborhood markets - but
continue to do nothing to help those without cars get to food stores
exactly the kind of open planning process that is long overdue.
with· better selections of wholesome food (see Cover Story).
So Allen is inviting everyone to join him on Wednesday, Oct. 16, from
4 to 7 p.m. at The Portland Oub (156 State St.) to discuss issues and
A lonely bull moose wandered into Portland and almost shut down
trends.
the interstate. Dozens of city and state police officers spent the morning working to keep the moose off 1-295 and to keep traffic on 1-295
"We just want to try and develop a consensus on what the goals of a
from becoming a multiple rear-end collision of
regional transportation system should be,"
moose-watching drivers (see Newsbriefs).
says Allen, "and on what problems prevent us
And after the moose left, the usual ironic
from achieving those goals."
Casco Bay Weekly's
pilgrimage returned to Back Cove as hundreds
Through a process like this, citizens can
transportation plan:
of fitness-conscious local residents drave to the
discuss and plan for transportation systems in
park so they could walk or jog around it.
which vehicles serve people, rather than
1. Vote "YES" on Nov. 5 to adopt a
Likewise, other health-minded folks drove to
people serving the road and vehicle builders.
transportation policy that assures public
input.
area fitness centers so they could sit and pedal
''We're all on both sides of this issue," says
2. Abolish the self-serving Maine Turnpike
Allen. ''We are all users of transit and we are
exercise bicycles.
Authority and let the state run the turnpike.
all residents; but our interests as users and our
Weird stuff.
3. Link transportation planning and Iandinterests as residents often conflict. I might
But there's nothing wrong with the people
use planning by legislation and by the
want to drive fast through your neighborhood,
who did these things.
creation of a regional overSight commission.
What's wrong is a road system that drives
but I don't want you to drive fast through
4. Take back the streets: Participate in local
and regional transportation planning.
bicyclists indoors but can't transport a workmine - and vice versa."
ing-class woman to a decent grocery store.
Through a process like this, people can take
Begin on Wednesday, Od. 15, from 4
back the streets - yours and mine.
And as this week's cover story demonto 7 p.m. at The Portland Club, 156
(MP)
strates, what's wrong is poisoning our
State St., In downtown Portland.
Tim Inman stands next to some of the cars he has crushed at H. Finkelman" Co. In
Portland, where more than 15,000 cars have met their end over the past flv. years.

Til11e for revolution in health care is here
I spent a recent weekend at a local intensive care
unit, watching a high-tech machine blink out
incomprehensible news over my friend's hospital
bed. Health care, I was reminded, can be what keeps
those we love here on earth with us.
My physician friend who died that weekend had
dreamt of making health care accessible to all. She
had already convinced more than a hundred of
Maine's medical professionals to join the movement
for universal health care. She worried about friends
who cannot afford health insurance and must forego
costly medical treatment needed to avert serious
illness. Which would you choose, she asked, your
kidney or your home?
The majority of Americans who want to fix the
current health care crisis have a choice between two
approaches to social change: reform or revolution.
Maine's leading liberal lawmaker, George Mitchell,
has staked himself out as the defender of incremental reform. In response to demands for a new
Canadian-style system from Maine's Consumers for
Affordable Health Care, he says we must forego the
ideal solution for a politically feasible one.
But in the scramble to find the solution that least
offends, our liberal leaders often forget that political
feasibility can come from stirring up excitement, not
just avoiding it. After all, it took Tom Andrews with
a political vision verging on the radical- not the
solidly but cautiously liberal Jim Tierney - to
interest mainstream voters enough to swing them
into a landslide victory against a conservative
Republican.
like many incremental reforms, Mitchell's health
care program leaves in place the structures causing
the problem while softening the blows. The existing

system consists of, on the one hand, private health
insurance (generally purchased as an employment
benefit), and, on the other hand, governmentfinanced social welfare programs (especially
Medicaid and Medicare) - along with an evergrowing gap of people with no insurance.
Mitchell's health care bill helps by expanding the
two ends of the system to cover the gap. Private
businesses would have to extend private health
insurance to all their workers or pay into a new
government-funded
"AmeriCare"
insurance progam.
AmeriCare would
be available, at a cost scaled to income, to all those
without insurance - not just the very poor or the
elderly.
But by giving private businesses the bill and
private insurers the profit, Mitchell's new insurance
mandates would add to the burdens on employers,
workers and consumers. And by expanding public
benefits without cutting out private costs, the new
AmeriCare program would squeeze taxpayers and
fan their rebellion against social programs and their
beneficiaries.
like many attempts at liberal reform, Mitchell's
plan perpetuates the societal segregation that keeps
people fighting each other instead of coming up
with the solutions that work best for all. Good jobs
and the health insurance privileges that go with
them will still be doled out imperfectly but persistently in favor of white, able-bodied men and those
who manage to act like them. Others with part-time,
lower-paying work, or no work, get a welfare
program - endowed as usual with questionable

citizen

funding, stigma and lower standards.
Why is this less-than-ideal program politically
feasible? In true reformist spirit, Mitchell's health
care program helps people near the bottom by
hurting a lot of people in the middle and leaving
those on top alone.
For whom is it politically feasible? For powerful
insurance companies and the politicians they
finance, not the taxpayers and employers who
would pay the extra costs.
Why is a better program infeasible? In true
revolutionary spirit, the Canadian-inspired proposal
offends a few people a lot and benefits the rest
Private insurance companies would be replaced by a
single streamlined, state-run public progam, and the
$60 billion currently spent on insurance company
bureaucracy would be used instead for universal
health care coverage. Those whose taxes would be
raised to pay for the program would be compensated by being freed from premium payments.
For whom might a Canadian-style solution be
politically feasible? For those without adequate
insurance who must fight taxpayers and businesses
for more benefits, and for taxpayers and businesses
struggling to keep afloat who must now fight high
public and private health care costs.
Doing nothing about our health care crisis ought
to be the least politically feasible choice. Our
governor refuses even to approve a study of the
problem. And doing the best thing - rebuilding the
system instead of patching its holes - might be
exciting enough to be the most politically feasible
choice of all.

Martha McCluskey's revolutionary words were written
in memory of Dr. Miriam Bergman.
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No easy answer
for heroin
It is clear that Eric
Hannelius does not understand the issues around
heroin addiction and the role
of methadone (CBW 8.15.91).
The first point to make is
that methadone is not a
treatment, but a drug. Many
drug users will abuse
methadone in conjunction
with heroin or other hard
drugs.
I would also like to refute
the myth that using methadone is the only way to come
off heroin, as to repeat this
falsehood is not helpful to
addicts themselves. Having
been a drug rehabilitation
worker in London, England, I
could cite numerous examples of former long-term
heroin addicts who are now
living drug-free lives without
ever having used methadone.
This leads me to my third
point. Concentrating on the
problems of physical withdrawal from heroin is to
ignore the real issue. People
uSe hard drugs for a variety
of reasons, most of which
have to do with the difficulties of facing real-life problems. Tackling these problems is the key to recovery.
Evidence from a reputable
drug clinic or rehabilitation
unit will attest to the fact that
coming off heroin is relatively easy; staying off is not.
This is not to say that a
methadone clinic in Portland
would not be useful, but to
talk about methadone as the
easy answer to heroin

addiction is plainly ludicrous.
The level of heroin addiction
in London, where methadone
is fairly easily available, is
proof of this point. If CBW
wants to inform the public
about this serious and
depressing problem, then I
suggest you find a journalist
who has some understanding
of the issues.

p~ ~
Paul Adams
Portland

Blame the state
What good will it do to
recall six city councilors?
None. It will, however, cost
the city plenty to hold a recall
election. And that will just
push our taxes even higher!
My own annual taxes
skyrocketed from $1,600 to
$2,900, even under the twoyear phase-in. While I do not
at all support the new
valuations, I know that city
hall is not the culprit. It's the
state law.
State law1"equired the
revaluation. The state also

decided the total value for all
Portland property. All
Portland can do is to divide
up the state's total dollar
amount among individual
property owners.
The city tax assessor is
actually state-supervised, not
by the city manager or city
council. The city's tax
assessor has accepted and
approved the new appraisal,
whether or not you agree
with him. He is the only
person who could have
legally rejected the reappraisal. For the city council to
overrule him, they would
have to break the state law.
The fact is that the city
manager, his staff and the
city council have already bent
over backward to buy us time
with their two-year phase-in.
We should use that time to
get down to the assessor's
office to appeal our new
valuations now.
Nobody wants to hear it,
but the state is pulling all the
strings here, and the city
council is getting a bad rap. A
new council will have to
follow the same state laws. A
recall offers no relief. It's only
a waste of time and more of

our~~
Edward Atherton Hobler
Portland

Burled credibility
Although it has been
claimed that it could not be
done, CBWhas struck a new
intellectual low with the

seen
editorial of 9.12.91, "War
objectors also deserve license
plates."
To compare the alleged
qualities of "courage, patriotism, bravery" of a war
protester with the bona fide
fears combat veterans have
faced is offensive to the
sensibilities of citizens whobehold war veterans with
respect and pride.
Without question the
hardships suffered by the
protesters standing on Forest
Avenue in front of the
Federal Building were many.
Enduring the burden of their
heavy signs, "braving the
bitter cold," and spending
hours away from their loved
ones, to be sure, took a toll on
the emotional lives of the
committed few. Undoubtedly, more than just a couple
of cases of "post-traumatic
protester syndrome" will
erupt in the upcoming years
as a result of their sacrifice to
society. Imagine the crazed,
righteous acts we may have
to guard against, like protesting some profound social ill
in the rain.
On the other hand,
members of the armed forces,
including reservists called up
to active duty, were too busy
packing and saying goodbye,
unable to enjoy the leisure
time necessary to exercise the
rights guaranteed by the First
Amendment. Instead they
honored an oath undertaken
before their first day in
uniform. An oath that does
not have exceptions for
personal objections to a

specific administration's
foreign poliCY, but is a
commitment to, and faith in,
the United States Constitution.
Who are you kidding? In
our society speaking out
against the government is no
more an act of courage or
bravery than your editorial or
my letter. Such acts would
constitute courage in China,
Cuba or until recently the
Soviet Union; but not in the
United States.
In your desperate attem-pt
to equate the qualities of
combat veterans with those
of war protesters, you have
buried your credibility
deeper than an Iraqi command bunker.
Why waste your talents on
license plate slogans or
foolish editorials. I see big
things for you, like greeting
cards.

fJ&-v- ~
Don Krier
Standish

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Indude a daytime phone
number, and address to
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

Cheap thrill: pigs for peace
When's the last time you saw a flying pink pig?
No, npt one induced by controlled substances, but
an enormous and palpable pig In the company of
other assorted airborne bam animals and veg- etables? If you're old enough to remember the '60s,
you may not associate pigs, flying or otherwise, with
peace, but we're living in a new age and now you've
got a chance to flash on the past In a different light:
The sixth annual "One Sky, One World International Kite Fly for Peace" will take place worldwide
Sunday, Oct. 13 from 12-4 p_m_ Fort Williams Park in
Cape Elizabeth will host the event Ioc:ally, to which
you and your family are Invited to bring kites or just
yourselves - to be counted in the hundreds of
thou-sands of global participants.
"One Sky, One World" Is sponsored by the Chinese
American Friendship Association ot Maln~ and Ye
Old Port Kite Shoppe. For more Info, c3'11871-0035.

• Bias Crime: Tonight from
7:30-9 p.m., Portland's Chief
of Police Michael Chitwood
will speak to the Matlovich
Society on "Bias Crime,"
hate- motivated crime
involving someone's sexual
orientation, race or religion.
Traditionally, sexual
orientation as a motivation
for hate crime has been
ignored or endorsed, tacitly
or overtly, and therefore
underdocumented.
Chitwood has been a vocal
spokesman for adding
sexual orientation to hate
crime statistics in Maine;
he'll be speaking in the
Rines Room of Portland
Public Library (5 Monument Square). Call 657-2850
for more info.

• "The Unveiling of the
Sacred Maya Wisdom": The
venerable Don Alejandro
Oxlaj, shaman/medicine
man/Quiche Mayan tribal
elder, from the mountain
village of San Francisco el
Alto, Guatemala, will share
the knowledge of his
ancestors in a talk tonight
from 6:30-9:30 at the First
Parish Unitarian Church,
425 Congress St. Admission
is $10. He will also offer a
ceremony and sessions on
healing, calendrical divination & Mayan astrology
from Oct. 12-14 at Crystal
Springs Farm & Center in
Dayton. Appointments for
these 3D-minute sessions
can be arranged after the
talk or by calling 499-7040.
• Messing around at the
no: Tonight and tomorrow

at 9 & 11 p.m., you can hear
Debris of Boston and The
Splatter Trio of San Francisco fling their wildly
eloquent jazz phrasings
around the cozy confines of
cafe no. Debris - Curt
Newton on drums, Steve
Norton on sax and Arthor
on guitar - "resolutely
looks forward," says The
Boston Phoenix, "with knotty
original compositions and
sharp-eared give-and-take
ensembles." The Splatter
Trio - Dave Barrett on
saxes, Myles Boisen on
guitar /bass doubleneck and
Gino Robair on percussion
- is also committed to a
fearless exploration of the
full spectrum of the 20thcentury soundscape. Treat
your ears to this musical
maelstrom of innovation for
$6; call 772-8114 for noteworthy details.

• Woods and wildlife: Take
an invigorating, educational
hike in the autumn woods
today at 2 p.m. with the
folks up at Wolfe's Neck
Woods State park in
Freeport. It's free, and you
know the routine: Meet at
the benches by the second
parking lot. Call 865-4465
for more.

quiem" today at 3 p.m. at
Portland City Hall, 30
Myrtle St. The lSD-member
chorus and soloists (Heidi
Grant, soprano, and William Stone, bass) will be
accompanied by the Portland Symphony Orchestra.
Tix: Call PSO at 773-8191.
• Required reggae: Take in
the reggae fest at Zootz
tonight at 8, and let the
Jamaican syncopations of
the Mighty Diamondswith Mutabaruka and the
809 Band - give your feet a
life of their own. Admission: $9 in advance, $11 at
the door; call 773-8187.
• Essential exercise: The
AIDS Walkathon will begin
today at 1 p.m. at Cheverus
High School. In an effort to
generate community
support, increase AIDS
awareness and benefit the

14 community-based AIDS
service and support agencies in Maine, the 10K
Maine Walk '91 will take
place at eight locations
across the state. Registration
forms and sponsor sheets
are available at Bookland
downtown and Mill Creek,
Raffles & Drop Me A Line,
or by calling 774-6877.
• Must-see myth: "Cupid
and Psyche" is Figures of
Speech Theatre's outrageous retelling of the
ancient Greek myth, an
inventive mi.x of humor and
lyrical romance related
through the interactions of
actors and three-foot-tall
puppets. Figures of Speech
is a Freeport-based touring
company that has performed for audiences from
Bulgaria to Japan, and has
twice won the UNIMA

Citation of Excellence,
North America's highest
award for' work with
animated figures. See why
today at 2 at Portland
Performing Arts Center,
25A Forest Ave. Tix are $6
& $3; call 865-6355.

.. "Truly, Madly, Deeply"
- cheaply: A man suddenly
dead leaves behind a lover
almost mesmerized by grief.
She can't cope. Then he
materializes - and she
begins to wonder whether
this is a good thing. Now's
your chance to see a movie
the New Yorker called "a
fresh and startling humane
vision of modem urban life"
- at The Movies at Exchange Street, without
gouging your pockets as
deeply as you would have a
few months ago at other,
larger movie venues.
Yippeee! It's only $3.50.
Stock up now while the
going is cheap! Take 14 of
your closest friends. Call
772-9600 for more info.

with his new film and
several "classic" films of
Schmelzdahin ("Melt
Away," the German film
group that melted away).
These films will be screened
at the Museum of Modem
Art in New York as well as
at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
S55 Congress 51. "Passion"
is a super-8 film of 65
minutes, a personal filmdiary documenting the
pregnancy and birth of
Reble's second son. Composed in sections following
the seasons, "Passion" is an
expression both of Reble's
intimate involvement and
responsibility and his
outside-ness, his very
different pain as father. See
"Passion" at 9 p.m. Admission is $4. For more info,
call 774-3391 or 761-3930.

You'll have a dreadfully good time at the regfest
Sunday, Oct. 13.
• "The Public Eye": Vintage
Repertory Company will
perform this one-act play by
Peter Shaffer (" Amadeus")
tonight at 8 at cafe no, 20
Danforth St. Admission is
$5. Call 828-4654 for more
eye-opening details.

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways
to be Infonned, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publlcatlon_
Send your Calendar and Listings Infonnallon to Ellen
Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland,
ME 04101.

• Painting to the gallery:
Tonight from 5-7, Greenhut
Galleries (146 Middle St.)
will hold an opening
reception for recent paintings by Sarah Knock and
Nancy Brown. Knock paints
and photographs and was
selected by the Farnsworth
Museum in 1989 to participate in the Carina House
Residency to paint on
Monhegan Island for six
weeks. Brown shows in
Portland, Connecticut and
Virginia; her recent paintings are abstracted color
studies that evolve from
landscape/ seascape themes.
Gallery hours are Monday
thru Saturday, 10:30-5:30.
Call 772-2693 for details.

• Reble with a cause:
Jurgen Reble is traveling
across the Uni~ed States

• Requisite requiem: Don't
miss Robert Shaw, conductor emeritus of the Atlanta
SymphonYi' when he
conducts the Portlandbased Choral Art Society in
a performance of Johannes
Brahms' "German Re-

• A feast of the supernatural: Schoolhouse Center for
the Arts presents "Dracula,"
a quick-fire procession of
thrills, shudders & sensations for audiences that will
start with costumed villagers greeting them on their
way up the drive and
conclude' with a hunt for
Dracula's tomb. Getcher
thrills & chills tonight at 8
(see Stage listings for other
dates). Tix: $10 adults; $6
seniors, children & students. The theater is located
at Sebago Lake, north of the
juncture of routes 35 & 114.
Call 642-3743 for info and
reservations.

Director Daniel McCusker
and Gwyneth Jones of BJ &:
S. McCusker compares the
work to the conversations
over tea from which the
idea emerged: full of
changes of direction, bursts
of speed, and quiet times.
Photographer Rose Marasco
has designed the lighting
for "Tea." Tix are $10
tonight and Friday, $7
Thursday. They're available
at RID and at Amadeus
Music; call 773-2562 or 7754019 for more info.

• Double dance: Ram
Island Dance and Berg,
Jones & Sarvis will join
forces for performances at 8
tonight (as well as Oct. 17 &
18) at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest
Ave. Each company will
perform on its own and will
also contribute one member
to a new duet. "Tea,"
performed to "Prelude and
Fugue" by Benjamin Britten,
is the work of RID Artistic~~~

The eyes have It, Friday, Oct. 18.

2[XJlZ
29 forest ave 879-9770
FRIDAY, OCT.11th

LINK RECORDING ARTISTS

THE 360'$

REGGAE FEST
SUNDAY, OCT. 13th
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ONA
WHIM
Wi th entrees under $10
you can afford a dinner
rendezvous whether
you plan ahead or not!

AND
REGGAE SUNPLASH"S

809 BAND

ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN

"PASSION"

Desert
.. : --: of Maine
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GERMAN FilM GROUP
ICHMELIDAHIN

Maine's Famous
NabJral Phenomenon
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Freeport 04032
Open May 10th
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. great
• great wine
• great music

• 10/10 from Boston:
Morris Acevedo Quartet
• 10/11 & 12 from Boston:
Debris and from San
Francisco: Splatter
• 10/16 Vintage Reperafory
Co.'s "Public Eye"
• 10/17 from Boston: pianist
Frank CarlberQ and
vocalist Christine Correa

IMTH THIS AD. $1 OFF

MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7
SAT 9:30 TO 5· SUN 12 TO 5

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND • 761·3930

POTTERY CLASSES
STUDIO SPACE

Come to Freeport,
and Visit...

BCX)KS[ORE

WITH

MUTABARUKA

rUES· ocr· 15 . 9PM
EXPERIMENTAl fILM
JURGEN REBlE'S

ADUlT ADMtSSlON
UMtT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Next Door To Zootz

ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE

open jazz jam ounday 4:30-Bpm
reservation. welcome
closed mondays

20 danforth It .• 772-8114
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Comedy with

Paula Poundstone
October 1B, $12
8:30pm, Pickard Theatre on the
Bowdoin College Campus, Brunswick

PORllAND POmRY
FOfl1IeTly STUDIO /32

YOUR OWN ART
AT YOUR OWN PACE
118 WASHINGTON A\E
PORTLAND,ME 04101
772~4334

From their Il<oodwoy Show

,
Penn & Tener
Oct. 2B, 8pm f.Aonell GymnaSium on the
Bowdoin College Compus, Brunswick
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Entertainment
• ContinlUd from 10-dIly CALENDAR

fit
fit
fit
fit
fit

Super chowders
Fresh seafood
Scrumptious desserts
Weekly beer specials
And Much More!

SILVER
SCREEN

On the Waterfront In the Old Port
84 Commercial St" Portland, Maine

774-3550

Flaher King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical
deejay attempting to redeem himself
with !he help of Perry (Robin Williams),
a charismatic, visionary street person
and former professor of medieval history who believes, says director Terry
Gilliam ("Brazil"), that his own salvation
lies in claiming the Holy Grail from the
upper eastSide town houseofaTruml>"
type Manhattan developer - with the
help of the deejay.
Frankie & Johnny AI Pacino and Michelle Pfeiffer star in this film about a fry
cook and a waitress who find love in
New York City.
Freddy'. De.d The last Installment in
!he "Nightmare on Elm Streer marathon.
The Klier A professlonai hit man is on
one last job before his retirement from
a life of crime; then he catches a cabaret singer in !he crossfire and befriends
her. Haunted by guilt, he agrees to
another assignment, a contract on the
head of a drug syndicate, in order to
raise money for her treatment. Written
and directed by John Woo (in Ch~

WHAT'S
WHERE

nese).

PUBLIC HOUSE
46 Danforth Street
(207)871-1579

The O'Kendley Brother., Proprtetors
• Blamey, Inc.

The Finest Mexican Food
East of the Missi'ppi
3 Bars, 2 Stories
Dance Floor & Patio

Open Mon - Sat 3 30 -1AM
Sun 12 ·12' Dinner daily 5 to 10

pDD, art., pm a ,VI ID
$4, 64oz. Pitchl"
games

·THU

Barton Fink A New York wrilllr is lured
to Hollywood after his play aboutlife on
New York's piers wins him !he hearts of
!he common folk and newfound attention from Hollywood's greedy men in
pinsbiped. suits. Stars John Tarturro;
written, directed and produced by Joel
and Ethan Coen ("Miller's Crossing").
Baxter French movie about a bulllllrrief
and the way he views !he wood. DIrected by Jerome Bovin.

$1.50 12oz. Olympia Can.
(during game time only)
'DAY
BIG SCREEN T.V.
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CHOWDER

CHALLENGE

Featuring Restaurants from Greater Portland

CUMBERIAND COUNIY CMC CENfER
Saturday, November 9
11 am to 2pm
Come sample the best chili and chowder
Portland has to offer, then vote for your favorites,·
Only 83.50 adults,

82.50 aeniora, 81.50 chlIdren under 12.
'Winners to be lDIlOWlCled at ~.

Paradi•• MeianieGriffith and Don Johnson star in this film based on !he French
film "Le Grand Chemin" (The Grand
Highway),inwhichacoupie estranged
over !he death of their child take in a
The Commitment. Director Alan
Parker's ("Mississippi Burning," "Midfriend'S lG-year-oid boy in Paradise,
night Express") tale of an Irish rock
Mlchigari.
band devoted to black American soul Pari. i. Buming Jennie Livingston's
documentary about black and Latino
music.
gays who compete in drag balls in
Dark Obse•• ion An investment banker
of the landed gentry, thoroughly 0bParis.
sessed with his wife, is equally 0b- Ricochet Tough Los Angeles a>p arsessed with the possibility that she Is
rests and humiliates a master criminal.
having an affair. His jealoUSly fuses
Stars Denzel Washington and John
with a night of drunk driving when he
Uthgow.
runs down a pedestrian who may have Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays !he
reminded him of her.
legendary hero of SherWood Forest in
Dud Ag.in Suspense thriller about a
this sweeping epic filmed In England.
woman who feels she has been rei~
Among !he ensemble are Christian
carnated. Starring Kenneth Branagh, Slater, Morgan Freeman and Mary
Andy Garcia, Derek Jacobi and Emma
Elizabeth Mastrantonio.
Thomp6Oll.
SlNrttered A land developer suffers amnesia and changes into !he man his
wife desires. Starring Tom Berenger,
Greta Scacchi and Bob Hoskins. Directed by Wolfgang Petersen ("Das
Boot").
Shout A young, musically talented boy
at a home for orphan delinquents is
introduced to !he joys of rock 'n' roll
through the horne's unconventional
music teacher. Stars John Travoltaand
Richard Jordan.
The Super Joe Peso plays an evil New
York siumlord who is forced to live in
one of his buildings.
Terminator 2 A bigger, more expiosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted
cyborg from the future who does battle
Deceived Goldie Hawn stars In this
this time with another, not-so-kindthriller about a woman who finds out
hearted terminator. Spiendid special
her husband of five years isn't the man
effects.
she believed.
The DodOI' William Hurt stars as a Thelm. & louiN Two women leave
their crummy menfolk at home to head
surgeon who becomeS a patient and
out on the road. They encounter
eventually a better human being.
crummy men everywhere !hey go.
e.ting A group of women with eating
Thank God there are no cultural stedisorders get together for adimer party
reotypes in cinema anymore. With
ID work out their problerns.
Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon.
Erneat Sc:llredStupid Ernestacciden\ly
unleashes a 200-year-old troll from his Truly, Madly, Deeply Story of a dead
lover who materializes. Written and
prison. The troll proceeds to steallDWn
directed by Anthony Minghella.
children. Bad tron, bad.

-.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S, Portland
774-1022
Dates effective Oct 11-17
Deceived (PG-13)
1,3;15,5:30,7:45,9:55
Eme.t Scared Stupid (PG)
1,3:05, 5:107:20,9:20
Frankie and Johnny (R)
1 :30, 4, 7:15, 9:45
Ricochet (R)
1 :50, 4:25, 7, 9:25
Nece.sary Roughn . . .
(PG-13)
1 :45, 4:10, 7;10, 9:40
The Commitment. (R)
1 :35,4:15,7,9:30
Shout (PG-13)
1 :10,6:50
Robin Hood (PG-13)
3:25,9

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Oct 11-17
Shows 1-4 Mon-Thurs;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat
Dead Again (PG-13)
1:10, 4, 7:20, 9:40, 11 :50
The Super (R)
1 :40,4:30,7,9:15, 11 :40
Shattered (R)
1 :20, 4:10, 7:30, 9:45, 11 :55
Freddy's Dead (R)
1 :30, 4:20, 7:40, 9:50, 12:15
Paradise (PG-13)
1, 3:50, 7: 1 0, 9:35, 11 :45
Fisher King (R)
12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20, 12:05
Terminator 2 (R)
12:40, 3:30, 6:40, 9:25, 12:10
The Doctor (PG-13)
12:50, 3:40, 6:50, 9:30, 12

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
DarkOb. . . . lon
Oct 9-13
Wed-Sat 7:15,9
Sat-Sun 1 :15
Truly, Madly, Deeply
Oct 12-15
Sal-Sun 3
Sun-Tues 7, 9
The Killer
Oct 16-20
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun 1

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772-9751
Dates effective Oct 11-17

No weekday matinees
except on Columbus Day,
Oct 14
Barton Fink (R)
1:10, 6;50, 9:10
Eating (NR)
1:30,7:10,9:20
Pari. I. Bumlng (NR)
1:20,7,9
Thelma & Loul. . (R)
1 :40, 6;40, 9:15
La Femme Nlklta (R)
1 :50,7:15,9:30
Baxter (NR)
1 :45, 7:20, 9:25

STAGE
"Bus stop" Studio Theater presents William Inge's comedy Oct 11-13 & 18-20,
Fri &Sat at 8, Sun at 3. Tix: $101$8. The
Chocolate Church is located at 804
Washington St, Bath. Call 442-8455 for
reservaUons.
Comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne
Ches.la and Kevin Shone love: bad
TV, political coups, poelly, extreme erne>Uonal displays, big hair, religious epics,
tabloid journalism, contorted bodies,
phony foreign tongue, obscure historical
references, grotesque celebri1ies, and
small children with puppies. They transform these passions and any passions
you might suggest into a two-hour c0medy bonanza. Just like snowftakes, no
1W0 shows are alike. Thiscomedy miracfe
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right next to Zootz).
Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne and Kevin
wi. take you from there. For more info
call 879-0070.
MDlirk Tal.." is a celebration and c0nnection to the archetypal past, of pagan
belief and superstition. Apast where the
dead come to life, and rational life trips
and falls Into the chasm of imagination.
Mime, magic, dance, fire, juggling,
shadow piay, special effects, scary stories, dark humor and visitors from the
spirit world will be featured. Leland
Faulkner and Co's popular Halloween
show retums to Celebration Bam Oct 10
(half-price review), Oct 11 &12, 18, 19&
20, 25, 26, 27 & 31, and Nov 1 & 2.
Shows are at 8 pmThurs-Sat, 7Sun. Tix:
$7. Call 743-8452 for reservations.
MDrllCula" Schoolhouse Arts Center pr&sents a quick-fire procession of thrills,
shudders and sensations in this mystery
of mysteries. Villagers in costume will
greet audiences as they drive up the
driveway, and will serve them dessert in
the village cafe. Playgoers who enjoy a
good scare will be surprised as they go
on a hun for Dracula's tomb at the conclusion of the evening. Oct 18-20, 24-27,
29-31, eves at 8, Sundays at 2. Tix:$10
adults, $6 seniors, children & studerlts.
The theater is located north of the juncture of routes 35 &114 in Sebago Lake.
Call 642-3743 for reservations.
Figures of Speech Theatre presents
MWhoala," an original drama with music, about a daughter's quest to understand her childhood in an alcoholic lamily. Oct 10, 11 & 12 at 8 pm at the
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave, POr1land. Tix: $14, $7 for
artists. "Cupid and Psyche," an outra·
geous retelling of the Greek myth. mixes
humor and romance and is appropriate
lor adults and children of all ages. Oct
13, 2 pm, same place. Tix: $6, $3 for
children Call n4-0465 for reservations,
or 865-6355 lor more info.
"George MI" The Portland Lyric Theater
presents a melodious montage 01 mem0rable music from the prolific pen of
George M. Cohen, master of American
musical comedy. Oct 11,12 & 13".• Asterisk indicated a matinee performance.
Curtain Is 8, 2:30 for matinees. portland
Lyric Theater is located at 176 Sawyer
St, South Portland. Call 799-1421 or
799-6509.
MLoved Her; Hatad Hlml" Big 2 Do
Productions presents Marie Pressman
in this gender-bending cabaret conceived
& directed by Edward Reichert. This
show features the song "Jonathan
Wesley Oliver Jr," a tribute to the men,
women & children who have died of
AIDS and whose lives are celebrated
through the Names Project AIDS Quill.
Tuesdays, Oct 15, 22 & 29 at 8 pm
(doors open at 7:30) at the Cave, 29.5
ForestAve, Por1land. $8 cover. Call n306343 for reservations.
MMurder .t the Cafe Nof." A 19405
rnySlllry movie come to life at Por1Iand's
onlydinnertheater. Joumeyto the island
of Mustique in the wastern Caribbean for
a detective thriller in the classic Bogart
tradition. You'll meet a cast of characters
who look as though they just stepped out
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila
Wonderly, femme fatale ... Anthony
Cairo, black marketeer ... Madam
Toureau, proprietress of the cafe ... and
Rick Archer, a private eye who will need
your help in soving thO myriad mysteries
of Cafe Noir. The doors open every Saturday at 7:30 pm and the show begins at
8. The cost is $29.95 per person and
includes the full-length show and a fourcourse dinner. In The Baker'sTablebanquet room, 434 Fore St in the Old Port.
Call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for
reservationS.

• ContinlUd on p"ge 20

FREE COFFEE BEFORE 11 am
DAILY THROUGH OCTOBER 18TH

QUAUTY BEGINS HERE
at
THE PERSONAL
INTRODUGION SERVICE
Established 1974

M..... Pressman gats. lag up on tha IIna for tha ladle.' room_

"Love Her, Hated Him"
• Directed by Edward Reichert, with Marie Pressman
II Edward Reichert
The Cave, 29-1/2 Forest Ave.
October 15, 22 II 29
Berlin in the '305. Down the narrow cellar staircase you go, lights
dim, atmosphere smoky and mysterious. (Actually it isn't smoky, it
just seems so.) Low hum of voices, clinking of glasses. Small, intimate
bistro, negotiate your way around the cafe tables and chairs and
people's knees. Find your reserved table. It's up front, right next to
the stage. And the stage is right there, right beside you on the floor.
This space is really intimate. By the time you've sat down you know
everybody there, especially Marie Pressman, who's just said hello to
you with her eyes. Feeling cozy, you settle in.
In red tuxedo jacket, black pants, patent leather shoes and slickedback hair, Pressman slides across the floor, mike held close, and belts
you back to the era of the cabaret, using a musical cross-section of '4Os
and '50s Broadway hits and las Vegas club periormances. Pressman
features the works of Cole Porter, Sinatra, Mancini, Rogers &:
Hammerstein, and Sondheim. She huskily belts out those maledilemma, Sondheim greats: "All I Need is the Girl" and "Maria," full
of love-struck yearning.
Then, eyes gleaming wickedly, face mock serious, she musically
discusses that most versatile and all-expressive of English vocabulary
words - the one, ironically, we're forbidden to use, especially in
newsprint. She does this to the strains of Bach, mincingly periormed
on the delicate keys of the harpsichord.
This particular dissertation was especially interesting to me since,
as an amateur linguist, I have long been fascinated by the poverty of
the English language when it comes to expressing deep emotive
states. The most we seem to be able to come up with is, HI was real
pissed off." Or, as an English theologian once said to me, "Take the
English language's vocabulary for discussing sexual intercourse.
Except for the colloquial expression 'making love,' there are only two
ways to describe it: clinically or
pornographically. There is no
vocabulary for loving sexuality."
Pressman makes the same point
in her savvy rendition of "A Well-Known Fact." Bawdy and hilariously funny, she brought down the house. There was a man suffering
from hiccups, a dilemma induced by uncontrollable mirth. Things
were warming up.
After filling the stage with a medley of Sinatra tunes, Pressman
performs HThe Change," her transformation from male to female.
This undertaking is also extremely funny: Off come the trousers,
down to the ... well, I do have my limits, and besides, you should be
there to experience the strip-tease yourself. As she's metamorphosing,
Pressman's humming "Why Can't a Man be More Like a Woman?"
and muttering to herself, "Well, I won't be him anymore."
Part Two begins with a bombshell singing a sardonic rendition of
"My Man's Gone Now, Ain't No Use Pretending," and then an
outrageously feminine rendition of Rogers &: Hammerstein's "I Enjoy
Being a Girl" - a fact which is obvious in the robust, sexual body
that is now holding the mike, not to mention the voice singing into it.
As a man, as a woman, this kid can reach the rafters, and could
benefit well from a music hall. One feels it wouldn't be any less
intimate, as that "hello" in her eyes could reach the rafters too.
Throughout the second part of this performance, Pressman
metamorphoses some more, switching from torch-singer to ribald
comic to ~urprisingly, and almost distressingly - vulnerable
woman in love as she quietly and poignantly sings Maury Yeston's
'1n a Very Unusual Way."
The quietness and poignancy deepens even further by the end of
the periormance, when she sings Tom Brown's "Jonathan Wesley
Oliver Jr.," about a young man who has just died of AlDS. Brown is a
young composer-lyricist from New York who was himself recently
diagnosed with the disease. Perhaps the knowledge of this fact
brought the tone of extreme tenderness into Pressman's voice;
whatever it was, the feeling of grief communicated itself to the
audience to the point that, at the end of the song there was total
silence, then tremendous applause.
Edward Reichert accompanies Ms. Pressman throughout on the
electric piano. As versatile as Pressman, he plays the straight man
through her evolution of characters. And it is his skillful playing that
sets the mood and atmosphere allowing her to move the audience
emotionally in any direction she chooses.
The range of this show is great, and so is the skill of its periormers.
Reichert and Pressman are some highly expressive word that cannot
be printed good.

stage
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U\RGEST INTRODUGION
SERVICE IN THE WORLD
ONLY THE FINEST
JOIN TOGErHER

The indepth care in
screening and selecting
introductions is done only
by trained professionals.
This is only part of the
personalized service our
clients receive at
TOGETHER.

Our fall special can give you
that wonderful relationship
by the holidays.

Call us today and make
the most important
decision of your life"
99B Larrabee Road
Westbrook, Maine 04092
854-041 I
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~eaturing a cftanging wukly sdec.tion fresh.
'BrtaXfast &' Lundt creations induding

"'Eggs Joh.nny 'Do
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'Enticing 'R,pnge of ~rt.5h. Seafoods, Sauttuf Cfiic.K;~n
'I1iig1i.s &' ~ifet Migrwn
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Call for Information about
Christmas Parties
and Special Events

'Under iJ{g,w Management
Serving Lunch & Dinner 1l:30am-llpm
Lounge Hours 1l:30am-lam
425 Fore Street" Old Port, Portland" 772-7713
Mle & VlSAAccepted "Ample Parking" Formerly Blue Moon

Renovation and Design
of Fine Art Glass Windows
Since 1976"
We carry supplies and glass
for the sUlined glass artisan.
630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME

774-4154
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TUNE

FOR THE BEST
MUSIC AROUND

CLUBS

Entertainment

l'illII[I1 THURSDAY 1OJ 0
STAGE

• Omtinutd from P"8t 19

Moneilly Night Football at T-B1rds, 126
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
Op.n Mlc Night with K.n Grimsley
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St,
PorHand. 773-0093.

TUESDAY 10.15
The Blu. Roots (blues) Gritty McDuN's,
396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Tu.sday Night Movl•• at Moo. . Alley
("Awakenings") 46 Market St, Portland .
774- 5246.
N.xt Exit (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Bill Cam.ron (acoustic) Raoul's Roadside Allraclian , 865 Forest Ave , Portland. 773-6886.
Op.n Mlc Night with Pet.r GI.ason
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickell
St, S. PorHand. 767-4627.
Solstlc. (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf
St, PorHand. 773-0093 .

Morris Acevedo Quart.t Oau), cafe no,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Otl. Coyot. with Steel Cow (rock) Father O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth
St, PorHand. 871 -1579.
Pluck Th.atre and Urban Squirrel
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown S~ Portland.
772-7891 .
Hot Ch.ny PI. (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moultan St, Portland. 774-0444.
Shockra (funk-jazz) Raoul's Roadside Attraclion, 865 Forest Ave, Ptld. 773~886 .
Th. Bend.", (rock) Spring Point Cale,
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Tom Dyhrb.rg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775~161 .
Goph.rbrok. (acoustic duo) USM 's Portland Campus Canter. 874-6598.
Acoustic OPM Mlc Night with Bill
Cameron (b.y.o. acoustje jam) The Vlntag. R.p.rtory Co.'. "Public Ey."
Wrong Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39
(theater) cale no, 20 Danforth St, PortForest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.
land. 772-8114.
Bac:helo",' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246 .
N.xt Exit (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton SL Portland. 774-0444.
Red Light R.w. ijau) Raoul's RoadBill Cameron (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave , Port769 Congress St, Pordand. 773-9873 .
land. 773-6886.
•
Debrl. and Splatt.r ijazz) cafe no, 20
Big Bambu (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Danforth SI, Portland. 772-8114.
Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Boneh.ads (blues) FatharO'Hara's Pub- Bill Cam.ron and Jeremy le.t.r
lic Housa,45 DanforthSt, PUd.871-1579.
(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St,
Wild Heart. and love Cactus (rock)
Portland. 773-0093.
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Ptld. 772-7891.
Op.n Mic Night with the Cool Whip.
Mac:lean Wing (jazz) Littla W~lie 's, 36
(b.y.o. rock jam) The Wrong Brothers
Market St, PorHand. 773-4500.
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Hot Cheny Pie (rock) Moose Allay, 46
Portland. 775-1944.
MarI<&t St, Portland. 774-5246.
SlIVoy TrufI1. (blues) Raoul'S Roadside
Allractlon ,865 Forest Ave, Portland. 7736886.
Th. Bend.... (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
Gotta Danc., fnc., Thompson 's Point,
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
second floor Bldg 1 A, Portland. Smoke
Tom Dyhrb.rg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
and chem-free dances with swing , Latin
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. PtJd. 775~161 .
& ballroom music Fridays Irom 9-12 pm
Th. Puis. (rock) The Wrong Brothers
& Sundays Irom 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Pub at Port BWliards, 39 Forest Ave,
Th. Moon, 425 Fore SI, Portland. Open
Pordand. 775-1944.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
Cover: $2. Thursday's are Collage Alternative night. No cover with oollege I.D.
$1 without. 871 -0663.
Salutes, 20 MilkSt, Pordand. Open nightly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bill Cam.ron (acoustic) Bramhall Pub,
769 Congress St, PorUand. 773-9873 . T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Pordand. SUA :
foolball afternoon , comedy night; Mon ,
Debrl. and Splatt.r Oau) cale no, 20
foolball party; Wed, local bands; Thurs.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
collage night; Fri & Sat, bands and'or
Flv. Gon. Mild (rock) Father O'Hara's
deejay, all contemporary danoa rrusic.
Public House, 45 Danforth 51, Portland.
773-8040.
871 -1579.
17 R.llc. and Imaginary John (rock) Wh ....hou. . Ch.m-F.... Danc. Club,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Ptid. 772-7891.
music. Fri-Sat, 9 pm-l am. 874-9770.
S.an Sh.rrln. (Irish music) Grilly
McOulfs, 396 Fore St, PtId. 772-2739. Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland . Wed:
Progressives. Thu : Visual Vibe. Fri :
Roy Fraz•• Trio Gau) Littla Willie's, 36
Deejayilive Music; Sat: CUlling Edge
Market 51, PorUand. 773-4500.
Danca; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.
Hot Ch.ny PI. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
Moxl. M.n (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, B65 Forest Ave, PtId. 773-6886.
Midnight RId.r (rock) Spring Point Cale,
175 Pickell St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
straight Lac. (rock) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775~161 .
Th. Pul. . (rock) The Wrong Brothers
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
PorHand. 775 -1944.

"Passag •• - Dancing with Horllft" is
a new performance piaca that inc:orporalas dancers, sculptures, music and
seven horses and riders. The performanoa is30minutesJong,and wascommissioned to be part of the Maine Festival but was rained out. h wil be performad Oct 13 at 1:30 and 4 pm at
Highland Dressage Center, 77 Babbidga
Road, Falmouth . Donation. Call libby
Lyman at 76 1-2500 for more Info.
"Th. Passion of Dracula" In its first
production of the season, Mad Horse
Theatre explores the mythic power olthe
feminine Dracu Ia in this ageless legend
of sex, death and rebirth by Bob Hall and
David Richmond. Runs through Oct 20,
w~h curtain at8 Thurs-Satand (sun . Tix :
$15, $13 for students and seniors. Reservations are required; call 797-3338.
"Th. Public Ey." Vintage Repertory
Company will perform this one-act play
by Peter Shaffer ("Amadeus; Oct 16 at
8 pm at cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Admission is $5. For more info call 828-4654.
·Pump Boys and DlnettH" This rollicking rrusical went from off-Broadway to
Broadway where henjoyed a long run. It
embodies tha value of friendship and
life's simple pleasures. Through Oct 26 ,
curtain is at8 pm . The Thaxter Theatre is
located at 420 Cottage Rd, South Portland. 799-7337 or 799-7338.
Ram Island Danc. and Berg, JonH
Sarvl. wil join forces for performanoas
on Oct 17, 18 & 19 at the PorUand
Performing Arts Center. The program
will include two dance premieres as well
as lighling design by three visual artists.
They'll bagin at8 each evening . Tix are
$7 for ThurSday, $10 lor Friday & Saturday, available at Ram Island Dance and
Amadeus Music. Call 773-2562 for more
info, or 775-4019.
"Rumo"," Community Little Theatre presents Neil Simon's fast-paCed, doorbanging , who's who farce on Oct 18, 19,
25 & 26 at 8 pm. There will aisa be a
senior citizen/sludent dress rehearsal
Oct17 at 7:30 pmat the Performing Arts
Center, Great Falls School, Auburn. All
seats$9. For reservations call 795-5858.
"Tru. WHt" USM sludent Mary Ellen
O'Hara will direct this play by Sam
Shepard, set in the American Southwest, that presents two brothers slruggling with their relationship and the circumstances oltheir lives on Iy to fall prey
to the goveming power of chance. Oct
l1-f3 & 16-20,7:30 pm; Oct12 & 19,4
pm;Oct13& 20,5 pm. $4 at USM'sLeb
Theatre, Russell Hall, Gorham. Call 7805483 for info.
"Who Ordered the PIzza?" Horizen Players presents a play without order, a play
wnhoul logic, a 10taly sensible play but mostlmporlant, a play that will touch
your soul (a play about incest) . Wrillen
by Mary Catherine wnh contributions by
Roz. Performed Oct 11 & 12 at 7:30 pm
in Luthar Bonney Audtorium, USM Portland campus. Tix: students $5 (with ID) ,
$7 non-students. Tix may be purchased
at the door or by cailing 874-6593.
"Th.Wooden O"Two actors who brought
Shakespeare's plays to life for the first
time reminisce as thay close down lhe
Bard's own Globe Thetre , swapping an- S •• n Sh.rrln. (Irish music) Father
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth SI,
acdoles, dodging in and out 0/ loved
PorHand. 871-1579.
rolas, savoring comic and impassioned
soliloquies, they raoonstrucl the bustla, Unci. Moxl. (blues) Gr~ty McDull's, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
splendor and backslaga pains0/2O years
that transformed lor all time our mother J.nny & J .... my (rock) Moose Alley , 46
longue and our folk view of the world.
Markst St, PorUand. 774-5246.
This production lealJras two of the The- Joy Rid. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
aler al Monmouth 's finest, Michael
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
O'Brian and Richard Sewall, who wrote Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (clasthe play (with a lillie help from the Bard) .
sical) Portland Regancy, 20MilkSt, PortOct 12 at8 pm. Tbe $16 lor adults, $14
land. 774-4200.
for seniors and studenlS. For mora info, Eddl. Shaw & the Wolf Gang (blues)
call 933-2952.
Raoul's Roadside Anraction , 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Acou.tlc Connec:tlonwlth D.J. Landry
(acoustic) Spring Point Cala, 175 Pickell
51, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Portland string Quart.t (chamber) 8
Th. Wharf Rats (acoustic) Wharf's End,
pm, Dana Auditorium at Maine Medical
52 Wharl St, Portland. 773-0093.
Centar, en"anoa althe gate opposil9 7
The Community Ore.,..tl1l of the Port·
BramhalIS~ Portland. Program:Mozart's
land Symphony Is seeking to enlarge
Elna Klaine Nachlmusik, Hindemith's
its string saction. They are also looking
String Ouartel No. 1 & Quartel in F
for a sacond bassoonist. Not only does
Major, Op. 96, by Dvorak. Tix: $13 genlhe group perform fine rrusic: but it is
eral admission, $7 kids under 12 and
composed of people Irom a variety of
Joy Rid. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
seniors over 60. 761 -1522. .
backgrounds and ages who enjoy lhe
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Schoon.r F .... (folk) 8 pm, Pickard Thefunofworking togetherWadnesday eves
Monday Night Football at Moos. AIater , Bowdoin Collage, Brunswick. Tix:
from 7 :30- 10 pm. For info on how to join,
I.y, 46 Mamt St, Portland. 774-5246.
$12 at the door , $5 seniors & students,
call Jan Pillsbury at 883-2460 or the
Southern Main. BlUH Socl.ty (blues)
accompanied kids under 12 Irae. 832secretary Leon Burbank at 799-6194 .
Raoul's Roadside Allraction, 865 Forest
6863.
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

WEDNESDAY 10.1 G

FRIDAY 10.11

TICKET INFO: 773-6886 • ENTERTAINMENT HOTLINE: 775-2494

TIMBERfRAME CONSTRUCTION

a

DANCING

SATURDAY 10.12

We welcome you to visit one of our current
projects. Learn more about the creative and
energy effidency aspects of our dwellings.

r<OBt:.
t:bar<r<eLL
a company of

t: ImBer<
t=r<amer<s
:...._______ rr 4 box 4366 freeport . me. 04032 (207) 688-5555

NEW 8UB [ITY
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT
151 Middle Street
Next to Videoport
PorUand

828-0211
FAX 828-0318

lunch:
Monday·Friday, 8-4
light Dinners,
Sandwiches, Pizza:
Wednesday-Fnday, 4-9

Famous since June, 1991. New Sub City has become a legendary purveyor 01
state-of-the-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads, soups, plzza. Green Min. Coffee
Roasters coffee, slnlUl chocolate chip cookies (Insulin therapy not Included), muffins
and other delectable dally specials to dlscemlng business, professional and stressed
executives of the Old Port office community.

THE GREAT SAN DIEGO CHICKEN

Chicken seiad, bacan, a vocado, sprolis, geen peppers, red anion,
black an d green olives, mayo and mustard. Topped ott w ith YOUl faVOlile
melted cheddar. THE IIG 9" SANDWICH ONLY n.95

SUNDAY 10.13

CON

CERTS

FRIDAY 10.11

AUDITIONS

MONDAY 10.14

21

SATURDAY 10.12
Gordon Bok, Ann Mayo Muir, Ann.
Dodson .t .1 (conoarVreading) 8 pm,
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
Collage, Lewiston. "The Play olthe Lady '
Odivere,' a beautiful and haunting ancient Orkney legend translated from the
NorniScollish and set to music by Bok;
pracaded by a varied seJaclion oflavorite tunes and songs performed by various combinations of the eight rrusicians.
Tix: $8/$5. Advance reservations: 7866135.
Lazy M.rc.d •• (folk duo) 12:30, 2 &
3:15, loday and 10/13191 , at the Fall
Famiy Festival at O'Donal's Nurseries,
County Road, Gorham. 83IH262.
Holly N.ar (women's music) 8 pm, Maine
Center for the Arts, USM, Orono. Tix :
$15 in advance, $16 at door. Tix available by mail : Greater Bangor NOW,
Route 2, Box 918, Carma!, ME 04419,
include SASE (orders received after Oct
5 will be held at door). 848-5359.
Nor1hea.t Wind. (traditional Irish) 7:30
pm, Saco River Grange ,Hall, Salmon
Falls Road, Bar Mills. Tix: $7 & $5. 9295412. For dinner theatre reservations at
Salmon Falls Country Club, caN 9295233.

SUNDAY 10.13
Th. Choral Art Socl.ty M . .t.rworks
Chorus with PSO Gu••t Conductor Rob.rt Shaw (classicaij 3 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtia St,
Pordand. Tix: $9-$28, al seats reserved.
Johannes Brahms: A German Requiem.

a

UPCOMING
Th. Portland Symphony OrchHtl1l
10119191 (classical) 8 pm, Portland City
Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland.

A Salute to Leonard Bernstein, featuring
saiactions from West Side Story wHh
guast vocalists Sarah Fachada, Robert
Randle & Sharon Junkan; the Ov9r1Ure
to Candide, On the Town : 3 Danca Episodes, andOn the Waterfront Symphonic
Suite. Tix : $10-$28. Also performed 101
20191 at3 pm. 773-8191 .

ART

OPENING
Cry of the loon Gallery, Route 302,
South Casco. Opening reception Oct 13
from 2-5 for the Second Annual Lake
Region Juried Exhibition, for which Bruoa
Brown, curator of Maine Coast Artists
and Martin Dibner, founding director of
Westbrook Collage's Payson Gallery,
selected 36 works out of 55 entries,
including watercolors, sculptures, photographs, oils& other media. Thru Nov 3 .
Hours: daily 9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
Gr. .nhutGalierles, 146MiddieSt, Portland. Opening reception Oct17 from 5-7
for recent paintings by Sarah Knock and
Nancy Brown, showing through Nov 10.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30-5:30. 772 -2693.
Sun Gall.ry, 496 Congress St, PorUand.
New paintings and works on paper by
Ivan Jenny, Penelope Janas and Evelyn
Winter showing through Oct 14. Opening r909plion Oct 19from4-7 for works of
Doug Fra~ and Myles Danaher, showing
through Nov 16. Gallery hours: WadSat, 11 am-6 pm or by appointment. 8284760 or 773-8816.

AROUND TOWN
Afrlc:an Import. and N_EnglandArts,
1 Union St, Portland. African aafts, jawelry and sculpture as well as New Englandcralts, artilacts and arts. Hours: MSat, 10 arn-9 pm; Sun 12-9. 772-9505 .
Art Gall.ry at Six o..rlng St ....t, Portland. Watercolors by Carl Schmalz,
showing through Oct 26 . Gallery hours:
Tues-Sat, 11 -5, unWOctl9; afterthatby
chanoa or appointment. 772-9605.
Th. Butar G.II.ry, Portland School of
ArI, 619 Congress St. "To Support, To
Acknowladge, To Promote,'worksby 11
Maine arfists who have baan awarded
individual artists' fellowships by the Maine
Ar1s Commission or the New England
Foundation for the Arts: Mary Anderson,
Breit Bigby, Fraas/ Slade, Linden
Frederick, John Gallagher, Rebecca
Goodale, Mark Johnson, Michael Lewis,
Rosa Marasco, Betsy Meyar & Nancy
O'Neal. Showing through Nov 10. There
wHI be a workshop before the opening al
4:30 in Baxter auditorium on funding
opportunities for visual artists. Hours :
Tues-sun, 11-4: Thurs 11-9. 775-5152.

..

"-
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NEW THINGS ARRWING DAILY
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located beside Mary Alice Reilley Antiques
83 India Street Po rtland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

~

Made In Maine,
played In Maine
It may be the most solitary art form, suggests Nick Humez, the
founder of the Maine Composers' Forum. '1magine producing work
in which you're lucky if 5 percent of your works ever gets before the
public," he says.
To break down that barrier, Humez founded the Maine Composers' Forum a year ago. The 25-member organization celebrates its
first anniversary with a fivEH:oncert series running from Oct. 19Nov. 1 in locations from Orono to Portland. The series' principal
purpose, according to Humez, is "to get the message across that
there are lots of Maine composers, from jazz to song to classical
music," In planning and in performance, composers will get to meet
each other and, Humez hopes, create additional opportunities and
demand for original composition by Maine composers.
Cape Neddick composer Michael Viens, whose works will open
the series, says the forum
should help in two ways. First,
it will showcase the works in
performance; and second, he
says it will "help those of us who compose but are not members of a
faculty, and open up that somewhat closed world."
The first concert, "Cycles, Songs," will be performed Oct. 19 in
USM Gorham's Corthell Hall at 8 p.m. Michael Viens will perform
his own work for piano and voice, along with tenor Bruce Fithian
and soprano Barbara Winchester. Fithian is a faculty member at
USM and Winchester leads classes at the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston.
Viens, who lauds the "solitude and peace" of composing in
Maine but rues the "very few outlets" for performance, began
composing full-time after studying music at Bowdoin College, the
University of Illinois and in Paris,
The next local concert will be held Oct. 25 at 8 in Brunswick,
where" A Downstate Sample" will include works for piano, voice
and small ensemble by area composers such as Kennebunkport's
Charles Kaufman. While the concert is booked for Bowdoin
College's Gibson Recital Hall, the full program was incomplete at
press time.
The next night at 8, the series moves back north to UMaineAugusta for an evening of "Jazz/lmprov." The performers will
include Gary Wittner, a favorite lilt cafe no, Tom Hoffman, Don
Stratton, Dave and Karen Dempsey and Diane Linscott. You can
hear the concert at the Jewett Hall Auditorium.
To conclude the series, 'The Singer-Songwriters" will be held
Friday, Nov. 1 at 8 p .m. at Portland's First Parish UnitarianUniversalist Church on Congress Street. Anne Dodson, David
Dodson, Pixie Lauer and Castlebay will perfonn their own works.
Since most of Nick Humez's compositions are for church settings,
they won't make it into performance for this series. So for now, he
has to take solace from a friend in Denver who reported that a
"Salve Regina" by Humez was very well received. In a composer's
world, that will have to be enough.
Admission is free for the first four concerts at Gorham, Orono,
Brunswick & Augusta. Tickets for the Portland concert are $9, $7 in
advance from Amadeus Music or Gallery Music in Portland, or by
mail from the Maine Composers' Forum, P.O. Box 8763, Portland
04104. For more information, call 772-8168.
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584 Congress Street
Portland

774-5946

Fnt parking at both locations.
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All major credit cards acctpted on phOM orders.

GET FRESH
• Gourmel Catering
• Ethnic Cuisines
• Luscious Desserls
Exciting menus, personalized 10 suit
your needs, who lever the occasion .
Service orienled , attenlive 10 delai!.
For furlher informalion or consultation,

please call 926-3338

'ttt Aronson
Cong ..... Squa ... Gall.ry, 42 Exchange
St, Portland. Bold and cotorful new paintings 01 Maine artist Philip Bartar on view
through Oct 12. Showing Oct 10 on: Mag
Brown Payson. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
10:30-5;Thurs-Sateves till 9; Sun noonS. 774-3369.
Dean V.I.ntg. . Gall.ry, 60 Hampshire
St, Pordand. "VisionslOivisions,' paintings of Larry Hayden. cnes Infiuanoas
Including mystical POfSian poetry and
the Chinese oracle, I Ching , Hayden
creates images which are starry, expansive and panatrating, suggestive of both
inner and outer vastness. Thru Oct 20.
Hours: Thurs 12-8, Fri & Sat 12-5, Sun
12-4, and byappl. by calling 772-2042.
Frost Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St,
Portland. A new group exhibition featuring the works of galery artislS,lndudiog oils, watercolor, pasl9ls, and saJlpture in a wide range of styles and sobjacls by Dalav lpear, OaWiIl Hardy, Eric
Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
Yatas, Cabot Lyford and John Laurant.
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri , 12-6 pm, or by
appointmant. 773-2555.

an

The L.wI. Gallery, PorHand Public library,5 MonumantSquare. "A Spir~and
Feeling CaHed Arkhangelsk and the Winter Magic ofKargopol,· Oannis Marrolle's
color photographs of the Northern Russian ragion of Archangel. On view tl)rough
Oct 30. Library hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 96 ; Tues & Thurs nOOl1-9; Sat 9-5. 8711710.
Maine Potters Market, 376 Fore SL
PorHand. Elegant simplicity in functional
pollery by Robyn Langhorst through Ocl
20. Hours: 10~ daily, tMI 9 Thurs-Sat
evas. 236-6112.
The Pin. T.... Shop and Bayvl_ GIIIlery, 75 Market St, Portland. Selected
works by Sally C. Fisher and William
Beebe through Oct 30. Gallery hours:
10~ , Mon-Sat. 773-'JIX>7.
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10
am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. AdrTission :aduhs
$3 .50, senior citizens and students w~h
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1, group
ral9 $3. Museum admission is free 10
arn-noon Saturday, but $1 .50 wi" be
charged 10 S99 tltelmpressionism exh~
bition . 773-2787.
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The Best Wheels
Deal Around! Sell
your vehicle through
Casco Bay W_kly

Classifieds.
Call 775·6601
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dollars
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a.sco B"Y ~kly
I

An exciting mix ot

fotk/rock, blues I<
bluegrass on
gultorand
keyboard.

Wed 8- 11pm
111u,8- mldnlght
FrIJSaI. 830pm- 12:3Oam
Free Porki ng

lOP
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
775·5411

Beginners's Faux
s.u. Nov, Z·lOAM - 4PM

....

Night Worbhop
Nov. 11 L. Nov. 18
6-8130PM

Two

Call 772-' 939

645 Forest Avenue
Portland

Try Our

TERRIYAKI
STEAK TIPS
with Rice Pilaf

$5.95
Entertainmem 6 Nights
See Listings or call for info.

175 Pickett St • S. Portland

767·4627

Squi.-e
~O.·gall~

n•
C'~ (gRCI1IIUfll
~
46 Market Street
Portland

774-5246

VOLCANO
CHICKEN
SANDWICH

Fresh Chicken Breast
Charcoal Broiled,
smothered in our
Unique Sweet·Hot
Volcano Sauce, and
served on our
home·made bread with
salad & french fries.

$5.95

t!'~;:::==::::i::=~==~~
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ART

·Im..,..alonlsmllftd Poft.lmp,..slonIsm: The Collector's p ... lon Drawn
from private collections, Ihis exhibition of
81 works by 43 artists features eight
works from the Joan WhI1ney Payson
Collection as well as 11 from the holdIngs of PorUand native Scott Black. The
exhibition explores Ihe evolution 01 who
collects, how such decisions allect the
next generation 01 collectors, and how
collectors' decisions allect the museum
goer's access to the masterworks ollhe
ages. Mone~ Renoir and Degas are
among the artlslS represented In the
paintings and sculptures ol'lmpressionism.' On view through Oct 13.
PortIIUld Wine and CfI_, 168 Midde
St, PorUand. Oil paintings by AI Waterman
and watercolors by Frieda Lundberg
showing till Oct 30. 797·9450.
PSA Celleryln Clapp House, 97 Spring
St, Portland. New student gallery show·
ing "The Haystack Experience,' work
generated by students, laculty & stall
(ining a special weekend at the Hay·
stack Mountain School 01 Crafts. Hours:
&-5, Man-Fri. 874-7441 or 828-0975.
RIIf1Ie.. 555 Congress St, Portland. 'I~
ages of the Male,' black and white photography by Lauren Zust, showing
through October. 761-3930.
R.N, Cohen C ....ry, 547 Congress St,
Portland. 'Recent Paintings & Limited
Edition Prints by R.N. Cohen and John
HOklb,' showing thru October. n2-()633.
The Splrtted Counnet, 142 SI. John S~
Portland. David Dupree's recent works
showing through Nov 15. Hours: Mon·
Fri, 10-6; Sat, 10-2. n3-2919.
The stein Callery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
Oct 16·Nov 20 : "Imagery in Etched
Glass,' sandblasted art depicting a vari·
ety of subjects from Fred & Ginger to the
African Series and more. Imaginative,
seductive graphics by four contemporary glass artists. Through Oct 15: The
colorful, strong, solid forms of Robert
Willson,lhevessel form constructions of
Bruce Pizzichilla and Ihe sandcasted
and blown pieces 01 Neal Drobnis co~
bine to make Ihis an important show for
people interested In contemporary glass
sculpture. Gallery Hours: Mon·Sat, 11
am-6 pm; Sun, 12·5 pm. n2·9072.
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers, 415
Cumberland Ave, Portland. 'The Russian Album,' an intemational photogra·
phy exhibition featuring a collection of
black & white photos by Nikolai
chesnokov and selected Images from
"Foto Eva,' an exhibit of amaleur and
prolessional photos Irom the international community. Showing through Nov
29. Hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5. n4·3791.
ThI'M VJewsArts, 112 High St, PorUand.
Cheryl Cayer's lyrical renditions ofstreet
scenes, ftgures & sculptures; and Judy
Faust's humorous and controversial
foun~object sculptures & other works.
On view flrough Oct 26. Gallery hours:
Fri & Sat, 9-5; Sun, 12-5.772·1961.

OUT OF TOWN
Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Brunwick. "The Here and the Hereafter:
Images of Paradise in islamic Art,' a
major exhibition that examines the
subtlety and richness 01 IslaITic concepts of the aflerlile as a paradisiacal
garden through the presentation 01 some
of Ihe finest art produced by this culture.
Consisting
50 objects lent them lrom
rooseums across fle country, the works
Include Illustrated manuscripts, tiles and
other ceramics, textiles, metal and
enamel work which are represented in
an installation Incorporating aspects 01
Islamic architecture created by Chillies
W. Moore. On view through Dec 15.
'Mixing Ihe Elements: ScIence and Art In
American Culture,' works on paper selected from the rooseum's pennanent
coIlectlon, through Nov 3 . "Twentleth
Century Art: SelectIons lrom Ihe Permanent CoIledion,' a showing that provides an opportunity to study works deling from World War I to the present day
including arttslS as various as Stephen
Etnler, Marsden Hartley, Alex Katz, ~
drew Wyeth & W~liam Zorach, showing
through Feb 9. The museum Is open to
the public 'ree of charge. Hours: Tuesday·Saturday, 10 arn-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5
pm. For further Inlo, call 725·3275.

or

Elements Celler" 58 Maine St,
Brunswick. "Tokonorna,' mixed media
show of wall art and objects in senings
inspired by Japanese architecture. Part
offour-gaileryexhibit"lntegration: Crafts
In Archllecture.'Through Nov 9. Hours :
Mon-8at, 10-5; Sun 12-5. 729-1108
GI.ason Fin. Art. 27 McKown St,
BoolhbayHarbor. -W~liam H. Muir(1902·
1964): Rediscovering a Maine Modern·
is~ , 30 watercolors and select sculpture
from 1930 to 1960. Thru Oct 19. Hours:
Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 12-4.633-6849.
Hob. Sound Cell.rI. . North, 58 Maine
St, Brunswick. "landscape Art,' part 01
lourllallery exhibition "Integration : Cralts
in Architecture.' Works by artists Indu~
Ing Juan Cross, Lynn Duryea , Paul
Heroux, Sam Shaw & Sharon Thompson. Through Nov 2. Gallery hours:
Thurs-8at, 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191.
Icon Contemporery Art, 19 Mason
Street, Brunswick. 'Chairs,' a show 0118
dining roomchalrs by 13 artists Induding
the Breton Flannery Woodworks, Jamie
Johnslon, Greg Lipton & Duane Paluska.
four-gallery exhibition "Integra·
Part
tion: Crafts in Architecture.' Showing
through Nov 9. Gallery hours: weekdays
1·5, weekends by chance or appointmenl72!H1157.
Th. Meln. Art Call.ry, USM Gorham.
Mixed media exhibition by Maine Coast
ArtIslS 01 Rockport. This juried show will
present two and three-dimensional work,
oils, watercolors and drawings. Closing
reception Oct 19 from 1-3 pm. Hours :
Sun·Thurs, 12-4.780-5409,
M"neAudubon Iocl.ty, Gilsland Farm,
118 Route 1, Falmoulh . Charlene Lee's
watercolor landscapes and Pegge Anne
Mack's vegetable·inspired sculpture,
ponery and wearable art will be on view
thru October. Gallery hours: 9-5, MonSat; n00n-5, Sun. & holidays. 781 -2330.
M_t Cov. Cenarlesl. Mast Cove Lane!
Maine Street, Kennebunkport. Group
show by 90 arttslS- paintings, graphics
& sa.llpture - showing through Oct 15.
Gallery hours: 10-5 dally. 967-3453.
Mest Cove Cellerl.s II, Schooners
Wharf, Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport.
Works 01 20 artists an continuous dis-piay. Gallery hour: 10·5 and 6 :30-8:30
daily. 967-3453.
O·Fe"..U Cellery,46MaineS~ Brunswick.
"11'8' _ 1',' large-scale appiications of
cralts as applied to architecture, indu~
ing an Installation by FrosVSlaade,
George Mason's large ceramic wan reliel pieces, and Richard Remson's sculptures of glass and steel. Part 01 four·
gallery exhibit "Integration : Crafts in Ar·
chitecture: Through Nov 10. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am·5 pm. 729-8228.
Olin Arts Cem.r, Bates College Mu·
seum 01 Art, Lewiston . Two exhibits:
'Robert Indiana: The Harney Elegies,'
an exhibition In the upper gallery 01
Indiana's 10mostrecentsilkscreen prints
created as an homage to artist Marsden
Hartley, a Lewiston native. In the lower
gallery, Ihe Marsden Hartley oil painting
"Morgenrot, Mexico' and selected draw·
Ingsand photographs Irom Bates' Hartley
colledion wi. be on display. Both through
Dec 20. 786-a330.
ThomuMemorlai Llbrery,6Scoll Dyer
Rd, cape Eizabeth. "Re-PerQJssion,'
Rhonda Wilson-Ervin 's mixed media
paintings, tlvu Nov 9. Hours: Mon·Sat,
9-5; Tues & Thurs, 9-9. 799-1720.
Yermouth HIs10rlcel Socl.tyr Museum
01 Yarmouth History, Ihird floor 01 Merrill
MernorialLb'ary, Main Street, Yarmoulh.
"Colledions,' an exhibit Ihat looks at
who collects Yarmouth history, why indio
viduals collect flings, and why they donate them to the museum. It shows how
amuseumcolectiongrows,and indudes
guidelines for selecting historical material. It also addresses the issue of ensur·
ing Ihat a museum collection reflects the
rich civersity 01 a town 's history. A wide
variety 0/ objects from the museum col·
lectlon Nlustrate the Iheme. Showing Ihru
November. Hours: Tues·Sat, 10-5. No
charge ; donations welcome. 846-6259.
York Institute Museum, 371 Main St,
Saco. 'Forgonen Connections: Maine's
Role in the Navajo Textile Trade, 18801930,' an exhibit that explores the Iascinating but ~ttIe-known contact between
Mainers and Navajo aaltspeople at the
tum ollhe century, and features blan·
kets, saddle blankets, rugs, pilow cov·
ers and other textiles - all owned by
Maine families 50 to one hundred years
ago. On view through Jan 26. Hours:
Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm; Thurs till 8. After Nov 1,
the museum Is open Tues & Wed, 1-4;
and Thurs 1-6. 282-3031 .
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"And the Crttics Said... • Actors Iram
the Portland Stage Company create an
engaging dramatic dialogue at Portland
Museum of Art (7 Congress Square) as
they play out the often·slinging criticism
that met the first Impressionist exhibi·
tions, where works by Monet and others
were considered a shocking departure
from Ihe accepted traditions 01 academic
arl. A walk Ihrough the exhibition offers
an interesting exercise in changing stan·
dards of excellence. Free wilh Impressionism exhibit admission. Oct 9 at3 pm.
For more inlo, call n!HIl48.
"Art In the Public Reelm· Jan
Provenzano, professor 01 visual arts at
UM Farmington, will speak Oct 10 at
7:30 pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Call 725-3201 for more inlo.
aeeuxArts Ball The Beaux Arts Commit·
tee lor Portland School of Art, formed 10
increase community participation and
awareness 01 the college, invites you to
its ball Oct 19, Irom B-midnight, at the
J.B. Brown Building, 537 Congress St,
PorUand. Tix: $35 per person. Creative
costimes and creative black tie optional.
RaIne, entertainment and great lood.
RSVP by Oct 15 with checks payable to
PSA,97 Spring St, Portland041 01 ortel.

or
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dean velentgas gallery
60 hampshire street. portland, maine. 772.2042

GALLEJrf OPEN THURS. 12·8
FRI.-SAT. 12·5, SUN. 12·4 Be BY APPOINTMENT

77~3052 .

Gregg LIpton's "Gazelle Chelr" In cherry II curly maple at Icon.

"Integration: Crafts
in Architecture"
• Elements Callery, Hobe Sound Callerles North,
Icon Contemporary Art 6r O'Farrell Callery
This particular joint exhibition of the four major galleries in
Brunswick is significant in two ways. One is that although these
galleries have joined together in the past, coordinating the dates of
their shows and openings, this is the first time they have coordinated
the subject matter, More significant is that it will be the last opening
for Hobe Sound, which will close its doors Nov. 9; at the conclusion of
this exhibition. The closing will be the Portland area's fourth in the
past six months, following those of the Barridoff Galleries, the Betsy
Evans Gallery and the Payson Gallery.
The role of crafts in architecture is the theme of this foul'-gallery
exhibition. At O'Farrell, the designer works with the craftsperson to
enhance or modify specific interior spaces. The show's title, "1/
8w=l',w refers in architectural language to the enlargement of a'n idea.
Gayle Fraas and Duncan Slade, who work as a team, are showing the
stage proscenium they designed for Turner Elementary School under
the aegis of the Maine Percent for Art Program George Mason does
gypsum cement friezes in a flowing intenningling of patterns that are
both abstract and timeless, and
that bear such imagination.........
provoking titles as "Boogala, or
n
.
Grieving the Imagined Loss of
Memory. Richard Furneaux Remsen completes the eclectic nature of
this show with exquisite sculptures of glass, bronze and welded steel
that balance delicately on a variety of points of fulcrum
Both the Icon and Elements Galleries are exhibiting too many
craftspeople to mention individually, but Icon is having a "Chair"
~~w. All I can think of is the college philosophy course in which one
IS mtroduced to the concept of Plato's "idea'" of chair, and that its
manifestation can be as varied as human imagination itself. "Chair,w
at the Icon, is at least that varied.
The show at Elements is inspired by the Japanese architectural
concept of the :okonoma," or recess in a room which is designated
solely for the dIsplay of some contemplative or artistic fonn - and as
a place of repose for the eye and spirit. So Elements has created a
number of these recesses, and placed in them craft works that are as
varied and intriguing as the chairs at Icon.
'!his exhibit marks something of a departure for Hobe Sound,
which does not usually represent artists working in the crafts media.
Its focus is on large, bold sculpture that works best out of doors.
Titled "Landscape Art,W one feels less in the world of upscale
~andscape architecture than in some world of ancient, metaphysical
Icons - or perhaps on another planet.
Ron Cross does large iconic sculptures in both natural and manmade materials. Of such ingredients as granite, grass, ferrous earth
and steel, his works represent more the cosmos than the garden. His
"'Slar Marker, N an enigmatic granite rock with a tunnel through it, on
an a~tar o~ ~sted steel, looks like something left to the ages by the
Druids. Similarly, Sharon Townshend's also lead one somewhat
beyond the confines of the garden fence: her clustered "Geodes" look
like giant, ho~owe;d-out terra cotta meteors with bumpy, shiny bluegreen glazed mtenors, and her "To Artemis,'" two tall and utterly
enigmatic standing tree-trunk-like terra cotta shapes that open
outwards in reverential gesture at the top, seem to be handmaidens to
some prehistOriC goddess.
L!nn Du~ea and Paul Hero~ c~te the vessels appropriate to the
sel'V1ce of ancIent gods. Duryea s chahce-shaped stoneware pieces in
fact, bear titles such as "Earth Vessel Ill." They are glazed and pai~ted
in variations of pastel colors and abstract patterns. Heroux's acidetched stoneware vessels seem to be antiquities preserved from
ancient temples.
Samuel Shaw also sustains this mood of beyond-the-mereoutdoors, capturing the wind with his "Windicators, I and IT," brass
weather vanes that are powerlul, sweeping, and full of energy, Like
radar, only graceful, they seem attuned to the cosmos, and ready to
lake flight.
Ah, for a little money! To build a castle with. And fill it with
tokonoma. And then bring in the crafts.
MlJTgot McWillillms

Blocks & Beg.ls: Chlldren's Concert
- Baber end Oth.r EI.phents will
feature music lor children, including
Poulenc's "Babar the Elephant'; an ex·
elusive viewing of the Impressionism
exhibit; and an inlonnal atmosphere
where beach chairs, QJshions and the
Sunday paper are welcome and break·
fast in dudes bagels, coffee and juice .
Oct. 13: DoorsopenatlOam, concertsta·
rts at 10:30. Admission indudes all
f above: $5 Portland Museum of Art mem
ers, seniors & students with 10; $7 9
neral public; $3 lor children under age
12. The museum is located at 7 Congress Square. Call n5-6148 lor inlo .
Danforth Cellery Artist Telk: Prot...
sor Juen V.lesco Perdomo will dis·
cuss the making and coloring 01 his very
fine bronze SCUlpture on exhibit (34
Danforlh St, Portland). Oct 17 at 5 pm.
Call n5-6245 for more info.
Forgotten Folk Artists: Earl, Tomb·
stone Carvers The Freeport Historical
Society will sponsor a slide lecture by
Ralph Tucker, founding president 01 the
Association forGravestone Studies, that
will explore the work of early New En·
gland tombstone carvers , including
Freeport's own Noah Pratt. T he lecture
is scheduled for Oct 23 at 7 :30 pm, at the
South Freeport Church in South Freeport.
The lecture is free . Following the lecture ,
a benefit receplion will be held at The
Sugar Maple House in S. Freeport. The
cost: $12 per person. For reservations or
further info, calilhe Freeport Historical
Society at86~3170 .
"Impressionism In the Glided Ag••
Kathleen RUmmier, docent and volun·
teer coordinator at the VICtoria Mansion,
will dSQJSS artistic response to the Vic·
torian era as she leads a tour of the
Impressionism exhibition at Portland
Museum of Art (7 Congress Square) ,
Oct 11 at 12:30 pm. Free with exhibit
admission. Call 775·6148 lor more inlo.
Netahe Me,.rs, Abb, Shehn & Eve
Coetzwill holdan informational meeting
at Union of Maine Visual Artists about
!he upcoming show dealing with !he SOOIh
anniversary of Columbus's invasion/dis·
covery 01 America. Oct 11, 7:30 pm, on
the second floor of Ihe Maine Writers
Center, 190MasonSt, Brunswick. Open
to Ihe public. call 729-6333 lor info.
"Original Symbols orthe Psyche: On.
MllllonY ..... to100,OOOY..... Ago·
Art historian James Harrod will give a
lecture in PorUand School 01 Art's visiting
artist series Oct 10 at noon in the Baxter
Building, PSA, 619 CongressSI. Admission is Iree. Call77~5152Ior more inlo.

SENSE

ACT UP (AIDS Coatnlon To Unleash
Power) Is a diverse group of volunteers
unitedin anger and committed to nonviolent, direct action to end Ihe AIDS crisis.
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7·9
prnatthe People's Building, 155 Brackett
St, PorUand. New members are always
welcome, For more information, write to
ACT UPlMalne, P.O. Box 5267, Port·
land 04101 , tel. 774·7224.
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To receive'
on how to become
of Casco Bay Weekly's
Art Scene, call 775-6601.

With this ring, I thee wed ..

An

Open
Invitation
to the
Community

Sunday
Opening
October 13

2-5 pm
+)

Renaissance Dreams Do Come True
With Custom Made Wedding Rings

1~~~l~~~~~~!I~~!!~~~BiY~~~~~7~7i5·rn2~~8~1

October 13
through

Novemher3

2nd ANNUAL
LAKE REGION JURIED EXHIBmON
Jurors: Martin Dibner, S, Bruce Brown

36 Maine Artists Including: First Prize
Joe Feringno
Honorable Mention
Cynthia Morse
John Wise
Maddie Lou Chaplin
7 days 9:30-5:30
LOO~

ART GALLERY

655-5060
Rte 302 - South Casco

"Nun and Pig"

Selected
Works

by

by

FIsher

~lwdl

Sally Caldwell Fisher

and

William. Beebe

October 3rd - 30th, 1991, 10 - 6 Mon, - Sat.

I' II 75

THE PINETREE SHOP &
BAYVIEW GALLERY
MarKet St. • Portland, Maine.

773-3007
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LIFE

CONSULTATION
CENTER
415 Congress St. Suite 206
Corner of Exchange SI. between
City HaIIlt PilSl Pwh Church

761-5818
-OCTOBER SQlEDULEMONDAYS
7.30 . 9000pat ADOIC11ONS SUPPORT
GIOUP (alcohol, dtus-, pnbling.
relllialsh~ ~ all wrol to be h,ppy. ~
scm_es se>rch for Iapplness from
outside sources. ~ need to experience
h,ppines5 from withn oorselves.
11JESDAYS
••30-S.3Opm TI!F.N SUPPORT GJlOUP
Being • Ioon>ger Is oftentimes borlng.
coofusln& confronting tnc! a1w,Y'
chall~ Teens are ellen faced with
personal, !Chooilt family problems. Inrn
to det.l wllb ywr I{e with , new
petSpe<tive.
713O-9oOOpat BI!IlIiAVI!MI!NT •
TI!IIMINAllY Ill. SUPPORT GJlOUP
Shulng the I"", of loved ones with tbooe
(no rel,tiooshp neceswy) who ue
dlaAJl(lOed ... terminally ill. AIl experiance
and study on the value It gift of human life,
on death and the llansjjon before dying.

<,

1

'lVEDNESDAYS
713O-9oOOpat PAMILY SUPPORT GROUP
One of the gJOlesi dlalk:nges • humtn
being undcrl1k.. Is rtisklg children. We
receiVe Uale a- no education to support us
In this l<UUy demanding endeavor.
nruJlSDAYS
61OC).7.15pm WOMENS' SUPPOJIT
GIOUP The uniqueness of being' worn,n.
Oed by' man)
7.30-"'Spm MENS' SUPPORT GROUP
The unkjucncss of being , mtn Oed by ,
man)

FJlJDAYS
• •30-S.4Spm COUJiGE SUPPOJIT GROUP
Malelng the llansiJon from roUege Ufe to
,dultlfe ("'the !eaI world") Is , moot
diliaJk chaUenge. AIl op<n dl5cu5.sion on
the issues college srud<nts f,ce.
SA1lJJI.I)AYS
9.30-11.00an PERSONAL SUPPORT
GIOUP The grl of humtn I~e Is the
ultim'te gift ~ often feel the Slress, min,
fetr '" br<akdown d living. AIl opporlllnily
to crette n... poosNilios for living wr
11>....

Steve Farrell Director
M.S. Ed lit M.S. Family Cou!l5eling
Individual, Group lit Family Cou!l5eling

ONE
DOZEN
ROSES
$14.99
Cash & Carry
(babies not included)

- - free parking - 130 St. John St.· Portland

Entertainment

HELP
11,1mru1-."Th'.M"OO'~U~'
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SENSE

Environmental Cong ..... The Natural
Resources Council of Maine is holding
its first-ever Environmental Congress
conference. Slated for Saturday, Oct 26,
the congress will be held at Piigrim Lodge,
Lake Cobbesseecontee in Litchfield. The
day-long event will focus on various environmental issues facing the state, including solid waste, toxics and water
quality, transportation and air pollution
and managing growth in Maine communities. The rwening wi. condude with a
dinner and keynote speaker US Repr&sentative Tom IvIdrews. The congress
begins at 9 :30 am with workshops held
throughout the day, and condudes wHh
cinner from 6-8:30 pm. Registration: $10
lor dinner, $10forthe day work sessions
(induding lunch), $18 for aU. For dire?tions or more info, call Judy Ber1<.or Lone
Vail at 622-3101.
The Epl.tolary Novel Falmouth Meroorial Library will open its five-book discussion program with "The Ides of March" by
Thomton Wilder, an historical novel 01
the last days of the Roman Republic by
the Pu~lZer Prize winning author. Discussions will be led by Charles Mitchell,
Wednesdays at 10 am.
Exploring tIM Tao Ongoing group considers how to live in aignment with The
Way as described by Lao Tzu and other
Taoists. We meet Wednesdays at 7:30
pm at Maybe Someday ... Bookstore,
195 Congress St, Portland. It's free, and
all are welcome. Call Jim at774-9217 or
Bonnie at 773-3275 for more info.
Human Right. Amnesty Intemational's
Portland chapter will be showing "The
Next Step,· a human rights video about
the death penally at their next meeting
Octl0at6 :45pmin PordandsWoodIords
Church. The movie reveals many disturbing facts about the use of capital
punishment around the world and in this
country. The public is invited.
Proprlocepllv8 Writing Center is
offeringa writing workshop Nov 1-3. Call
Proprioceptive Writing Center (39
Deering St, Pordand) at 772-1847 for
more info and registration .
Tracy Kidder: "Narrative Non-fiction"
The annual meeting of the Pordand Put>lic Library will take playce Oct 16 at 7 :30
pm in the Rines Room. Tracy Kidder,
author of "The Soul of a New Machine:
·House· and ·Among School Children·
wil be the guest speaker. Kidder's topic
wi. be "Narrative Non-fiction."The meeting is open to the public free of charge,
and wi. be followed by a reception. RSVP:
871-1758 by Oct. 11 .
"Transportation via Water - A Maine
TrMlltlon" Ben Fuller will lecture as
par1 of Maine Maritime Museum's fall
lecture series Oct 22 at 5:45 pm. The
cost is $3 for MMM members, $5 for
others. Cal1404J-1316 for further Info.
Wrttlng Children'. Book. Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance will offer this
workshop COYering trends in children's
literature, breaking into the publishing
WOf1dandmore. Par1icipantsshouldbring
a pencil, paper and crayon, and a setection from their manuscript, if they have
one. Taught by Emily Hennan, author of
"Hubknuckles." Oct 19, from 10-3 at the
address below. Cost Is $30 for MWPA
members, $35 for others. Preregistration is required ; send payment to MWPA,
19 Mason St, Brunswick 004011 . To reserve a space, call 729-8333.
Wrttlng Suspen. . FIctIon Maine Writers & Publishers Alliance will offer ttis
workshop coyering plotting, atmosphere
and creating tension . Par1lcipants may
bring selections from their manuscripts.
Taught by novelist Christopher Fahy,
author of·Eternal Bliss· and "The Lyssa
Syndrome." Oct 19, from 11-04 at the
Belfast Free Library. Cost is $30 for
MWPA members, $35 for others. Preregis..ation is required; send payment to
MWPA, 19 Mason St, Brunswick 04011 .
To reserve a space call 729-8333.

meeting for Individuals WIth disabilities
and other interested parties Oct15 from
5-7 pm at 100 State St, Portland. The
meeting is a Halloween party. IvIlnterpreterwill be available and refreshments
wi. be served. Call Cress at 767-2189
for more Info.
AIel to Famill. . of Gulf Military While
most of the combat troops have retumed
to the United States from the Persian
Gulf, there are still approximately 65,000
suppor1 and logistics troops there. The
Salvation Army is continuing to offer aid
to families of military in the GuW and wil
send a writing packet to any soldier. If
you would like to submit a name and
address for a packet or assistance for a
family, contact your local Salvation Army
or write to DesertiHometown Shield, The
Salvation Army, PO Box 3647, Portland
04104, or call 77.... 6304.
Anorexia-Bulimia Anonymoua is a fellowship of individuals who share their
experience, strength and hope with each
other, that they may solw their common
problems and help themselves and others to recover from eating disorders. It is
our philosophy to find a1temate coping
mechanisms, other than food, as well as
to find our true identities , other than
through our eating disorders. By sharing
with ABA members, we explore moving
towards becoming active participants in
~fe. lvIonymity is the foundation of this
suppor1group. /'SA is facilitated by recovered people. Meetsevery Friday from
6-7 :30 pm at Westbrook Corrrnunity
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook. Call
SS04-84604 for further info.
A.R.T .s. Anonymou. is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to form a support group that meets rwery Monday at 7
pm at SI. Luke's Cathedral, State St,
Pordand.
Bere_ment SUpport Group now forming In Windham. We can help each other
feet better and heal ourselves. Donation .
Call Hal Mermelstein at 892-9Q.42.
A Brain Tumor Support Group meeting
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
of Pordand (N ER H-Portland), 13 Charles
SI. This group has been designed by
NERH-PorUand and the American Cancer Society to meet the special needs of
adults with brain tumors and their families. The group meets the second and
fourth Thursdays of the month. Inlerested par1iclpants should contact Rev.
Wish prior to their first meeting for a brief
preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join any time by calling Wish
at 775-4000, ext . 542.
Cancer Support Group The Visiling
Nurse Service of Southern Maine hold
this monthly support and education group
enabing those affected by cancer to
help others, providing information about
resources and helping to decrease the
anxieties felt by those diagnosed and
their families . Info and support is facilitated by social workers , nurses ,
oncologists, nutritionistsandcancersurvivors. All meetings are held at the VNS
Saco OfflOO at 15 Industrial Park Rd, at
no cost. Call 264-4566 or 1-800-6604VNS for more info.
Coping with Chronic Pain This health
education program provides a supportive small group setting in which to leam
and practice new skills for managing
persistent pain. Seven weekly sessions
wil meet at the United Methodist Church
in Cape Elizabeth on Friday mornings
Irom 9:30-11 starting Octl1 . Physician's
approval is necessary. For more info,
call 799-82904.
Dlabete. SUpport Group Sponsored by
the VISIting Nurse Service of Southem
Maine, this monthly support and education group for diabetics and other interested persons provides a place for sharIngand problem solving around the many
facets of diabetes. Information and education is provided by a registered nurse
anda variety of guest speakers. All meetIngs are held at the VNS' SacoOfftce, 15
IndJstrial Road. Free. For more information, call 264-4566 or 1-800-660-04VNS.
DIYon:ed Perspectlv. . is a weekly meetIng held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202
Woodford St, Pordand. For further information , call 77.... HELP.

The Path of Recovery Pordand Sufi
Order offers a series of small meetings
Involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addlclions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodlords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodlords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more info, call
Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
Portland Parent SUpport Group sponsored by Mainely Families is now meeting weekly at the Portland W.I.C. OffICe,
222 St. John St (rear) rwery Wed eve
from 7-9 pm. Parents meet to get support and guidance from other parents
who share similar experiences in raising
pre-teens and adolescents, whie they
leam new skills 10 help prrwent problems
before they occur. Open to all parents at
no charge. For further info call Mainely
FamHies at PROP, 874-1140.
Retug_ Need Furnl.hlng. Help provide a sale, comfortable home in their
new land for refugees who are resenling
In Greater Portland. Please donate any
household furnishings , kitchenware ,
small kitchen appliances, TVs, linens &
pilloWS, baby cIothesandequipmentthat
are In good, usable condition. Bring to
107 Elm St or call 871 -7437 for pick-Up.
Senior Outreach Services In response
to the needs of older people, Southem
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services to the following locations: Agency'sofficesat237
Oxford St, Pordand, every Friday from
10 am-l pm; Pride's Comer Congregational Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook,
first Thursday of each month , for residents of Westbrook and Gorham, from
10 am-I ; Ross Center, 38 Washington
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each
month, for residents of Biddeford, Saco
& 008, from 10 am-l pm. An Elder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-relaled issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
housing, social security, etc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503
or 1-800-0427-70411 .
Speclallnt_t AA MHtlng for People
Living With AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA Coalition ,
377 Cumbet1and Ave, Portland. Meeting
designed to provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
only to those who have tested HIVlPosi\ive or have been diagnosed with AIDS.
For more infonnation, call 871-9211 .
Transplant Support Group H.OP.E.
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a
statewide system of support for persons
with ilness or injury that prevents them
from Hving life in the manner to which
they had been accustomed. If you are
waiting or have had a transplant of any
kind , we would like you to join us every
Wednesday from 6-8 pm. at United Methodist Church, 618 Washington Ave, Portland. Handicapped accessible. For furMaIne Youth Center is looking for a
ther infonnation, call 1-800-339-4673.
volunteer pre-release planner. The planner wil coordinate with staff and send Tran •• upport A peer support group for
transsexuals, cross-dressers , their
out invitations to pre-release meetings
friends and families who desire a beller
for students nearing their release back
understanding of gender-related issues.
into the community. He or she will meet
We currently meet on the second Sunand interview the students, maintain a
day of each month at 6 pm. For more
checklist of invitations sent and retumed
info, write to Transsupport, PO Box
and set up files on these students. Inlor17622, Portland 04101.
mal training is available. Planner should
be organized and able to work on hislher WINGS A non-profit organization that
serves single parents. New support
own. Call the Volunteer Center at 874groups for 1991 -92 will meet Thursdays
1000 for more info.
from 7-9 pm. For info , call 767-2010.
Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotline is for
teens who have a problem or need to Younger WldowerslWldows Support
Group Men and women 50 or younger
talk. The hotline is open from 2 :30-5 pm
who have experienced the death of a
Mon-Frl. Teens calling in talk to other
spouse within the last three years are
teens who are well trained to listen and
Invited to attend a support group to help
help. calls are kept confidential, except
and encourage each other through the
when the caller is In danger. Topics
normal grief process. Eight meetingswill
ciscussedon the holline range from fambe held in Yarmouth on Tues eves beily and school to sexuality and relationginning In September. For further info,
ships, peer relations, birtt control, lonecall 648-5285 or 846-9480.
liness, substance abuse & sulclde.lfyou
need to talk, call 7704-TAJLK.
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
Fridays at 6-7:30 pm, Mercy Hospital,
Upper Auditorium. Portland. Free. For
more information, call 773-0976.
Out for Good A lesbian discussionlSUpport group meets each Thursday from 79 pm in Saco. Topice vary weekly. $1
weekly donation. Non-smoking , chemfree meeting. For info, call 247-30461 .
Outrtght, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
Youth , offerssupportand infonnatlon for
young people 22 and under, In a safe
environment, every Friday from 7 :30- Abuaed Women'. Actvoc:acy Project
9 :30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel ,
needs volunteer advocates. Weare lookcomer of Preble and Cumbet1and avIng for women who are available eveenues. For information, write or call :
nings and weekends to provide emoOutright, P.O. Box 5028, Station A, Porttional support and peer counseling to
Iand04101,tel. 774-HELP.
battered women and theirchildren. Some
Parent Support Group sponsored by
limited daytime opportunities. Also
Parents Anonymous and the Family Reneeded are volunteer children 's advosource Center is heldweeklyatthe Famcates days and rwes to play with children
ily Resource Center on Fridays from 1().
and provide ch ildcare in the shelter. I~
11 :30 am. Parents are given an opportudepth 32-hour training begins Oct 31 In
nity to meet with others and discuss
Pordand Applications close Oct 22, so
parenting issues and concerns. No fees ,
contact Barbara Hester at the Family
no waiting lists. For info, call 871 -7445.
Crisis Sheller soon : 874-1196.

DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Portland ConfidenUaI support group meeting
Monday nights In room 112 at the Dana
Health Center, Maine Medical Center,
Portland. For more info, call 774-.4357.
Help for Fears, Anxiety & o.pr...lon
Recovery , Incooffers a method for people
whose symptoms are nervous in origin.
Meetings are held every week in Portland at lOam Saturdays at the Father
Hayes Center, 699 Stevens Ave.
Windham meetings are held at 7 pm
Mondays at N. Windham Union Church
Parish House, Route 302. No charge.
Contact Diane at 892-9529 for more inlo.
Help People In Crl.l. You can make a
cifference. Volunteer for 77.... HELP and
help those in crisis. All work can be done
from your home by telephone. Complete
training and resources are provided. Next
session begins Oct 16. call Ingraham
Volunteers at 874-1055 for more info.
Homelnsn... To help, contacttheshelter closest to you. Or if you need assistance in finding a home, call Hospitality
House Inc at 453-2986, or write P.O. Box
Hinckley, Me 04944.
H.O.P.E. sell-support groups wHh facilHator meet weekly to help heal the emotional pain associated with chronic or
serious diseases. injury, life, death and
chiktlood issues. Group meets at Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30
pm, and at the Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd , Portland, on Thursdays from 1().
12 noon. There's also a support group
lor the family and friends of the ill that
meets every other Thursday from 7-9
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12-Steppers who want togo deeper into leelings,
that meets every Monday at Unity from
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1800-339-HOPE.
Incnt SlM'¥Ivor Group for women survivors of sexual abuselincest held weekly
at Womenspace Counseling Center in
Portland. All groups are facilitated and
strictly confidential. For more info, caU
Vivian Wadas, M.A., at 87 HI377 .
Ingraham Volunt. .rs Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. cal 77.... HELP.
Injured Workers Meeting for workers
having cifflCUlty wHh workers' comp system, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
next to Sanford Unitarian Church, comer
of Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford.
H'. P.O.S.S.tB.LE. (Partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Leamlng and Educating) offers phone support, workshops
and self-help support groups. PorUand
group meets bimonthly. For more inlo,
call 1-547-3532.

OFF THE
CLOCK

October 10, 1991

Cable TV or not TV: That Is
the question at public hearing
Public Cable Company has requested an extension of their
franchise into the year 2003 for an expanded cable system in
Portland, and you're invited by the City of Portland to a public
hearing. The future of your service could be determined in these
negotiations over the next few months.
.
What do you think of service now? What should It be? You
don't have to be a current subscriber to speak- Just tune in
Thursday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in Portland's City Council Chambers,
Portland City Hall, 389 Congress St. For more info, call 874-8685.

c...... a

home for the elderly, needs
volunteers to help transport residents
from their rooms to activities and to the
cinlng room. Wheelchair training will be
provided on the first day. Volunteers
should be friendly, cheerful individuals
who ike to converse and have fun with
the elderly and should have a patient
and sensitive nature. The commitment
would be two or three hours per week,
from approximately 9 :30-11 :15 am and
11 :30-12:30 am. Here's an opportunity
to make new friends and see the pleasure you give others as you motivate
them to join in activities. Call the Volunteer Center at 8704-1000 for more info.
Jack Elementary School needs a volunteer dassroorn assistant to be there for
Individual ch~dren or sma. groups: listening to them read or helping with math
or science or social studies projeclS, sharIng career experiences and being a good
role model. The assistant should be patient, enthusiastic and have an interest in
and concern for children. call the United
Way Volunteer Center at 874-1000.
Parenbl Anonymous Use your hardeamed experience as a parent to help
others by becoming a Parent Helpline
volunteerwith Parentslvlonymous. Help
others lind constructive ways to handle
thosedifflcun childraising moments. Volunteers handle calls from their homes,
are given extensive training , and are not
required to take overnight shifts. Call
United Way's Volunteer Center at 8741000 for more info.
Paak.I.land School needs a volunteer
to assist in the school library. Recent
wort<. has been done to update the ~brary
and assistance Is needed updating the
card catalog and establishing asheillisi.
If you are interested in books and would
enjoy this work. call the Volunteer Center at 874-1000.
The Refug. . Resettlement Program
is sponsoring an ESL workshop for
people who would like to volunteer to
tutor speakers of other languages. The
workshop Is free and will take place at
the Adutt Basic Leaming Exchange on
Oct15,17, 22, 204 &29from 6-9 pm. Call
the United Way Volunteer Center at 87....
1000 to register lor the workshop.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program
Your community needs your skills and
knowledge. The RSVP. a program that
places people 60 and older in meaningful volunteer jobs, can match your abiUties to ttose community needs. Opportunities to help indude listening reading
aloud to school children in Greater
Portand's schools; teaching a group of
seniors In Pordand how to fashion craft
items for a Christmas Fair; helping to set
up and taking tickets for a country lair.
You can make a real contribution by
commiting just one morning or afternoon
a week. Call Priscilla Greene at 7756503 for further info.
The United W., Volunteer Center is
looking for a few friendly volunteers to
help them on an as-needed basis with
large mailing projecls. No special skils
are needed. If you would like to meet
other people concerned with cornmunlly
needs and help United Way to spread the
word about critical causes, cal 87.... 1000.

WELL
NESS

Buddhlst-Ortented Meditation Group
now meeting rwery Sunday, from 10-11
am, at 1040 Broadway ,S. Portland. Sman
donation . For more info, ca. 774-2174.
The Center for Personel Growth The
training offered in this course can provide parents with the skills needed to
meet the challenge of raising happy,
loving , confident and responsible children. Saturday classes win be held Oct
12-Nov 16. Six sessions: $75. For info
and registration, call Marge Bumey at
797- 5851 .
FemlnlstSplrltual Community of Portland will be holding an annual fall retreat
for women only, Oct 18-20. Call 7979217 for further info.
Fltne. . Yoga An eight-week session introducing the fundamentals of a safe and
effective series of exercises. Composed
of principles known to Hatha and
Kundaliniyogas ,fitnessyogaisdesigned
for today's active and stressful lifestyle.
Wednesday eves, 6:30-7 :30, through
Nov 13. Location is the Racket & Fitness
Center, 2445 Congress St, Portland. For
further inlo call n5-6188.
Free Spinal Health Exam. October is
National Spinal Health Month, and in
honor 01 this momentous day, Chiropractors in Partnership with the Community will perform a health check on you
Oct 19, in eXchange for canned goods
and clothing to be donated to Preble
Street Resource Center. Each exam wil
include case history, neurological exam
& postural analysis. call to schedule with
your local sponsor : A Beller Way
Chiropractic, Portland , 879-LlFE ;
Yarmouth Chiropractic, 846-1481 ;
Chiropractic Family Welness Center,
883-5549.
Making Herbal Preparations Day-long
workshop to make herbal salves, tinctures, oils, lacials, liniments, bath products and more. Oct 12 from 1()'3 in
Bridgton . Led by herbalist Corinne Marlin. $50 . call 647-2724 for more info.
SahaJa Yoga It Is time you got your enligh!enmen I. Costs no money, just a desire to know yourseW. Wednesdays at7
pm in the facultytounge in USM PortIand"s
Campus Center. Come and find out if
self-realization is for you . Call 767-4819
lor more Info.
Stretching the Splrtt A yoga dass 01
gentte breathing and stretching ending
in deep relaxation. All are welcome to
this creative approach to body, mind and
spiritual well-bei"," se bring a mal.
Wednesdays from 5:30-6 :30 pm, Saturdays Irom 9-10 am althe Swedenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. $3
donation. For more info, cal 772-8277.
T'aI Chi Ch'uan is an ancient Taoist
Chinese martial ar1s system based on
mental and physical balance, unity and
harmony. Excellent for spiritual growth,
raciant physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stress and tension in one's Ife. Also an effective method
of developing nuidity, awareness, focus
and peace within oneself. Beginners'
through advanced dasses, including
Push-Hands. V isitors welcome. For further Inlo, call Gene Golden at 772-9039.

TheT. .nlYoung Adult Clinic is a place LL Bean'. Outdoor DIscovery Program offers ·lvItarclica." from which
to go if you have a health concem or
you'lIleam more aboulthe history, natumedical problem, need a sports/school
ral legacy and conservations issues of
physical done, or have birth control isthe great continent with geologist John
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21,
Splettstoesser, who has visited the rtr
rwery Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine
gion eight times. His slides and discusMedical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portsion will providewonderlul images of this
land. Call 871 -2763 for an appointment.
remole and massive land and its fasciWalk-ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm.
nating marine life and birds. Free. Oct
Women'. Pa ••ages Very litde in our
25, from 7 :30-9 pm, at Casco St. Conferculture addresses and celebrates the
ence Cenler, Freeport For more info,
changes that we, as women, undergo in
call 865-4 761 , ext7800 or 800-3041 -4341 ,
our lives. Yet our passages connect us
ext 7800 to register.
deeply to who we are and to each other.
Explore the issues pertinent to each life Maine Women Outdoors sponsors hikIng, biking and camping trips for women
stage, with special focus on the micl-Iife
18 years of age and older. For more info,
transition, which beginsinthe30s. Theracall Sandy at 657-51304 or Karen at 797pist Barbara Ryland, M.S. Ed., will teach
3006.
us ways to honorourseives and our own
joumey. This program,oneofa series, is MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club)
offered free by Mercy Hospital Oct 16 at
wil hold its monthly meedng at 7 pm at
7 pm In the Medical Staff Memorial Aucithe North Deering Congregational
torium(level 82), 1« State St, Portland.
Church, 136-4 Washington Ave. UpoomFor more info, call 879-3486.
ing activities: Oct 12, Acadia Carriage
Trails, cag 883-0010; Oct 12-14, A.T.
Work and Menhoocl Counselors Marl<.
(Caratunk-Monson) backpacking, call
Nakell and Pierre Shevene\l will address
772-2311; Oct 19, Leader"s Choice
wort<. as Iivlihood, as creative expresDayhike, call m-0583; Oct 19, Moonsion, as victimhood, as meaning, as lalight Hayride, call n5-3697 ; Oct 204,
bor, as play, as product, as self-definiPumpkin Carving, call 871-7028; Oct
tion, as competition, as transformation
25-27, Black lvlgel Trail Maintenance,
and as manhood. What works for you?
call 773-00476. Every Tues & Thur, after
This free program, one of a series, is
wort<. leg stretch around Bax1er Blvd,
sponsored by Mercy Hospital and USM,
leave at 6:30 pm from Payson Parl<.. For
and will be he\d Oct 23 from 7-9:30 pm in
updated trip info, caU the Outdoor HotHne
Mercy's Medical Staff Memorial Auditoat 774-1118. For club and membership
rium, 144 State St, Portland. For more
info, call Carey al772-9831.
info, call 879-30486.
YMCA Young Fathers' Program Advocacy and suppor1 for fathers ages 1.... 24
with individual case management, counseling and an ongoing support group
Monday from 6 :30-8 pm at the Porttand
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave. For more info, call
Steve Ives at 874-1111 .
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AIDS Walkathon Maine Walk '91, second annual fundraising walkathon to
support local AIDS service organizations,
will take place simultaneouslYallheeight
locations across the state . 10k walk in
PorUand will be held noon time Oct 13 at
Back Cove, rain or shine, starting al
Chrwerus High School. Proceeds will
benefit The AI OS Project, the PWA Coalition and the Names Project. Registration forms and sponsor sheets available
at BookIand downtown Pordand and Mill
Creek. Raffles Cafe Bookstore and Drop
Me A Line, or call 774-6877.
Bird Walk Tour of the Well. Reserve
at Laudholm Fa"" locusing on birds, 7
am on Oct 19, Wells National Estuarine
Research Reserve in Wells. Call 6461555 for more Info.
CMCO Bay Bike Club meets the third
Tuesday of rwery month at 7 pm in the
Portland Safety Building (police station)
on Middle Street. The public is welcome.
The club is offering the IoIlowing rides:
Oct 13, The George Bush Kennebunk
Ride, 40 miles, meet at Dept Human
Services behind Burger King, Route 1 in
Biddeford, lOam, for info call Roger
Couiombat985-6273. Ongoing: evening
rides every Wednesday at 6 pm, in the
YarmoulhlFreeportarea. Leisurely paced
' 15-20 miles, low traffic. Dinner afler at a
localealery. Hemetsreoommendedl Call
Charley at 865-3636 or Ke ..a at 82904402 for dates and locations. Every
Thursday at 6 pm: bike & pizza ride for
one to two hours along the beautiful
coast and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough every. All abilities welcome. Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1 (near
Oak Hill), Scarborough. Pizza and s0cializing after ride. For more Infonnation,
call Kehh at 799-10SS. call the 204-hour
hodine at 774-1118, Bob Murray at 8927029 or Gary Davis at 892-8257 for info.
Discover tIM s.c:rebl of the Forest
Turn a fall stroll through the woods into a
fascinating learning experience ttrough
Maine Audubon's nature walks at Mast
Lancing Sanctuary in Freeport. Through
Nov 22, ..ained naturalist guides will
introduce school groups, conmunlty
groups, scout ..oops & others to forest
and wilclife ecology ruring a 1-112 hour
walk. Wednesdays through Fridays at
the Sanctuary. Each walk features handson explorations of topics Including plant
and animal adaptations, forest succession, animal signs, migration & bird study.
Introductory materials are sent to teachers and group leaders before eaen walk.
Advance reservations are required and
can be made by contacting carol LeMere
at 781-2330.

Bodyshop USM's Lifeline offers this weight
training and cardiovascular fitness program for all ages. Program includes fnness evaluation and treadmill, personal
orientation and training by friencIy, kn0wledgeable staff. Equipment includes
Lifecycles, Ufestep, Concept \I and
Liferower, treadmills, Schwinn AirDyne,
Universal and free weights. Free re-valuations to check progress. SpedflCconditioning lor sports and injuries. Registration is ongoing . Call USM Lifeline for
more info at 780-04170.
Co-ed Teen aaaketbalithrough March
26, King gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm, Jack
gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Cost: 50
cents each nlghl. Call 874-8793 for info.
Gym Actlvltle. Program USM Ufeline is
offering memberships to the general
public in its gym program at the USM
Portland gym on Falmouth Street. GAP
offers a weight-training facility, squash,
recquetball and basketball courts, sauna
and locker room. Several membership
options are available, one month, three
months, six months or a year. Flexible
hours. Ongoing registration. Call 7804170 for more info.
No Glitz, Ju.t Sweat High-intensity,lowimpact aerobic classes taught by Jessica Lockhar1. Through Oct 26, Tues &
Thurs at 5 :45 pm, Sat 9 :30 am, at
Westbrook College gym, second floor,
716 Strwens Ave. $31$2.50 per dass.
Call 878-5370 for more Info.
Portland Recreation'. Adult Men'.
BMketball consists of pick-up games
rwery Mon & Wed, from 5:15-7 pm. Fee
is $2 for residents, $3 for non-residents.
Reiche Community Center, f 66 Brackett
SI. Portland.
Portland Recreation'. Adult Indoor
Volleyball consists of pick-up games
rwery Tues & Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm.
Cost is $2 for residents, $3 for nonresidents. Reiche Community Center,
166 Brackett St, Portland. call 874-8793
for more info.
Portland Recreation'. Men'. Ba.ketball Pick-up games Saturdays Irom 2-4
pm will be held at Reiche Community
Center, 166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost:
$2 for residents, $3 for non-residents.
For more Info, call 8704-8793.
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes
new and old players alike to join them in
experiencelng the physical and fastpaced game of rugby. We practice on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at6 pm, Fox
Street fteld, just off Exit 7 of 1-295 in
Portland. For more info, call Peter at
829-4807 or Gary at 839-3861.
Senior Fltn. . . for Men & Women 1111
and Over USM LWeine offers classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11 :15 am at the USM Portland
cannpus gym on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive exercises.
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170
for more Info.
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Walk·In and by Appointment
222 St. John St., Suite #322, Portlind, Maine. 871·1300

SPORT

Chiropractors in
partnership with
the Community

Ski fit USM Ufeline is offering this ski
conditioning program for1he coming season. This three-month program is d&signed 10 help individuals work on carciovascularoonditioning. rooscIeslrength
and enwrance. Individually tailored for
lhe downhill or cross country skier. Ski
Fit is conwcted in the Ufeline Bodyshop
at lhe USM Por1land gym on Falmouth
Street Participants make their own
schedules. Flexible hours. Registration
is ongoing. Call 78tH170 for more info.
Thlrty.omethlng Socc., A group of indiviWais from 1he Por1and area, ages
30 andover. rmettoplaysoocerSunday
evesat6 pm on 1he lower field behind the
high school in Cape Elizabeth. Ewnts
include pick-up games, challenge
matches with other area dubs and oocaslonaltoumamenls, For more info, call
767-7122.

On October 19, 1991

free spinal health exams
will be performed in exchange for canned goods
and clothing to be donated to the Preble Street
Resource Center.

Each Exam includes:
-Case History -Neurological Exam -Postural
Analysis -Consultation -Report of Findings

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE WITH YOUR LOCAL SPONSOR

A Belter Way
Chiropractic
PORTLAND

879-5433
,, .

Yarmouth
Chiropractic
YARMOUTH

Chiropractic Family
Wellness Center
SCARBOROUGH

846-1481

883-5549
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: AZlspeec:l Bicycle & Ski :
:

*A1I1991 Bicycles On Sale!*

•

Full seNice alpine/nordic telemork ski shop

~

•

Bring this ad in for 20% off the Allspeed
•
: Bicycle repair class and 10% off accessories .•

L

1041 Washington Ave., Portland, 878-8741

-------------------FITNESS GUARANTEED!
Join Greater Porlland's #1 Fitness Center for Women!

October Special

50% off our joining fee' and
you get a 15 day money back guarantee!
• The afl!a's longest running • New Qulnlon Treadmill
STEP REEBOK PROGRAM • Personal Menlion
• Beginner, InlolTTlodlale &. • Relaxing Sauna
Advanced classes
o NurseI}'
• Llfecycles/Rowln g
o Aclivewear Boullque
• Slairmasler
o UVA Tanning

GET STARTED TODAY!
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'w"h /ow monllty dUIJS 0 extra fIIIIs Involved

Women's
Fitness
Studio _
Call Today!
781-4502
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170 US Rt I, FalmouLh
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If You're Single,
We're Free
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay
Weekly's Personal Call~. On FAX FREE
THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less to
775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your
Personal Call~ ad absolutely FREE. Don't forget
to include your name, address & phone number
so we can send you your Personal Call~ number.
For more information about Casco
Bay Weekly personal ads, Personal

Call~ and Fax Free Thursday call us
at 775-6601.

KIDS

The Children'. Museum of Maine Is
offering the following aclivities: 0c112Songwriting workshop firsl then a concer1 by Maine artisls Larry & Leona;
wor1<shop starts at 10, concer1 for whole
family at 10:30. $3 plus museum admis·
sion. $2.5Ofor members. Oct 14- DrOJ>'
in Workshop for all ages on 'Whal Floats
and What Sinks,' 10-12 am. Free wilh
museum admission. Oct 15- Tuesday
moming worl<shops for preschoolers,
now through Chrislmas, at lOam. Free
with museum admission but call museum firsl fordescriplions and 10 reserve
a space. Oct 16 - The Kennel Shop
visils with a live animal for preschoolers
alII am. Freewilh museumadrnission.
The museum is located aJ 746 Stevens
Ave ; call 797-KITE for more info.
Hayrides to the Great Pumpkin Patch
Pick a pu mpkin, have an apple and a cup
of cider, $2.75Iperson, at Good Earth
Farm, 55 Pleasanl Hill Road, Freepor1 ,
Open 9-5, seven days a week, through
Oc131 . Call 865-9544.
The Portland Public Library'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the
weekofOcI 10: 0el 11, 10:30 am, Tales
for Twos; Oct 14, library closed for Cc>lumbus Day: Oct 16, 9:30 am, Finger
Fun for Babies; Oel16 , 10:30 am, Pr&school Siory Time; Oct 18, 10:30 am,
Tales for Twos. All programs are free
and open to the public. Five Monument
Square, POr1land. For more Information,
call 87H700.
A Production CI• • conducted by AI
Miller, artistic director of The Theater
Project and 1he Young People's Theater
in Brunswick. win be offered 10 junior
high and high school students at The
Chocolate Church (804 WashinglOn St.
Balh). No acting experience Is necessary. The class will consist of nine sessions, each two hours long. They'll begin
with an in"o to improvisation and lead 10
the development of original pieces with a
holiday theme. Some will be performed
In December al The Chocolate Church .
Classes will be held from 3-5 pm on
Tuesdays from Ocl15 through Dec 10.
The coslls $75; paymenl by installment
Is possible, and some scholarship Is
available 10 those in need. F.or more info
or to register, call The Center for the Arts
althe church a1442-8627, or 1he Theater
Projecl al 729-8584 ,
A Pumpkin Decorating Cont. .t (not
carved) wil be held till Ocl 19 al South
Portland Public Library for grades PS-K.
1-2 & 3-5. Come in (482 Broadway) or
call for details: 767-7660.
Pumpkin Plcklng.nd Carving Portland
Recreation sponsors pumpkin hun~ hayride and carving. Transportation to the
Good Ear1h Fann provided. For kids 611. Oct 26 from 9:30-2, $7. Reiche Community Cenler, 166 Brackel1 S~ Portland. Register before Ocl 24 by calling
874-8793.

ETC

Apple Day Maine Audubon invites famiHes to celebrate at this free event Oct 19
from 10-3, leatutlng cider pressing and
tasting, guided walks of the sanctuary al
10:30 and 1:30; an aple pruning demo at
noon; crafts for children Indoors and
games outdoors; videos; an apple vanetydisplay and activities outside throughout the day. The third annual apple pie
contestwiH also be held, with pIeoessold
after the awarding of prizes. To register
for the conlesl, pick up an enlry form at
Audubon, 118 Route t, Falmoulh. For
more info call Carroll Tieman at 7812330.
A Cape Breton Step" Social Dance
(Square Sets) Workshop conducted by
Mary MacGilivray, a slep and social
dance teacher from Boston. Ocl12 at2
pm, Newbegin Gym, Gray, Cost: $8.
Come learn the dances to the unique
fiddle style of this Scol1isll settled island
in Maritime Canada. Make Ha day wilh
potluck al 5:30, contradance with Shenanigans at 8. Contact Ketra for more
info at 829-4402.
Clip for the Cure From 9-5 on Oc112,1he
Maine Mall win host a cu1-a-thon at1he
man gazebo. Licensed cosmetologists
wUI donate their line,and talent 10 help
fund breast canoerresearch. Stylists w~1
be cutting and s1y1ing al a special price of
$10. For more info call Tony Full, manager of Regis. at 775-6551, or Marc
Letendre, marketing director of the mal
al 828-2063.
Compo.tlng Demorwtratlon. A series
ofcomposting demos 10 assistYarmoulh
residents in recycling leaves and olher
materials inlO 1he Ear1h have been scheduled in Yannouth. A variety of COfT1lOsting
techniques will be demonstrated w~h a
mobile presentallon unil which will visit
several neighborhoods. Ocl12, 10-12:
Mauldin, 3 Meadow Glen Drive; 1-3,
Thorpe, 16 Farnen Driw. For more Info,
call 846-6257 or 846-0568 .
.computerPro~" for Social Reo
• pon.lbillty wiN allend Ihe nalional
CPSR annual rmeling Ocl 12 in Cambridge, MA, at MIT in the auditorium (34101), The meeting is open to everyone
who has an interest in compulers, c0mmunication, the fulure of high-tech society, and our role as citizens in the development of policy. This years meeting
Will focus on current developmenls in
info technology and Ihe impact they will
have on our ways of communicating and
dislributing info. For info and car pooling,
call Belly Van Wyck at 766-2959.
Dive Clas... Five·week dass starting
Oct 15 a16:30 pm on Wednesdays. Call
Tommy's al772·5357 for more info,
The Enriched Golden Age Canter Inviles men and women 60 and over 10
Wednesday luncheons. There Is adonalion of $2 and programs are as follows:
Ocl 16, EGA Players in "Old Cookie
Shop· melodrama, reservalionsrequired;
Ocl 23, Octoberfest Celebration, reservations required; Oct 30, Halloween
Costume Party, contest and prizes. The
cenler is localed on the ground level of
the Salvation Army building, 297
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations
must be made in advance by calling
774·6974.
Every Day I. Earth Day USM Recycles
wi. hold a celebration Oct 11 including
speakers, informalive booths ,liw bands,
magicians, food and lots more, in the
Uplon-Hastings cour1 yard/rom 10 8nH>
pm. The participallon of olher groups
and activists is encouraged. Call 7804658 with questions.
Fall Home Show From energy saving
devices 10 fallandscaping innovations,
lhe home show offers the latest in products. lechnology and info for anyone
inlerested In remodeling, rebuilding or
renovating their home. The show will be
held at the Por1land Expo Oct 11 from 510 pm,Oct12from 12-10pm, and Oct 13
from 12~ pm.
F.... Home Weatherlutlon Wortlahop
Make your home more efficlen~ save
money on healing costs, receive a $50
materials voucher. This six-hour workshop will be offered by 1he Maine State
Energy Conservations Division and the
Southern Maine Technical College Continuing Ed Division Oct 19 from 9-4 in
Hildreth Hall, Room 101, SMTC, Advance registration required; cal 7~
7303, x 241.

Help s.". Portland Police HorMS Conearned citizens are sponsoring a horse
show Oct 12 at Blair House Fann, 70
North Road, Nor1h Yarmouth, to benefil
lhe Por11and Mounted Police Unit. The
unit was formed seven yeatS ago, and
now irs being phased out The money
raised by 1he show will help cover 1he
cost of provking food, bedding. showing
and veterinary care for the horses. The
show gets und9fWay at 9 am, and will
featureshowjumping, doorprlzes, rafnes
& pony rides. A police horse and officer
wi. also be on the grounds 10 answer any
questions aboul lhe unit For directions
10 the fannand more info, call the show's
secretary Toni Dewsap at 829-3136.
Living Lightly Interested in sharing wilh
olhers ideasabout harmoniousc:<>-existence with the all of aeallon? Here's the
place 10 brainstorm and support each
olher in bringing for1h this dream, Come
lalk, lislen and eat greal food at our
monthly polluck supper Oct 19 at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens
Aw, Pordand. This month we win haw a
special workshop on "Electricity, HowTo
Use II Wisely & Cheaply" Bring your
electric bil and a calculator for Ih is praclleallearnlng experience. For more info,
call n2-82n.
Maine Ballroom Dance hosts ballroom
dancing, all levels, every Sal, 9-12 pm,
and ballroom dancing for beginners every Sun 6-9 pm. Learn foxlrots, waltzes,
ji1terbugs, rumbas and cha-chas. For
more informalion, call 773-0002.
Maine Pllrents for GlftecllTaiented
Youth provide networking statewide for
parents of gifted yoUlh. Monthly newsletter plus children's newsletter available.
Call 642-3302 for schedule of events.
Portland'. Monthly SwIng Dance is
back. Second Friday of the month al
Chesnut Street Church in Por1land. Oct
11, Nov 8, Dec 13, from 8-12 pm, lessons from &-9. Recorded music of '305,
'405, '50s and beyond. Admission: $4 .
For info, call n4-2718 or 725-8216.
Rummage Sale The Fox Class of
Woodfords Congregational Church will
hold a sale Oct 15 at9 am in Memorial
Hall, 202 Woodford St. POr1land. For
more info call n4-8243,
St. Andre'. Bean Supper will be held
Oct 12 from 4-7 pm at 51. Andte's Parish
Hall, 38 High SI, Biddeford. Adults $4.
kids $2, under 5 free. All are welcome.
For info call1he rectory at 282-3333,
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
shows lake place at7 pm Fri & Sat; laser
lighl shows, 8:30 pm Fri & Sal. The
planetarium is Iocaled in Ihe Science
Building, USM Portland. $3 adults,$2.50
children/seniors; for reservalions & sp&cia! presenlalions call 780-4249.
Tired of the way thing. are going? Do
you want to change the world? Then ioin
the Grealer Por1land chapter of NOW at
a leller-writing par1y al cafe no on Oct 15
from 5-9 pm. We will be wriling letters 10
the papers, our congresspeople and to
Ihe presidenl. cafe no is located at 20
Danforth SI, Portland. For more info, call
Jennifer a1871-0618,
The Unveiling of tlJe Sacred Maya
WI.lIom The venerable Don Alejandro
Oxlaj, shamanlmedicine man/Quiche
Mayan lribal elder, from the mountain
village of San Francisco el Alto, Guat&mala, who will share the knowledge of
his ancestors. This revered shaman and
ceremonial leader will also offer ceremony and sessions on healing,
calendrical divination & Mayan astrology
on Oct 12-14 al Crystal Springs Farm &
Cenlerin Dayton. Appoinlments forth9Se
3O-mlnule sessions can be arranged after the talk or by calling499-7040. The
talk will take place Octl1 from 6:30-9:30
pm at First Parish Unilarian Church, 425
Congress St, Pordand. Admission: $10.
Vegetarian Harvest SupperOct12 from
5:30-7 pm 10 benefit the Peace Church
of Soulhern Maine. Adults $5. under 12
$2. Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
Church, 524 Allen Ave, Por1land.
A Wlnt., Clothing Sale al St Vincenl de
Paul Thrift Shop will be held Oct 12 from
10-2, Proceeds will benefit the soup
kitchen. 10 LocustSt, Por1land (enler by
the cathedral school yard on Congress
Stroot).
•
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A
PARTNER'S OF INCEST SURVIVOR'S support group now forming to offer support,
education and feedback with issues like:
the impact 01 incest on the partner and
survivor, getting needs met, intimacy, trust
and sexuality. Contact Paulette M. Bonneau,
lCSW, at 775-1849.

body & soul
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance, One learns to blend with an opponents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid
system based on meditation in movement.
Excellentforspiritualgrowth, radiantphysical health and unequaled in reducing the
effects of stress and tension in ones life,
Beginners through advanced classes, including Push-Hands, Visitors welcome. For
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.

l"iil

IMAGING YOUR FUTURE. This workshop
is a time to develop skills in visualization as
a tool for life and career planning. Saturday,
Ocl. 19th or saturday, Nov. 16th, 9 a.m.4p.m. $40 each. Bath. Deborah leigh Ion.
442-7260.

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen,
M.A., L.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist.
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches,
neckand shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress,
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circulation, athletic performance. Byappointment,
865-0672.

~~~-~~X·
rdeasing stored memocy through touch, movement,
dialogue, imagination and humor,
A gentle integration of body, mind and spirit.

871-81 3 in Portland
363-8939 in York
CAROL v. JENKINS,

MYTHOLOGY OF LIBRA Combines mythology, astrology, archetypal psychology, the
Gods and Goddesses. Workshop with intemational teacher Wendy Ashley. Monday, Oct. 14th, 10-5.$35.($30forlibrons).
Peaks Island. 766-5108 or 766-5655 10
register.

The art of being yourself. The art of being
creative.Mark Nakell-Psycho1herapis\ 7734413.

caw CLASSIFIED AD

NOW FORMING: GAY MEN'S INI1MACY & COMMUNICATION
Twelve weelr groups focusing

on expressions & healing

775-6601.

Meanings. Myths. Memories.
New Concepts, New Tools. New Habits.

@0

IAfl

IUOIE

AFTER

WLiu

SOMATlC INTEGRATIONw

6-week money-Issues groups start In late October

·;It:n:U: nAQER.::~H:~eA;;iMQQ.~~''~~ry~~loii:,:z~l;P'4~tS;'i ,iit

A neuro·muscular therapy
for disconnected bodies

Craig WIlliamson· 799-5749

Listen to someone you can trust. .. Yourself!

IE fORE

LIl
AfTEl

SOMA TIC MOVEMENTw
CLASSES
Exercises to retrain you out of
pain snd stiffness and Into health

799-5749

Craig Williamson· 12 yrs. experience

Counseling/or individuals, couples, groups.

Charge your Classified ads
by phone

.......

FREE FIRST CLASS·

W.)O MOSER, M.A. 767-3848

MONEY IN OUR LIVES

DANCING FROM THE INSIDE OUT- Discover your body's innate intelligence
through a spontaneous and liberating experience of movement as a medium for
inner growth. Irs fun and funky. Ongoing
classes- first class is free. Deborah Tracy,
772-7549.

M.A., c.R.S,

S5t
-H~
~

207-775-1849

142 High St.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW

licensed Clinical Social \'.brker
• Recovery Issues
·Women·s Issues
'Sexual Abuse
Treatment

"Replace Pain with Awareness'

Individual,
Couple,
GrouP.
Family
Psychotherapy

BIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body Learning

TAROT CARDS BY JUDITH-I will be doing
readings in Po rtland and Old Orchard Beach .
Call to schedule an apPOintment, 934-11 08 .

H A R R AS EE K ET HEALTH

&

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

REHAB

Certified NeuroMlI5cular Therapist

WiU Taylor, MD • J74 South Freeport Road' Fruport
865-1469

STARTING AEROBICS CLASSES for big
women only. Interested? Send name, address and preferred days and times 10 Big
Women's Aerobics, 169 Harriet SI., South
Portland, 04106.

772-6411

772·2442

AMTA member

158 Danforth ST

Portland
"

,'.','

A peacefUl place in a busy world

WORKSHOP: HEALING YOUR SCAPEGOAT
IMAGE. salurday, 1112191, 10a.m.-3p.m.,
Saco Bay Counseling, saco. $30 (or $25
before 10123), Janet Maynard, M.S., Elaine
Goodrich, lCSW.CaIl934-1212, 967-<1064.

Stress management. Injuries. Body awareness/acceptance
Adults. Children. Infants. Pre-natal

THERAPY TRAINING

SYSTEMATtC APPROACH TO RELIEF
OF ACUTE « CHRONIC PAIN

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counselor
The Hole in the Soul Gang!
A Women's Therapy Group.
Openings beginning
September 23,

874-0526

GROUP FOR WOMEN GOING THROUGH
DIVORCE, now forming. Group goal to support and empower women moving through
the emotional and legal divorce. Facilitated
by Diane Paige, M.A., psychotherapisl specializing in work with women, changing
families, persons "dealing with" abusive
family histories, Greater Portland, 8280526.

The Next Step

9:00 - 4:30

••• NEW MUSIC MINISTRY •••

For information call:

We are beginning a non-denominational, leaderless
Music Ministry, and we're looking for spirit-filled people who
wish to sing, dance, play instruments, or just listen.
Thursday Evenings, 7 to 9 pm at the Quaker Meeting House,
1837 Forest Ave., next to Tortilla Flats.

874-0681

Mark Nakell m-4413

/R;S\
(, ~)

shiatsu'
acupressure

DREAM GROUP lOOKING FOR a couple of
new members. Meets Thursday evenings.
If interested please contact Nishit Mehta,
772-4126.

Portland Yoga Studio
CenlJied Iyengar Yoga

Gml/c, rc/axinll hUllin, , ..... ~. ~ ...

An

tXptY;t1lU

of Jup

"When ".,.. art! jidly in 'he bod~'
".,.. """",he soul. "

bAlllnu

-B.x.S.~

Ann Fos.ter Tabbutt. AoaTA

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

Elaine & Francis
McGillicuddy · 797-5684

799·9258

RATES

1 week
up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word .25¢
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16. no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit
DEADLINES
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-6601 for display rates.
FINE PRINT
C_ified ada must be paid lor in advance w~h caeh,
pereonaJ check, money order, VI88 or Maat...card. l.o81

& Found ~em. isted free . Classified _
are
non· ... fundable. CBW .hall not be iabIe lor atrj
typographical 9rr0<8, omiBsiono, or changes n the

Dbody&80ul
Droomm....
O.ptatrent
Ohou_l,.nt
Dotnc..Irent
atudloel... nt
O_.on.V,.nt
O ....I ..tata
O8UCIione
child care
help wanted
o job. wanted
buainM8 eervicee
o
opportunitin

o

o
o

o

00"_

BeBins Nov. 16·t7.

Polarity Realization Center

772-0066

INNERtIGHT
Kripalu Yoga
Mediw.uon-in·Motion
Phoenix Rising Yega Therapy
Kim Chandler

10 Exchange ST

roommates
A PLACE TO CAll HOME during the next
portion of your life. Environmen tally-friendly
roommate sought for large West End 2 BR
with SPECIAL FEATURES, lowered rent:
$260+. NO SMOKEY. Available now. 7731782. Thank you.
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, MATURE
housemate wanted, NIS, to share quiet,
comfortable, sunny Victorian with 40's professional woman. Fireplace, laundrt, yard,
garden. $35O/mo. includes all utilities. 7721831, leave message.
MATURE N!S FEMAlE.to share with other
female, 3 bedroom home in Westbrook. WI
D, nearbusline. $2601mo. plus 112 utilities.
854-5525 or 854-4775,

Your cla$llified ad: _______________________

CATEGORIES
add'i
week.

160 hour weekend Certification Program

Expressive Therapy Center
RE-MOVE STRESS & USE THAT ENERGY
Midday Movement & Relaxation Break
Cuoline Loupe. Director . ISO S1int John Street· Tel 871.8274

Rick Lynch

Learn to work. with the Healing Energy
of the Ufe Force.

Scarborough

A Workshop for Men
Join us in moving
from stuckness to
empowerment
Saturday, November 9

OPENINGS IN ONGOING WOMEN'S
THERAPY GROUP. The focus-building upon
recovery work in progress. Wednesday
6:15- 7;45 pm. Call Diane Paige, M.A. 8280526 or Jane McCarty, lCSW, 761-7783
for information.

POLARITY

o dating ..vic..

o atuff for ••Ie

o g8nIge/yllrd .....
o wanted
Dcomput_..
o mueicllnetrument.
OwhMle
theater .rta
DIe.ming
Opubtlc8t1one
Oanlmlla
o !oat & found (free)
o legal noticn
bulletin bo.rd

o

o

Name:

Address'

Total words: _ _ _ _ __ _
1st week: _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ add'i weeks 81:, _ _ _ _ __ _

Telephone:

Total:,_ _ __ _ __

PHONE IT IN: 207 -775-6601 'ha or Ma&tercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order
ed which do not affect the \l8lue or oonten~ or
oubelBntiafiy change the meaning of the ed. CIed~ wi
be ioeued when a viable error haa been determined
wilhn one week of publication. r..... sheet. available

for $2!copy.

FAX IT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard

0 Visa 0 Mastercard

MAlUWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St..
Portland, ME 04101

Credit Card II: _ _ __ _ __ _ __
Exp.date,-·_ _ _ _ _ __
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MATURE, REliABLE, NIS ROOMMATE to
share huge intown apartment wlone adult
& one child. $275 includes all. November
1st. 874-0280.
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE MIF to share
new contemporary cape in Scarborough.
Nice quiet neighborhood, near beaches.
$350 +1/2 utils. 883-8454.
ROOMATE NEEDED - 2 bath, 2 bedroom
Townhouse condo. 2 story wlbasement,
WID, dishwasher, deck, pool, tennis, parking. $320!mo. includes all except phone.
892-3971, please leave message.
NORTH DEERING 10 ROOM insulated Colonial needs professional MIF 25+, 2 LR's,
family rm., cable everywhere, wid, Ig. yard,
!g. rooms/ closets. $295 includes everything except efficient FHW oil. 878-2312.

I .

,I 1.

FEMALE OR MALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share house in Falmouth. Rent is negotiable down to $250 +112 utilities. Eight
minutes to Portland. Relaxed atmosphere.
call Scoll at 781-3719.
PART-TIME ROOMMATE WANTED to share
nice large Portland home w/prof. M & F.
Perfect for sales person or Airline personnel. Reduced renl..772-7317 .
GM, 26, SEEKS responsible NIS GMIF to
share new contemporary townhouse in
Portland. $300 +112 utils. 773-6350.
MATURE FNIS wanted for beautiful West
End apt. Lot's 01 light and space, parking,
hw floors, high ceilings! I'm easYlIoing
and busy (translated- leave your shoes
around and I'm gone a lot). Available now.
$275/mo. +112 utils. No lease! 773-0562.
AVAILABLE NOW- 2 NIS F searching for
roommate to share beautiful USM area apt.
in quiet neighborhood. $231.50 +1/3 utils.
Heat included. 761 -2824.

RESPONSI BLE MIF ROOMMATE wanted to
share apt. with two males. Nice view on
Tyng SI. in Portland. $l661mo. plus 1/3
utilities. Call Scott, 871-0126 and leave
message.
PEAKS ISLAND, BIG HOUSE- convenient
and private. Nice ya rd, garden space, peach
trees. Rent negotiable, approx. $250. Musicians, CEO's, environmentalists, single
parents, etc. All encouraoed to call 766-

9774.
HOUSEMATE WANTED for a sunny, spacious (3 story) West End apt. Smoke free,
laundry, private yard, share with 2 professional women and 3 cats. $2831mo. +1/3
utilities. 871-0110.
1 .'
I

I i

"

apts/rent
OLD PORT-Loft style apts. Exposed brick,
high ceilings. $35O-$525/mo. 856-1190.
CUMBERLAND AVE. 507/509- Clean, Quiet
units from $375 w/heat. 871-1290 days,
879'()365 eves.
PREBLE STREET 30- PORTLAND INTOWN
studios & 2bdrmsfrom $350lmo. includes
aN utils. 871-1290 days, 839-4893 eves.

PEAKS ISLAND RENTAL, 1 bedroom, LR,
DR, kitchen, fullyapplianced, WID .Inground
pool, short walk to boat. S4751mo. 7665607.
FOR RENT: ATIRACTlVE, bright, sunny, 2
BR, yard, pets considered. $5751 heated.
Call 772-8455.
WEST END TOWNHOUSE ROOM: Attractive, clean, Quietspace in large professional
couples home. Chern-free and NIS. $3101
mo. includes all utilities. Shared living,
kitchen & bath. 775-5022; 1-326-8810.
SUNNY 1BRAPARTMENT,Quietneighborhood, heallhot water included, parking.
$495/mo. 854-1583.
MAINE MED. AREA- Nice one BR studio
apt. No pets. $425 includes utils. 774-8691
or 781-4590. leave message. Avail. 11/1 .
TOPSHAM- AnRACTIVE 2 BR, 1112 bath
condominium w~arge attic for storage.
Close to schools, shopping, and 1-95.$6001
mo. + sec. dep. Call 846-5517.
PEAK'S ISLAND. One bedroom heated,
$425, two bedroom with waterview heated,
$550. Spacious rooms, big yard. 766-2628.
GLENWOODAVE.WooDFORDSAREA-3rd
floor apt., 1 BR, heated.$325/mo. call 7973963, leave message.

ROOMMATE WANTED MIF. Woodfords
area, clean, courteous, energy conservative person to live in beautiful house. call
879-0725 after 6:15 p.m.
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO SHARE 4 BR
house in Quiet Scarborough neighborhood
4 min. from Portland. Seeking active NlS
who's environmentally conscious. No pets.
$237.50 +utils. 883-0076.
ROOM TO RENT with house priviiedges in
large colonial home. Non-smoker, must
like cats. $300 per month. First and last
months rent, plus share utilities. Contact
879-2558.

I I

RESPONSIBLE, NEAT, NIS FIM to share
sunny, cozy apartment in Falmouth. $300
includes a11- parking, laundry, HBO, yard,
etc. Only 5 minutes to Portland. Available
immediately. 781 -3101 .

PORT'S WATERFRONT AT FOOT OF
STREET: 2 BR wi historic brick view channels on centuries old upper India St; across
from restored fire barn on same block as
Levinsky's store. Only S46Vmo. includes
heaV hot water & parking. Marigold Inc.
761 -1764.

MALE PROFESSIONALIookingfor MIF prof.
or studentto share large house in Gorham.
Avail. Nov. 1. $500/mo. or $1001wk. includes all utils. 839-4189.

J'

SPACIOUS LIVING ARRANGEMENT for
professional or student in safe Western
Prom household. On bus line. No furnishings required. Reasonable rent for short or
long term possibility. 772-1402.

GRAD STUDENT/YOUNG PROF. soughtto
share cooperative household with law student and art teacher. $290/mo. +heal. Cozy
8 room house with fireplace near lawschool.
Call 871-7212. Leave message.

HOUSEMATE WANTED, MIF, to share Ig. 3
BR 2nd floor apt., near Deering center. WI
D, no pets, N/S. call 772-8465.

, 1'..

RESPONSIBLE, MATURE, NlS FEMALE
ROOMATE WANTED to share cozy house in
QUiet, safe neighborhood with large private
yard and parking. Must value privacy and
be committed to keeping the house clean
and comfortable. Spacious, sunny living
room with fireplace, bright working kitchen
with dishwasher and storage space. Avail.
immed. $300 + utilities. Call 775'()205,
leave message. Security deposit and references.

MUNJOY HILL- 2 BR, third floor remodeled, clean, good views, gas heat, sunny,
porch, $44O/mo. + utilities, deposit. call
Oliver, 772-4739, leave message.

NEEDED: TWO NIS PROFESSIONALS or
students to share 4 BR apt. on Munjoy Hill.
Includes wId, parking. $175 ea. +1/3 utils.
828-1553 avail. Nov. 1.

i'

GM, 24, LAW STUDENT, seeks to share
apartment in Portland. I am "our, responsible, easy-going, considerate, flexible,
drug-free, NlS. Would like to move in by 11/
1. Able to pay $275Imo. total. 775-1007.

GRAY. HOUSEMATE for beautiful country
home, 6 bedroom, 2112 baths, fuJI laundry
on two acres. Near the turnpike. $250 plus
1/3 utilities. 657-3511.

SUNNY, SPACIOUS, QUIET 2 BR, 2 LR apt.
to share with 1 person. Great condition,
hardwood floors, near USM. I am F grad
student w/2 cats. $300/mo. +utils . Avail·
able now. 775-5865.

,

LARGE SCREEN T.V.- Roommate wanted,
Washington Ave.-2nd floor, 3 BR, spacious, WID. $225 +utils., sec. dep. 8796088 ASAP, avail. now.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 2112 BR
house, East End, $250/mo., heat, HW, and
electric included. Off-street parking, yard,
washer. Call 774-7905.

of

Casco Bay and city

Free Cable and
utility hook up.
York CUmberland Housing
~

24 hour

~
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775-6601.

[VISA

BUILT
FOR

All utilities Included

Off street parking available

$375 and up
York Cumberland
Housing

and a

"onlces/rent
LARGE, BRIGHTOfFICESPACETOSHARE,
with bodyworker, therapist, in Portland.
Parking and utilities included. Available
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. Reasonable renl. call 774'()895.
EXCELLENT, BRIGHT, CLEAN, open, new,
multi-purpose space. 1100 sq.ft. Old Port
West. Rent for day, week, or month. Longterm also available. Must be seen to be
appreciated. 871-0112 or 799-1401.
SUNNY, AnRACTIVELYFURNISHED space
for therapist (Holistic Health practitioner
such as acupuncturist, body worker, etc.).
Excellent location w/parking . Rent on parttime or per client basis. ~1I772-1896 or 1326·8810.

sbldlos/rent

80's from $18,388 to
$25,270, 70's $14,995,
$15,771, $22,100 and
$28,979. Double
wides from $24,865 to
$41,428. All one of a
kind. Homes from
Fleetwood,
Henderson, Holly
Park, Mansion and
Norris, (207)
539-4759. Daily 10-7,
Sunday 10-5.

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 OXFORD

child care

STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue. Join
other artisV craft people in building. From
400-1200 sq.lt. Light and heat included.
Parking available. No lease required, call
772-0527.
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All inclusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high energy environment. Darkrooms to suites with
views. $125 to $2751mo. 799-4759 or7997890.

real estate
MAINTENANCE FREE- INSIDE AND OUT. 1
BR. Cedar home, chalet style, pine panel
interior. Fireplace, FHW heat, large summer family room. Wooded two acre lot on
private pond. Secludedyetconvenient. Near
new Blue Cross building. 5 mins. to Maine
Mall. Great retirement home for just
$85,000. Call Ray, Ballum Realty, 7722224,797-3367.
BEAUTIFUL RENOVATED VICTORIAN
CONDO, Quiet building, near Eastern Prom,
2 BR, WIW, appliances, laundry facilities,
12' ceilings, parquet floor, stain glass window, low fees and heat. $85,000. 7730749.

WETHE
NEED
MONEY!

BUDDHA BABY BOY-6 months oId- seeks
spirited fun -loving child care person. Parttime, flexible 15-20 hrs/wk. If you belieye
babies hold the secrets of the universe, call
Mary McCann, 773-6956. Experiences and
references required .

WANTED: CHILD CARE, 10 hours per week
on Peaks Island. Uve-in potential, $5 per
hour. 766-2604.

B & B TAXI and PRIORITY DEUVERY Inc.
oilers complete luxury taxi service to and
from the Portland Jetport and throughout
the Greater Portland area. Ourcomfortable,
luxury taxi's will safely deliver you or your
packaoestoanydestination. call 772-2538,
or write P.O. Box 10766, Portland, ME
04104. Commercial accounts welcome.
ASYMPTOMATIC PERSON with AIDS looking for needed income; graphic design,
landscaping/gardening, planting and maintenance, minor renovations & rebuilding,
stonewall work, painting;etc. $$ neg. References- 761-2582.
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM
Recycles and find out more. casco Bay
Weekly is using our service and we can
work for you, personally or professionally.
call Today!!! Recycling Hotline 780-4998.

NEED A JOB FAST? ReceptionisV Secretary, Bookkeeper, Accounts clerk, Warehouse laborer, Construction, Trades, Deliverydrivers, Hotel, Restaurants. Up to $400$600 weekly. 1-800-832-2626.

AFFORDABLE BOOKKEEPING CENTER. Due
to low overhead our service charges are
low. 63 Grant SI. P.ortland, ME 04101, 7756724.

PHONE AT HOME: Need part-time
telemarketer in your area. Commissions
only. Flexible hours. No investment. 1-9347738.

DEBT OUT Of CONTROL? Competent attorney specializing in financial matters.
Saturday and evening hours, reasonable
fees. 773-4097.

LADIES- The Women in our business make
asJlluch or more money than the men. call
today, 1-800-869-7410.

VISA! MASTERCARD- Merchant accounts
for all types of businesses. Low discount
rates, electronic processing, direct deposit
of funds, no minimum volume. Call
PeachTree BanCard, 207-799-7684.

EVERYDAY IS EARTH DAY! Work to protect Maine's environment and make Health
Care affordable and accessible to Maine's
citizens. The Maine People's Alliance is
hiring canvassers for it's Citizen Outreach
Programs. $22O-$300/week. Jobs based in
Portland. call 761-4400.

LOCATED NEAR MILLION DOLLAR
BRIDGE, Child Mind has full and part-time
openings. Program includes sound educational experiences that nurture social, emotional, physical, and intellectual growth and
development. Call 799-1987.

Costumes for

BEAUX ARTS BAll
October 19

BE ON T.V. Many needed for commercials.
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. call
615-779-7111 ext. T-1265.

80' 2 bedroom, 2 baths
$19,047. 70' 3 bedroom
$14,995, 52'X28' $28,722.
Lots of others.
1-5

YOUVE WAiTED LONG
ENOUGHI
CASCO BAY WEEKlY ClASSIFIED
UNE AD DEAOUNE
IS EVERY MONDAY
AT6PM
CAll. MICHAEL 775·6601

...

~.

Atlantic Painting
Pa inting & Paper Ha nging
10 Snow Rood
Scarbo,ough.

M. inc 04074

Wesley Freese
207-883-1514

--

CHARLES B, MELCHER

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an Advertis ing Sa les Vl ana ger to
s hare the leadership of this exciting young company .
We are the fastest-growing newspaper in the statc. We are cleamn g
up in a market covered with cobwebs: one daily has closed , the o thcr is
down more than 26~ from last year, and the rad io sta tion ra te ca rds read
like Stephen King flctlon. But Casco Bay Weekly's sal es ha ve d o ubled
during the last 18 months - and are still growing.
You are an able and dynamic leade r with several yca rs of media
experience. You are ready to work hard for a socially conscious yo ung
company. And you are ready to double our sales again wilhin three
years.
You will sell and serve clients with zeal; yo u will inspir e a talent ed
sales staff by your uample; you will brains to nn and execute cos t-effective
promotions, and you will work side-by-side with an agg ressivc Ed itor/
Publisher/Founder.
Your income will start low - $26k to $31k (plus hea lth care and
benefits) - but will rise as fast as your de partment's sa les do. A hig h
achiever will double her or his starting salary within a fcw yca rs.
U you know how to sell advertising, yo u know wha t rca lleaders hip
is, and you love this newspaper, submit a cover lette r and resume - in
complete co nfidence - to:

Quiet Neighborhood

PHOTOGRAPHER
(207) 775-6301
Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Years

5S1A Congress, St .Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Ad Manager Search

Corutie Dinsmore,

~

Mark Stimson Realty
Office: 773-1990
Residence: 892-7725

Katherine Clark

772·8784
residential

commercial

business opps
ARTISTS AND flANDCRAFTERS: We need
your work for upscale co-op in the Old port.
871-1090.

daUng services
U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo brochure and details of beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladies from overseas, write :
P.O.Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or
can 702-451-3070, leave mailing address.
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hesitant to call a
dating service-until they
learned about the
NEW WAY TO
MEET IN THE 90s.
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1J1lJ.itina to ino.., you.
.. \:j'UUil\:j
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C01npatibles

business services
COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK availabletodo odd jobs and moving. Very handy
and can fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will move you for less. 7742159 anytime.
Today you need a PERFECT RESUME. laser resumes (Macintosh) lor as little as
$1 B.OO Computer resume fax service, laser
envelopes, and same-day service available.
Satisfaction guaranleed! 854-2972.

stun for sale
BIRTH CONTROL for men & women : No
anxiety. No embarrassment. Just quality,
name brand products available through the
privacy of mail order. Write: TPC, P.O. Box
1513, Fairfield, CT 06430 for free product
list.
MATCHING COUCH & LOVESEA T, 6 months
old (perfect condition, beige with coral and
light blue print along w/9 matching pil·
lows). Coffee table, end table (dark brown
wood), drafting table, 4 bar stools, 3 pictures (Sierra Club). Face value $3000- sell
complete $900- but wi" seperate. MOVing
West, must sell. 775-2335.
NINTENDO MACHINE AND CARTRIDGES
FOR SALE!!!!! GREAT CONDITION - PERFECTCHRISTMASGIFT. Selling to buynew
system. Machine with gun $60.00 selected
cartridges $10.00 each. Please call 8656722. leave message.

O AMERICAN
STEEL AND AWMINUM CORP.
£ CoI .,.. OtvIJlon

115 Wallace AV8. So. Portland, ME 04106

Deering Center

by Lynda Barry

Call Larry - 772-8256

ADVERTISING SALES LEADERSHIP

One owner, spacious 4 bedroom,
2 1/2 bath, tri-Ievel with garage. Oak
floors, living room with firepl ace,
targe family room, applianced
kitchen, economical gas 3-zone
FHW heat (new burner) , quiet
street, nice yard/gardens,
excellent schools. $134,900.

If you 've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

Portland

We or!i!anize, clean and even
build storage shelves.

S40,OOO/YR! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
Fill out simple "like/don't like" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour recording . 801-379-2925 Copyright
IMEI14EB.

and other life suppor1 services

Chesly e Larson

How long have you been saying
"/ must get that basement,
cellar and attic cleaned•• ?

help wanted

COMPULSive/c L EANI N G

883-1066

772-9878

29

NASTY~NEAT

-Reconstruction o/Vintage Clotbing.
- Wedding Gown Designs-

""iL"

We'll do anything to keep
our people working.

...

real
4

839-8272
24 hour

Open daily 11-6
(Closed Wed.) Sunday

MAINE
SAI E

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR- Rape Crisis Center. Seeking human services professional
to direct agency that serves Cumberland
and York Counties. Responsibilities include
financial development and management,
community relations, stall and volunteer
superviSion, and board relations. Should
be knowledgeable of the issues of violence
against women, possess excellent written
and oral communication skills and have
proven administraton experience. BSWIBA
required. Masters preferred. Salary in the
$2O's, flexible schedule, full benefits. Please
forward resume by October 17 to Rape
Crisis Center, P.O. Box 1371, Portland, ME
04104, ann: Hiring Committee.

BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING & TAX
PREPARAnON for small businesses and
individuals.Ooality workat reasonable rates.
18 years experience. Steve McCracken Accounting Services. 797-4510.

CAsco &y WuJcly is an eqllAl Oppor'"""y Employer.

Prom decks of spacious
contemporary apts.
Parking - Security - laU1ldry
Two BR Townhouses $585+ utils.
Other apts. from $475

839-8272

Deering Oaks Area
1 BR modern apts.

FAlRLANE MOBILE HOMES
(603) 286-4624
(RT. 93 EXIT 20)
RT. 3, TILTON, NH

Spectacular Views

~

October 10, 1991
NEED A JOB FAST? ReceptionisV secretary, bookkeeper, accounts clerk, warehouse laborer, construction trades, delivery routes, hotel, restuarants. Up to $400$600 weekly. 1-800-832-2626.

INTRODUCES
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
A NEW SALES PROGRAM
FOR ALL METAL PRODUCTS
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM
YOU PICK-UP
CASH OR CHECK
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL
CALL 772-4641 OR

1 -800-442-6763
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

ARE YOU BORED WITH YOUR WARDROBE,
but short on cash? Come in and check out
TANGENTS, Portland's funkiest new clothing store. What you'll find inside is a cool
collection of interesting and affordablenew,
secondhand, and vintage clothing . At Tangents you11 also find jewelry, used records
and tapes, comic books and antiques. Stop
in and see what's new this week. You never
know what you'll find. "you're looking fo r
something different for Halloween, don't
forget to check us out first. Tangents is
located at247B Congress St., one block up
the hill from Levinsky's, across from the
graveyard. Hours are 11-7, Tues.- Fri ., 11 6 Sat. Phone 774-5024.

music
PIANOI VOICE STUDIO- Classical, Opera,
Broadway Musicals. Beginners to advanced
piano. B. of M., M. of M. Evenings, 7727208; days, 879-2606.

wheels
CHEAP! FBIN.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ...
$200; '86VW... $50; '87 Mercedes ... $100;
'65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 hour recording reveals details: 801-379-2929 Copyright I ME114JC.
1989 PONTIAC LEMANS- 4 speed, 2 door
hatch·back, 67,000 miles, AMlFM stereo,
excellent condition . Asking $2,950. 8650708.
1980 Scirocco - Looks bad but runs good.

$300 or best oller. 773-3006.
1978 FORD PICK-UP, 8' bed, 302 engineautomatic. Minor body work, runs well.
$1000. 526-3345 after 5:00, weekends;
days- 87 4-8468.
BMW 2002, 75. $2000 negotiable. 6422542.
1988 VW FOX GL. Navy blue, 4-door, low
mileage. Excellent condition, $3800 orB.O.
727 -5633. Leave message.
1989 SUZUKI SIDEKICK, 5 speed, 4WD,
10wmiles,AMlFMcassette,darkblue, white
rag top, $6950. 883-8454.

wanted

learning

MATURE PROFESSIONAL COUPLE SEEK
year-round home or apartment- Mid coast
area, deep water access preferred. We are
skilled property managers & love to work
outdoors. Willing to oversee other projects
& consider other real estate management
opportunities. Willing to work-out an equitable arrangement. Excellent references
furnished. Write us with your particular
situation. P.O. Box 765, Brunswick, ME
04011'()765.

PARENTING TRAINING at The Center for
Personal Growth, 812 Stevens Avenue,
Portland, ME 04103. Saturdays Oct. 19 to
Nov. 23, $75 for six sessions. call Marge
Burney, 797 -5851 for information and registration.
ALTERNATIVE CAREERS FOR TEACHERS
workshop' 5 Wed. Eves. Oct. 23- Nov. 20.
$150. Based on best seller "What Color Ic
Your Parachute?" call 761 -7755.

Is Your Child
Bored or Ignored?
Hill School may be the answer
you've been looking for.
Our home school envirorvnent will nurture and
challenge your child, kindergarten through Grade 5.
Certified, professional teacherlstate accredited.
Now enrolling ages 4-6.
C 00
L---=-.=.:....:...::=-=...:....--,
Please call or wrfte.

H '111
5 h

I

62 Monument St .• Portland, ME 04101 • 879-1921
VOICE LESSONS- Beginners to advanced.
"Free Your Voice Inside". Jazz improvisation & Classical technique. Your choice 01
material! ~II Diana Hansen, Yarmouth,
846-5712.
CAN'T DRAW? TAKE THIS CLASS. Learn
allover again in a supportive atmosphere,
drawing from outward observation and inner experience. Tues. 1-3 pm, Wed. 7-9
pm, start Oct. 29. $75for 6 weeks including
all materials used during class. Page Rozelle
761-2431 , Portland.
WATERCOLOR CLASSES FOR WOMEN.
Unlock your creative potential this fall. 6week, 2-hour sessions now forming . $60.
Conducted by artisV educator Jane Wray.
Register now to 775-2442.
THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE- A unique
means for addressing problems of heaUh,
posture, performance. Maria Jackson
Parker, certified teacher. 729.()839.

TRAVEL COMPANION(S) WANTED BY
MALE, 56, smoker. Plan to go by car from
Portugal through Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
possibly Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, return
Lisbon, Jan.- Feb. 1992. Seeking flexible
companion for all or part. Share experiences and expenses. Please call 846-5740
after 7 p.m. or weekends.
ADOPTION: A MOM, DAD, & DAUGHTER
are anxious to adopt again. We long to
share our warm, secure home with your
newborn. Please call coJlect, Rick and Judy,
603-898-1980. In compliance with Title 22,
Chapter 1153.

BATH
ANTIQUES SHOW
60 Dealers
Oct. 13
10a.m. - 3 p.m.

animals
WHERE DOES YOUR PET HIDE ON GRooMING DAY? Paw Print Images can change
that answer by grooming in the comfort of
your own home. Call 767-4024.

bulletin board
BACK COUNTRY BIKE EXCURSIONS- Daily
guided Min. Bike treks (leisurely,foothils of
White Mtns.) From May IS-Nov. 1, singles
or groups to 10. 1 hr. from Portland. Spectacular views & terrain. calVwrite Back
Country Bike Excursions, RFD Box 365,
Limerick, ME 04048, 625-8189.

•
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Bath Junior High School
$2 Admission - Catered
Information call

443-8983
-

"B'

PERSONAL
CALL®
Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day 99¢/min

•
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Gisro BIlY !o'kekly
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MET YOU THURSDAY, 9112,around 6 p.m.
at Maine Mall J.C. Penney men's dept.
looking at jeans. You were looking for
pleated Lee jeans and wearing aqua-green
shirt. I was looking for Lee 501 jeans and
wearing white shirt, tie. We talked about
bell-bottom jeans. Would like to broaden
our conversation and begin a friendship,
please call. "5728

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

women ... men
SMART SINGLE SOCIAUST, tired of being
lonely in these capi~list climes and times,
seeks SM, ea~y 20's to mid-30's with similarpolitics, asense of humor, and the ability
to be intelligent without sacrificing his feelings, to live happily ever after with and
maybe change the world just a bit. Please
wri1e. CBW Box 802. -S730
COWBOYWANTED FOR COUNTRy,wESTERN dance partner. (No square dancing).
No expo necessary. I'. teach you the twostep. Machoism not a requirement. Energetic4Dsomething male? Get out your boots
and jeans for good fun- great exercise.
Write: Pardner, P.O. Box 8051, Portland,
ME 04104. "5733
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TWO BEAUTIFUL BLACKWOMEN-one 5'4',
light complexed, other 5'6', golden brown
complexed, both 125lbs., very sexy, who
enjoy giving allover body massages and
can be very dominant if that's what you
prefer. Non sexual. Prefer mature middleaged or older men, any nationality. "5746
ARE YOU UP TO PAR? Do you want to
spar? Are you avant gar(de)? Have you
read this far? Two sporty, statuesque
women (median age 30) who aren't afraid
to engage in the grueling game of mini-goH,
seeking 2 men of equal fortitude and daring
for an evening at the NEW mini-golf in
Windham. Strictly mini-golf. ... 5748
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ATTRACTIVE, SLENDER, CREATIVE, sensual SWF, early 30's: looking for unattached, caring, intelligen~ artiwlate and
attractive male 30-45, who still has some
.kid inside and is looking for a comfortable,
healthy relationship. I like people, biking,
hiking, country, mountains, art, unbridled
pasSion, humor, raging storms, moving
forward, feeling alive, emotional seH-awareness and the courage' to show it. The sky's
the limit with the right person. Photoappreciated. P.O. 1041, Yarmouth, ME 04096.
ttS740

men"" women
DWM, 40's, GOOD LOOKING, fit. Adult
sensualities and encounters should be safe,
mature and never negative. I am seeking
out a sexy, sassy, yet sensitive female for
an affai r designed to be daring, creative and
wonderful. A developing relationship is
possible, unique way to a new beginning.
Are you curious? All attractive and filladies
welcome to respond. P.O. Box 568.
WIScasset, ME 04578. ttSn5
DWM, YOUTHFUL FORTYSOMETHING, attractive, healthy, fit, seeks pretty, trim, adventurous, curious, passiona1e WF, 25-40,
for intima1e conversation and fantasy fulfillment. Let's explore the possibilities!
..5729
FREE-SPIRITED, LAID-BACK, modem bohemian, 31, 6'L, 210 Ibs., seeks SIOF to
share moonlight, beaches, nights on the
town, days in the country, classic rock &
roll, mountains, books,live entertainment,
dancing and most of all, a goo<! laugh.
Deadheads are especially welcome. CBW
Box 804 ....5735

caw

PERSONAL

CHARMING, wrn'Y, ATTRACTIVE, fit NlS
DWM, 30, is looking for an honest, in1elligent, attractive, adventurous, NIS SIOWF
for dining out, movies, fun times, possible
relationship. All inquiries answered ...5739
MWM, 29, SEEKS OLDER SIOIMF, 40. for
intimate, sensual, and fun relationship. I
am clean and chem-free. Looks and size
not important, just a winingness to be unin hibited. Free during most weekdays, some
evenings. Uve out your dreams and fantasies. Discretion requested and assured.
"'S74t
ADVENTUROUS, BRAINY, CHARMING;
debonair, eccentric, fascinating, gallant,
handsome, intrigUing, jubilant, knowledgeable, lOVing, majestic, nobleman, optimistic, passionate, quality, romantic, seductive, thoughtful, understlnding, vivacious,
worthy, xiphoid, youthful, zany; SJM- 28,
seeking a hopefully romantic woman to
share in a meaningful relationship. Mr.
Right, P.O.B. 8591, Portland, ME 04104.
...5742
C-"T¥Ih~
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Smart Single socialist, tired of being lonely in these
capitalistic climes and times, seeks SM, early 20's to
mid 30's with similar politics, a sense of humor, and the
ability to be intelligent without sacrificing feelings, to
live happily ever after with and maybe change the world
Just a bit. Please write. caw Box 802. ozr5730.

Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as
CBW's 'Person of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas.

•
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DWF, MID 30's, intelligent, educated, attractive, NIS; kind, generous, witty; loves
kids, pets, nature, culture and much more;
seeks company of SlDM, 34-50 with similar qualities and interests for companionship, etc. CBW Box 809. "'5754

DWM, 33, LOOKING FOR THAT special
lady. She loves rigorous excercise, enjoys
. dancing, outdoors, the arts. Is creative,
affectionate, slim, and kind of sexy. Feels
good about herself, and enjoys the simple
things in life. A positive, goal oriented person who has a faith in God. CBW Box 805.
...5736

WE MET AND TALKED AT AN OOB real
estlte office; your sister was helping you
look for an apartment. You're training at
UNUM and are very nice (and gorgeous!).
I was too shy to ask you oul. Do I get a
second chance? CBW Box 807 .... 5743

(Galls cost 99¢lmin)

GWM, SELF-MADE ATTRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL, mid 40's, into travel, theatre and
the arts. This spontaneous, highly motivated fun-loving man seeks NlS gay professional male between 30-45 with similar
interests. CBW Box 811. "5756

ARE YOU A WOMAN deeply touched by
touch,Jouching deeply,loving to touch and
be touched? Touch me. Are you a woman
deeply moved feeling her body moving,
.moving joyously, lOving to move and be
moved? Move me. P.O. Box 143, Peaks
Island, ME 04108 ....5745

companions

BLUE-EYED BLONDES, CHECK THIS AD,
what you read will make you glad! DWM,
real nice guy, seeks your company for
romantic try! Fit and trim, with face pretty?
Let's have dinner and do the city. Sense of
humor? Me, too! Maybe I'm the one lor
you! "5747

ATTRACTIVE WWM, 45, 5'11', 170, professional, NIS, very fit, enjoy dancing, humor, sensitive & affectionate. Looking for
i~timate relationship with intelligent, affectionate, full-chested lady with same interests and desires. Let's live life before it goes
by us. P.O. Box lOllS, Portland, 04104.

SWM, 31, SEEKS WOMAN that is smart,
independent, and approximately his age.
This person should be a pOSitive thinker,
who can express herself clearly, and likes
the outdoors. ttS752

COUPLE SEEK BiWIF for dinner, movies
and intimate times. This is our first time, so
let's try something new together. He is S'3',
195 lb. She is 5'6', 105 lb. Both mid-20's.
We are very open-mindedf drug-free and
discreet. Send letter & picture. CBW Box
800 ...5726

COME TO LONG ISLAND, N. Y. - Seeking
relocatable, attractive female for this handsome DWM, 6', successful, who's romantic, sincere and passionate for relationship.
Send letter, photo and phone to: P.O. Box
584, Old Bethpage, N.Y., 11804 ...5753

women ... women
GWF, 36, ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, intelligent,
honest, enfightened, sensitive, seeks GFfo r
chem-free good times. I enjoy outdoor activities, dancing, mOVies, new experiences.
Photo appreciated. CBW Box 806. "'5737
DYNAMIC, RESOURCEFUL WOMAN who
loves romance, especially going parking.
I'm in my40'sand desirea feminine nurturing woman, 25-40. I'm in Maine a lot.
CBW Box 810.

men"" men
GWM, 3Osomething, 6'3', 185, professional,looking for similar established person. Let's share as friends, great dinners,
fun times. You be open, honest and not
afraid ofcommittment. Noaddictions. CBW
Box 801.
SMALL GROUP GAY MENIFRIENDS looking lor 4-8 mature thinking men to expand
our social group. We meet weekly to enjoy
social! cultural events (ie: dinner, movies,
conversation, etc.). Looking for men seriously interested in participating minimum
three times a month. Write P.O. Box 844,
Portland 04104 .... 5727

The Hole Truth
Each of the objects
below is associated
with one of the numbered groups of holes
below, See if you can
match them up,
The holes are in
relative scale,

.CA»

SWM- 30, SEEKING BiWM, couple or TV
for fantasy, fun fulfillment. Must be medically clean, and fit. Photoamusl. CBW Box
803 .... 5731

scissors
egg slicer
shoe
spatula
slotted spoon
radio speaker
pencil sharpener
electrical outlet
_ hair dryer
_ pretzel
_ pipe
_ coin-operated
washer
colander

MWC LOOKING FOR OTHER COUPlES for
friendship, fun, and fantasy. He's straight,
she's possibly Bi. Cleanliness and discretion a must and assured. "5734
SHARE FANTASIES. BiWM, 30's, BRIBL.
Discrete, educated, attractive, sincere.
Seeks phone Iriend. It'll be fun. Invest
99centsfmin. and get it off your chest.
"'5738
FANTASY SHOULD BE FUN- Attractive
couple, 30's, looking for BilF to enjoy an
enjoyable erotic adventure. We are clean
professionals and straight. First sojourn
into something new! This will be aone time
thing for us. Interested? ttS749
EROTICISM WITHOUT TOUCHING- Couple
looking to find couple to model erotic cloth·
ing wlo touching. Just for fun and to create
a fun fantasy. We are both very physically
fit, ea~y 30's, and looking for similar types.
Your interest peaked? "5750
BWM, LATE 30's, wants to meet couple for
intimate, sensual, adventurous relationship .
I have lots of fantasies that I want to make
a reality. Let's share our fantasies, explore
the limits of our sexuality. I'm clean, discreet, seek same. Call or write. Will Answer
all. CBW Box 808. "'5751
SWM LOOKING FOR SLIM COUPLES for
intimate friendship and more. Love phoInn ,,.nl,v and have my own lab. "'5755
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99c/min)
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Just call 1-90Q..370-2041 from any touch-Illne phone.
When Personat Ca~ answers, follow the inslnJebons and
enter the four-dgit ... number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enter another ... number or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 99¢ a minute.)
To respond III an ad without a ... number, write to the P.O.
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail III a CBW
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left
hand corner of your envelope.

How to place a CBW personal ad
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by slllpping
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downlllwn Portland.
CaD 775-6601 III find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
01 a Personal CaI~ ... number. When you place your ad,
youll be you'l be giwn a .. number and an easy-Ill-follow
instruction sheet Irs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
- that way you won' miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9().second greeting, relax and be
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don't leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.

Rules & deadines
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek III buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street adaesses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right III
edit onefuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04102.
Phone: 77&-6601. FAX: 775-1615

o women -

women

Omen- men

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

I of words: - - - -

add,",
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I of w . .ks: _ _ __
2·week rTinlmJm

caw box:

_ _ __

Add$5 ... $ 9 _

See rat. at left
city, 11at8, zip
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This week, Portland's Usa
Spahr and a friend will
dine at Alberta's.
Portland's Eugene Downing and a friend will take
in a movie at The Movies
at Exchange Street.

(H .....0 ,han 45)
C~. . k:
See rat. at loft
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Connecting the bullet
holes in sequence may
have been relatively easy,
but reading the culprit's
name - backwards - was a
real pane.
A guy named REX did it.

Omen~women

(We cannot print your ad without it)
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(Draw!)
Category:
o women - men

Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Useofa Personal Call~" number is free. Useola CBW
box (including mail fOlWarding) costs $5 a week. Use 01 a
CBW box w/o a... numbercosts $9 a week. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box services must be paid in advance.
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Solution to Real Puzzle #90

Your ad:

What does a personal cost?

(J

••-

Real Puzzle #92
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL fax your ad on Thursday

You can change your ... message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

2

•••
• •

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The second-prize winner receives two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by Wednesday, Oct. 16. The
solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the Oct. 24 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:

FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE THURSDAY

How to respond to a personal ad
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(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was r"mlly published by Harper and Row.)
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Usa> Bay Wukly

Smedley
makes a
mistake.

Breakfast 6:30 AM
Open till 11 :30 PM, Fri &: Sat till midnight

HOT & COLD
Sandwiches
Meatball & S;msage
Spaghetti Buckets
Lasagna • Tacos
Pizza & Pizza Slices
Veggie Delights

V.'ltttes
•

l'"

w
S·
.f~X io-:;=-:'Y·/"-
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Don't you!
Shop

COUU~ i ~U~1
for
Goulish Gifts
Tricky Treats
Creepy Cards

••

plnts

87 Brackett St. 772-2427

in conjunction with Portland
Community Access Center and
Spring Point Television
Community Center will present:

The Deep Dish Television Network series
BEHIND CENSORSHIP: THE ASSULT ON CIVIL LIBERTIES
This seven-part series will run Thursdays at 9 pm on channel 39.

With these simple yet power-

l"~:n. ,.. · l!lUI$.tate of

the Art: Art of the State?
;.)1; ~:a*; 11t~ rccess Denied and Anchors Away!
:::::&jQ,)~4tll}ln ~t.her W?rds: The Slruuggl~ Over Language
. . . '..31sfPolilicai Prisoners & P.OWs In the USA

Tune in to this important series on a community station near you.

STOP SMOKING

five approach. you are able to

Be a nonsmoker today!

make changes within yourself .

What you learn and experlencelnthesesQsslonswlllset
you on the path to ~our goats
and dreams.

lSi. lli:gG "ltli'W!1b Owns This Body? and Forbidden Fruit Fight Back
lTliJbt t4fbLVIbrani Voices: People of Color Speak Out
it t':lV:l zht;!Mutiny on the Corporate Sponsorship
AUDIO PORTIONS OF THESE PROGRAMS WILL BE PREVIEWED
ON WMPG-FM, 90.9, WEDNESDAY MORNINGSAT 11:00 AM

ful accelerated change tech- ~
n lques emphasizing a posl- W

Whot \.IOU con con c eive In \.lour
mind. \.Iou can achieve I

92 Exchange St.
Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

-c.s WEIGHT CONTROL
Be your Ideal

our
Y

R LIFE DESIGN
L ife Is a Journey. not a

(2~~~~~~~HERI"E ~.:::: ( R.~.~
C£RT IFIE D C LINIC1t.L HYPOTH£R.... P IST
CERTIFIED H YPONOAN.... E ST HES IO t..OG£ST

Don't you think it's time you tried the personals?
To place a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 775-6601.

To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 1-900-370-2041 .
Call costs 99¢ a minute.

